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Abstract
West Africa hosted the deadliest Ebola virus disease epidemic from 2013 to 2016
and one of the common characteristics of the affected countries is their status
of being developing countries. Poor economic and social living conditions is a
reality in these countries and they have deeply affected the fight against Ebola
virus disease. In this work, we focus on the potential impact of socio-economic
factors on Ebola virus disease dynamics. First, we use a compartmental model
to study the dynamics of Ebola virus disease when there is a limited number
of beds for patients. We use a non linear hospitalisation rate and formulate the
rate at which the time dependent number of available beds evolves. The results
suggest that a timely supply of sufficient beds to Ebola treatment units, limits the
spread of the disease by keeping the infectious in one place, during their infectious
period. Second, we formulate a mathematical model of Ebola virus disease that
considers human behaviour through an exponential non linear incidence rate.
Suitable Lyapunov functions are built and the proofs of the global stability of
equilibria are presented. The results advocate for an immediate and efficacious
behaviour change, as a control measure to rapidly control an Ebola virus disease
epidemic. Third, we build a mathematical model of Ebola virus disease dynamics,
that describes the introduction of a new strain of Ebola virus, through continuous
or impulsive immigration of infectives. The results suggest controlled movements
of people between countries that have had Ebola outbreaks. Finally, we develop a
model of Ebola virus disease that considers two patches with different economic
statuses represented by the respective gross-national incomes of these patches.
We assume that susceptible, exposed and recovered individuals from the poorer
patch move to the rich patch. The results indicate a decrease of the number of
infected individuals in the rich patch when movements of populations are limited
through the improvement of the economy in the poor patch. We conclude that
the improvement of the economy of poorer countries may be critical in avoiding
potential outbreaks of Ebola virus disease. The results in this thesis point to the
need to consider socio-economic factors in Ebola virus disease epidemic models.
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Opsomming
Wes-Afrika het die dodelikste epidemie van die Ebola-virus siekte vanaf 2013 tot
2016 gehad en een van die algemene kenmerke van die geaffekteerde lande is hul
status as ontwikkelende lande. Swak ekonomiese en sosiale lewensomstandighede
is in hierdie lande ’n werklikheid en het die stryd teen Ebola-virus siektes erg beïn-
vloed. In hierdie tesis het ons gekies om te fokus op die moontlike impak van
sosio-ekonomiese faktore op die dinamika van die Ebola-virus siekte. Eerstens ge-
bruik ons ’n kompartementele model om die dinamika van Ebola-virus siekte te
bestudeer wanneer daar ’n beperkte aantal beddens vir pasiënte is. Ons gebruik
’n nie-lineêre hospitalisasie koers en formuleer die koers waarteen die tyd afhank-
like aantal beskikbare beddens ontwikkel. Die resultate dui daarop dat ’n tydige
voorsiening van voldoende beddens vir Ebola-behandelingseenhede die versprei-
ding van die siekte beperk deur die aansteeklikes op een plek te hou gedurende
hul aansteeklike tydperk. Tweedens formuleer ons ’n wiskundige model van
Ebola-virus siekte wat menslike gedrag oorweeg deur ’n eksponensiële nie-lineêre
voorkomsskoers. Geskikte Lyapunov funksies word gebou en die bewyse van die
globale stabiliteit van ewewig word aangebied. Resultate argumenteer vir ’n on-
middellike en doeltreffende gedragsverandering as ’n beheermaatreël om ’n Ebola-
virus siekte-epidemie vinnig te beheer. Derdens bou ons ’n wiskundige model van
Ebola-virus sindinamika, wat die bekendstelling van ’n nuwe stam Ebola-virus
beskryf, deur middel van deurlopende of impulsiewe immigrasie van infektiewe.
Resultate dui op beheerde bewegings van mense tussen lande wat Ebola-uitbrake
gehad het. Ten slotte, ons ontwikkel ’n model van Ebola-virus siekte wat twee
gebiede met verskillende ekonomiese statusse beskou, verteenwoordig deur die
onderskeie bruto nasionale inkomste van hierdie gebiede. Ons aanvaar dat vat-
bare, blootgestelde en verhaalde individue van die armer gebied na die ryk gebied
beweeg. Resultate dui ’n afname aan in die aantal besmette individue in die ryk
gebied wanneer bewegings van bevolkings beperk word deur die verbetering van
die ekonomie in die arm gebied. Ons kom tot die gevolgtrekking dat die verbeter-
ing van die ekonomie van armer lande krities kan wees om potensiële uitbrake van
Ebola-virus siektes te vermy. Die resultate in hierdie proefskrif dui op die nood-
iv
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saaklikheid om sosio-ekonomiese faktore in Ebola-virus siekte epidemiese modelle
te oorweeg.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Ebola virus disease
The first Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak started in 1976 in the Democratic Re-
public of Congo (DRC) also called Zaire at that time [3]. The name Ebola is a name
of the river in Kikwit close to where the first EVD cases were noticed. Since then,
there has been over 20 EVD outbreaks and all occurring in Africa [4]. There are
five different strains of Ebola virus namely Zaire Ebola virus strain, Sudan Ebola
virus strain, Bundigbuyo Ebola virus strain, Taï forest Ebola virus strain and Reston
Ebola virus strain. The Zaire Ebola virus strain is responsible of the most recent and
deadliest outbreak of 2013− 2016 [5], with over 28 700 cases and 11 000 deaths. The
large death toll of this outbreak raised suspicions on an eventual mutation of the
virus. Indeed, Ebola virus glycoprotein with increased infectivity dominated the
2013− 2016 EVD epidemic [6]. The high infectivity of the Zaire Ebola virus strain
facilitated the disease transmission, thus increasing the number of cases. During
this outbreak, the chances of recovering were very low due to the absence of treat-
ment or vaccine and poor living conditions of those who were affected. Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone were the most affected countries in the 2013− 2016 EVD
outbreak and are classified as low income countries [2]. The majority in these coun-
tries live in poor conditions, which may have increased their chances of dying from
EVD during the outbreak [7]. This study seeks to investigate the role of social and
economic factors of these countries in the increased number of cases and deaths
due to EVD.
1.2 Geographical distribution of countries affected by EVD
The natural habitation of Ebola virus reservoirs helps to geographically locate
countries that can be potentially affected by EVD. Fruit bats and chimpanzees are
1
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known reservoirs of Ebola virus [8, 9, 10]. They contaminate other animals like go-
rillas, monkeys, forest antelopes and porcupines that are killed and served, to be
eaten by humans, as ”bush meat”, which can lead to the spread of Ebola virus into
humans [10].
Fruit bats and chimpanzees populations are mostly found in equatorial and tropi-
cal forests of Africa [10]. In fact, the first cases of EVD were identified in DRC and
thereafter EVD was detected in neighbouring countries, but with different strains
of the virus [3, 7, 10]. DRC is a country which is geographically located at the cen-
ter of the African continent and which is a member state of the Southern African
Development Community. In 1976, the Sudan ebolavirus strain was detected in
South Sudan formerly part of Sudan and caused 151 deaths in humans. The Sudan
ebolavirus strain was also responsible for other outbreaks in Sudan in 1997, 2004
and in Uganda in 2000, 2012 [3, 7]. The Zaire ebolavirus species was responsible
for the EVD outbreaks in DRC and the outbreaks in other countries like the Re-
public of Congo, Gabon, Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone [3, 7]. The Bundibugyo
ebolavirus strain affected Uganda in 2007 and the DRC in 2011. Central Africa is
a natural reservoir of Ebola virus. It is a region occupied by large tropical rain
forests, very suitable habitat for fruit bats and chimpanzees. Tropical rainforests
like Taï forest in Ivory Coast, Western Congo swamp forest in Congo and Minkebe
forest in Gabon (see map in Figure 1.1), habor animals that are potential hosts of
Ebolavirus [7].
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3 1.2. Geographical distribution of countries affected by EVD
Figure 1.1: Map of the past and present Ebola distribution in Africa, with a more
global distribution of fruit bats [1].
West Africa was surprisingly affected by the deadliest EVD in 2013− 2016. The
Taï forest ebolavirus strain was first discovered in Ivory Coast in 1994 but never
caused any human deaths [3, 7]. The recent EVD epidemic in West Africa caused
by the Zaire ebolavirus strain may have been a result of migration of animals and
humans since this strain is common in Central and Southern Africa. The index case
of EVD epidemic of 2013− 2016 was located in Gueckedou, a southern forested dis-
trict of Guinea which neighbours other districts in Liberia and Sierra Leone [7, 11].
The index case was located in a small village bordering Sierra Leone and Liberia
called Nzerekore [7]. Nzerekore is situated near major roads networks, leading to
Liberia and Sierra Leone [12, 13]. At the southern boundary of Guinea, are located
the districts of Gueckedou and Macenta. These districts are connected to Lofa in
Liberia and Kailahlun in Sierra Leone [12]. Within and cross-border human mobil-
ity is a common characteristic in West Africa as a result of war, population growth
and poverty [14, 15]. In Liberia, between 30%− 40% of citizens reside outside their
country of birth and over 54% of the internally displaced are 14 years old [16, 17].
Thus, human mobility between west African countries facilitated the geographic
spread of EVD in West Africa and certainly contributed to enlarge the geographic
spread of the disease. It is worth noting that migration was the main cause of few
EVD cases in America and Europe [16, 17].
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1.3 Economic situation of countries affected by EVD: pre
and post EVD outbreak situations
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a measure of the strength of a country’s econ-
omy [18]. It provides a good approximation of expenditures, output and input of a
country. It does not account for general well being like safety, life expectancy and
population literacy which are considered in the Human Development Index (HDI)
[18]. Agriculture and mining were the main sources of income in Zaire in 1975 and
the GDP of Zaire in 1976 was 3% [19]. However, the fall in copper prices, decline
of agriculture, unplanned investment activity, lack of consistency in budget man-
agement and uncontrolled external borrowing lead to slow economic growth in the
country [20]. By the time the first EVD outbreak occurred in Zaire, the country’s
infrastructure and economy could not cope with the much needed control mea-
sures. In 1995, another EVD outbreak hit the country, killing 245 people among the
317 infected [3], representing a case fatality ratio of 77%. About 40 years later, the
deadliest EVD epidemic ever, hit West Africa, whose countries are classified as low
income countries.
Guinea’s economy is driven by agriculture, construction and mining [21]. How-
ever, political and institutional challenges, keep the country in persistent poverty,
with a GDP of 3% at the time of the outbreak in 2013. It is clear that EVD outbreak of
2013− 2016 started in an economically disadvantaged country which contributed
to the rapid spread of the disease. It is also worth noting that the epidemic slowed
down economic growth in Guinea, causing the GDP growth to drop from 4.5% to
2.4% [22].
Liberia’s economy is mainly driven by iron, rubber, construction and service sec-
tors [21]; having been growing steadily before EVD outbreak also reported a drop
of its GDP growth [21]. The largest economic effects of EVD crisis were those re-
sulting from changes in behaviour of the affected populations.
Sierra Leone economy, driven predominantly by the mining sector, alongside agri-
culture and services sectors, experienced a drop in GDP from the projected growth
rate of 12.1% to 9.1% in 2014 as a result of the 2013− 2016 EVD outbreak. After
EVD outbreak, the annual loss in GDP was estimated to 2.2 billion $ (U.S. dollar)
in the affected countries, which contributed to slowing of the affected economies
[23]. Currently, Liberia’s economy is progressively returning to normalcy while
Guinea’s economy has stagnated and Sierra Leone is in recession [24]. The im-
provements in the health care facilities weakened by EVD outbreak could also ac-
celerate economic growth in these countries.
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1.4 Health care systems of countries affected by EVD
A health care system consists of all the organisations, institutions, resources and
people whose primary purpose is to improve health including efforts to influence
determinants of health and health improvement activities [25]. It is a combination
of state and non-state actors’ actions. Health care systems thus need staff, funds,
information, supplies, transport, communication and direction to function [25, 26].
The monitoring and evaluation strategy of the World Health Organisation (WHO)
is structured around the WHO framework that describes health care systems in
six essential components: service delivery, health workforce, health information
systems, access to essential medicines, financing and governance [25]. Most of
the healthcare systems of Africa are characterized as having inadequate infrastruc-
ture, under-staffed and under-resourced [26]. Prior to EVD outbreak, most African
countries affected didn’t meet the average of one hospital for 100, 000 inhabitants.
Guinea and Liberia, for example, had 0.4 each. The problem of access to hospitals,
also due to an unbalanced distribution and poor transport infrastructure, worsened
the situation during the outbreak. Further, the lack of qualified hospital personnel
also slowed EVD control efforts. Health care staff standards of the WHO are one
doctor per 10, 000 inhabitants, one nurse per 300 inhabitants and one midwife per
300 women of reproductive age. Overall doctor to population ratio in Africa in 2013
was 2.6 per 10, 000 with 1 in Guinea, 0.2 in Sierra Leone and 0.1 in Liberia. Besides
the insufficient number of healthcare workers in hospitals, the health care systems
of the affected areas within the respective countries were under staffed during EVD
epidemic. For example, in Guinea, Conakry had 75% of the health workers while
EVD epicentre in the country (Coyah, Dubreka, Forecariah and Kindia prefectures)
only had 22% of them [26]. These low rates are in part the consequences of dual
job holding or poorly paid doctors. In fact, many doctors in the public sector also
work privately and some, attracted by higher salaries, move to cities.
During the 2013 − 2016 EVD epidemic, the community health volunteers were
trained and their role was to trace EVD patients’ contacts, actively find new cases
and safely bury EVD deceased [27]. Community health practitioners, commonly
named traditional healers, despite some of their practices previously contributing
to EVD spread, provided essential services closer to communities under good su-
pervision and adequate funding [27]. Limited funding during this EVD outbreak
was responsible for the death of 513 health care workers [23]. According to the
WHO, countries should devote at least 9% of public spending to health care. In
2011, these rates were 19.1%, 12.3% and 6% in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea
respectively; in addition to private sector funding [26]. However, low salaries have
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driven personnel from public to better paying private hospitals and clinics, leading
to near collapse of public health facilities. Private health care facilities offer services
which are expensive for most people who end up going to traditional practitioners
[26]. Traditional healers combine traditional religion, culture and health, which are
important aspects of life in Africa. In the case of EVD outbreak, some traditional
healers attributed the origin of the disease to spiritual causes, denying then the sci-
entific methods used to stop the disease spread. This raises the issue of culture in
health care on the continent where the lack of overall approach integrating the cul-
tural dimensions of the people for the promotion of health is observed. In Africa,
culture and healthcare are interrelated. It was evident in this outbreak that changes
in human behaviour were important in stopping the spread of EVD [28].
1.5 Cultural practices of countries affected by EVD and
their effects on the implementation of control measures
Interpersonal relationships are the foundation and theme of human life. Psycholo-
gists believe that human relationships influence behaviours and development [29].
For example, human behaviour determines the magnitude of infectious diseases.
The local culture (language, tradition, religion, rites, food, clothing, etc) should be
studied in case its practices are drivers of the spread of the epidemic [30]. Teams in
charge of the implementation of control measures, consisting of both local and for-
eign individuals, require a cultural competence to modify existing behaviour and
health care system [30]. Cultural competence is a set of congruent behaviours, atti-
tudes and policies that come together in a system or among professionals to enable
that system or group of professionals to work effectively in cross-cultural situations
[30]. Behaviour change was a determining factor in the fight against EVD epidemic
in West Africa [31].
After 2 to 21 days of exposure to Ebola virus, exposed individuals can present one
of the following symptoms: fever, diarrhoea, bleeding, vomiting or haemorrhage
[8, 32]. Almost all EVD symptoms include body fluids through which the dis-
ease can be transmitted to a susceptible individual when there is body contact [33].
A change in behaviour limiting contact with fluids can slow down or even stop
the epidemic [31]. It is possible that the case fatality rate of the 2013− 2016 EVD
outbreak could have been reduced if control measure were adopted into the local
context [28]. Behaviour change was needed in the affected communities because of
unsafe burials, exposed individuals not presenting early at health care facilities but
rather to traditional healers and home based care of EVD infected individuals [34].
In Sierra Leone for example, people are concerned about the strict respect of mortu-
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ary rites and funeral practices. They believe that practising mortuary rights enables
the spirit of the death to reach the village of the deads and eternally live with the
ancestors. Otherwise, the angry spirit will send illnesses to the family and the spirit
of the deceased will return to torment the family as well. So, whether a person dies
from EVD or not, the rites should be respected. During a burial in Mende-speaking
region of Sierra Leone, a widow smears her head with mud formed by the de-
ceased husband bathing water after washing his body [34]. Bodies are washed and
touched by the elders of the community as well. In this community, many EVD
deceased were unsafely buried and this practice contributed to disease transmis-
sion [34]. To adapt to such cultural behaviour, health authorities trained a specific
staff in charge of burials of EVD victims. They consulted and included families
in the burial process of their relatives, financially compensated those families and
assisted them in organising funerals.
Further, rumours emerged that medical teams were collaborating with powerful lo-
cals to snatch the ill for use in cannibalistic rituals or to harvest organs or that EVD
was caused by witchcraft [34]. EVD infected individuals were hid in homes so that
even police had to intervene to stop some families from removing their sick rela-
tives from EVD treatment centers. Authorities drafted a cultural behaviour change
communication on EVD to communicate the correct behaviour change. Some of the
EVD patients who were kept at home because of a limited number of beds in the
local EVD treatment center were attended to mostly by women who didn’t have
any medical training and this contributed to EVD spread. Healthcare workers then
intervened in these houses to give necessary indications and material. Some people
believed that EVD was a punishment from God for the corruption in the popula-
tion, which led people to consult traditional healers. To bring about behavioural
change in some areas of Sierra Leone or Guinea, traditional healers and some se-
cret societies had to be involved in EVD control. Behaviours changes influenced
the dynamics of the 2013− 2016 EVD epidemic in West Africa.
1.6 Motivation
1.6.1 Problem statement
Ebola virus is very virulent, killing individuals after a short period of becoming
ill. It has a mean case fatality rate of 50% [3], meaning half of the people who get
infected die of the disease. EVD has no vaccine and reliable treatment apart from
giving the patient enough fluids and blood. It can only be prevented by quaran-
tining the cases. During the 2013− 2016 outbreak in West Africa, social and be-
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havioural characteristics of the population in this region were responsible for high
number of EVD cases. For example, washing and touching of the deceased and
bush-meat consumption, which are common practices in West Africa [7]. Further,
the economic conditions also helped the spread of EVD and slowed down its eradi-
cation. This being a limited resource setting region, there were insufficient number
of EVD treatment centers in West Africa at the early stage of the epidemic, which
contributed to high rates of EVD transmission [35]. Meltzer et al. [36] admitted that
the effects of hospital-based interventions depend on treatment center capacity and
admission rate. Following the 2013− 2016 outbreak, various scenarios of EVD were
investigated in mathematical models. The following scenarios were analysed: the
uncertainty around EVD reproduction number [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]; the importance of
asymptomatic immunity against EVD and symptomless EVD infection [9, 42, 43]
and the impact of interventions like case isolation, contact tracing with quaran-
tine, safe burials, pharmaceutical interventions and vaccination [32, 36, 44, 45]. To
our knowledge, there is scarce literature about the effect of socio-economic condi-
tions on the spread of EVD. Using the West African countries as a case study, we
investigate the effects of social and economic conditions on the spread of EVD. Fur-
ther, using mathematical modelling we study the link between EVD dynamics and
socio-economic conditions. Countries affected by EVD in 2013 − 2016 were eco-
nomically weak with poor health care systems, which limited their ability to com-
bat EVD. Socio-economic factors of these countries such as the lack of health care
personnel, limited financial resources and inappropriate human behaviour fuelled
the disease spread. To our knowledge, there is scarce literature about the effect of
socio-economic conditions on the spread of EVD. Using the West African countries
as a case study, we investigate the effects of social and economic conditions on the
spread of EVD. Further, using mathematical modelling we study the link between
EVD dynamics and socio-economic conditions.
1.6.2 Justification of the study
During the 2013− 2016 EVD outbreak, the three most affected countries had sim-
ilar characteristics, for example, lack of medicine, ambulance facilities and trained
personnel, which affected their response to stopping the EVD epidemic [46]. Fur-
ther, intermittent Water Supply, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) services in rural
and urban areas exacerbated poor hygiene practices [27]. In 2013, the Gross Do-
mestic Product (GDP) of Guinea was only 3%, with a HDI ranking of 178 out of
187 and had poor infrastructure, services, and persistent poverty [21]. Access to
water in rural areas was low and national sanitation coverage was 18.9% only [27].
In Liberia and Sierra Leone, civil war had weakened the health sector and physi-
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cal infrastructure. However, their economy, which is based on mining, agriculture,
services and construction was stronger than the Guinean economy (GDP 7.7% and
7.2%, respectively). National water supply rates for Liberia and Sierra Leone were
65% and 60%, respectively, whereas sanitation coverage were 16.8% and 13%, re-
spectively [21]. West Africa is composed of several ethnic groups which define
cultural behaviours within communities. It is common in this region to visit tra-
ditional healers or to physically assist relatives when they are sick. Some West
African tribes require that the relatives of a deceased wash his corpse before burial
[7].
These conditions were ripe for increased infection due to EVD in the region. Pre-
vious studies about the EVD epidemic of 2013− 2016 studied the economic impact
of the outbreak and ways through which these economies can be revived [27, 46].
Kaitleen et al. [7] focused on the factors that might have led to the emergence of
EVD in West Africa, but did not do a mathematical model of these elements and
their impact on EVD dynamics. To the best of our knowledge, mathematical mod-
elling of infectious disease, adjusting for socio-economic factors has already been
done for diseases like dengue and cholera [47, 48, 49], but not for EVD. Camacho
et al. [50] from their study on the potential for large outbreaks of EVD in Zaire,
suggested that the decline of the first EVD outbreak was the result of changes in
host behaviour.
We ask, can similar conclusions be made using the 2013− 2016 EVD outbreak data?
We study the impact of limited resources, human behaviour, human migration and
economy on EVD dynamics in order to find an answer to such question.
1.7 Objectives
The main objective of this research was to develop mathematical models which
describe and advise on the dynamics of EVD, taking into consideration socio-
economic conditions of the West African countries affected by the 2013− 2016 EVD
outbreak. Its specific objectives are:
1. To develop a mathematical model of EVD that considers limited hospital
beds,
2. To develop a mathematical model of EVD that takes into account human be-
haviour,
3. To develop a mathematical model of EVD that considers Ebola virus strain
mutation and immigration of infectives,
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4. To develop a mathematical model of EVD with economic migration of popu-
lations,
5. To fit these models to observed data when possible,
6. To evaluate the impact of these socio-economic conditions on EVD evolution
and make suggestions that may influence policy direction in the management
of EVD epidemics.
The software Matlab is used for all the numerical simulations that helped to attain
these objectives.
1.8 Outline of the thesis
Socio-economic factors of countries affected by EVD in 2013− 2016 such as limited
resources, human behaviour, migration of populations and weak economy, drive
the present work and constitute the main ideas of four chapters which follow the
literature review contained in Chapter 2. We review in the literature, mathematical
models for limited resources, human behaviour and populations’ migration so as
to have an overview of the previous work done and improve our modelling.
Chapter 3 looks at the potential impact of limited hospital beds on EVD dynamics.
A mathematical model of EVD with a compartment for the hospitalised individuals
is built to take into account the number of beds allocated to ETUs. The mathemat-
ical analysis of the model is done including a sensitivity analysis of the model to
its parameters using the Latin hypercube sampling scheme. The bifurcation anal-
ysis of the model and the model fitting are done. The long term dynamics of the
infected population is assessed through numerical simulations.
Chapter 4 looks at a qualitative analysis of an EVD model where a non linear expo-
nential incidence rate is used to represent the effect of human behaviour on EVD
dynamics. The mathematical analysis of the model is done. The sensitivity analy-
sis is done with the Latin hypercube sampling scheme and the model fitting is also
done.
Chapter 5 looks at the potential influence of strain mutation and human migration
on EVD dynamics. This model considers the introduction of a new strain of Ebola
virus through continuous or impulsive immigration of infectives. We consider a
continuous and an impulsive type of immigration of infectives and the model anal-
ysis in each case is done. The numerical simulations that ascertain the long term
dynamics of the infected population is done.
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Chapter 6 looks at the potential influence of a one way economic migration on
EVD dynamics. The mathematical analysis of the model as well as the sensitivity
analysis are done. Numerical simulations that assess the long term dynamics of
the infected population are done. This chapter also analyses a two way migration
model and presents some simulations of the model.
Chapter 7 contains the discussion and concluding remarks.
1.9 Publications
The following papers present the results obtained in the different chapters of this
thesis:
• SD Djiomba Njankou and F Nyabadza. “Modelling the potential impact of
limited hospital beds on Ebola virus disease dynamics”, Mathematical Meth-
ods in the Applied Sciences, 1–17, 2018.
This published paper is extracted from Chapter 3 and its results were pre-
sented at the International Conference on Mathematical Methods and Models
in Biosciences hosted in Kruger Park, South Africa on the 25-30 June 2017.
• SD Djiomba Njankou and F Nyabadza. “A qualitative analysis of a simple
Ebola model with a non linear incidence rate”, extracted from Chapter 4 and
in review in the journal Bulletin of Mathematical Biology.
• SD Djiomba Njankou and F Nyabadza. “Modelling the potential influence
of human migration and strain mutation on Ebola virus disease dynamics”,
extracted from Chapter 5 and in review in the journal Theoretical Population
Biology.
• SD Djiomba Njankou and F Nyabadza. “Modelling the potential influence of
a one way economic migration and return on Ebola virus disease dynamics”,
extracted from Chapter 6 and in review in the Journal of Biological Systems.
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Literature Review
2.1 Mathematical models with limited resources
Mathematical modelling is an important interdisciplinary activity involving biol-
ogy, epidemiology, ecology [51]. Diseases’ dynamics are some of the various as-
pects of the disciplines studied using mathematical modelling. In case of emer-
gence of an outbreak, health care resources are needed for the implementation of
control measures and the effect of limited resources on the dynamics of the out-
break can be assessed through mathematical modelling. In disease modelling,
mathematical models with limited resources do not only focus on the effects of
limited resources on disease dynamics, but also predict the amount of resources
required for disease eradication.
Models in mathematics can consider health care resources in general or focus on
laboratory materials and hospital beds. For example, Zhou and Fan [52] described
the dynamics of a SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) model with limited medi-
cal resources. They used an saturation type function β S I1+k I to represent the incidence
rate of an infectious disease, where k represents the inhibition effects caused by in-
fected individuals. Besides the issue of limited medical resources, the efficiency of
supplied materials is also raised by the authors and a half-saturation function is
used to measure the efficiency of the medical resources available. Their study re-
vealed the existence of a backward bifurcation and Hopf bifurcation with varying
amount of medical resources and their supply efficiency. The authors concluded
that, if an infectious disease has a high case fatality rate with limited treatment and
prevention resources, people will adopt a protective behaviour to avoid new infec-
tions.
As an application of the model in [52], Abdelrazec et al. [53] chose hospital beds
as a particular type of medical resource and dengue fever as an example of the
12
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infectious disease. They then modelled the spread and control of dengue fever
with limited hospital beds. To describe the impact of the limited resources on the
transmission and dynamics of dengue, they formulated a vector-host model. They
considered a non linear recovery rate, denoted µ(I). The recovery rate in this case
incorporates the bed-population ratio b and is formulated as





with µ0 and µ1 as the minimum and the maximum recovery rates. They found the
existence of oscillatory dynamics and backward bifurcation. They concluded that
besides the reproduction number, other parameters like the bed-population ratio
dramatically affect the disease evolution. They recommended the public health au-
thorities to consider the results of their study in future allocations of hospital beds.
In the case of EVD, several authors also looked at the disease dynamics with limited
resources with both deterministic and stochastic models. For deterministic mod-
els, Nouvellet et al. [54] used a SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered)
model with delays between key epidemiological events to evaluate the role of rapid
diagnostics in managing Ebola. The delays considered in the model are due to
limited laboratory capacity and local transport infrastructure, whose availability
would have helped to avoid nosocomial EVD transmission and to allow more
available hospital beds. The authors concluded that the use of appropriate test
combined with early allocation of the cited resources would have reduced the scale
of the epidemic by over a third in Sierra Leone.
Similar conclusion were made by Lewnard et al. [55] who focused on pharma-
ceutical interventions as a control measure to stop EVD. They studied the speed
at which non-pharmaceutical interventions were implemented in order to curb the
2013− 2016 EVD epidemic with data from Montserrado county. The authors de-
veloped a transmission model of EVD to evaluate the effectiveness of expanding
EVD treatment units, improving case ascertainment and allocating protective kits.
They suggested in November 2014 that allocating 4, 800 additional EVD treatment
beds and increasing case ascertainment five fold could have avoided 77, 312 EVD
cases by December 15, 2014. But, despite basic epidemiological truth on the need
of more health care resources, predictions of mathematical models are sometimes
different from the reality. In fact, Paul Drain [56] pointed at the over projection
made in [55] and emphasized the need to fund prevention and control of diseases,
other than EVD [56]. The need for an optimal control of EVD is thus raised.
Optimal control of EVD, where minimizing the number of EVD cases is the aim,
was done in several research works, see for instance [44, 57, 58]. The aspect of
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limited resources not raised in these works, was considered by Hansen and Day
[59] who extended the existing optimal control of epidemics to optimal control
with limited resources. In fact, in addition to the usual minimization process of
the objective functional, which includes the cost and size of an outbreak, the as-
sumption of limited public resources is considered. The aspect of limited resources
is reflected in the constraint on the number of people who can be isolated or vac-
cinated in the model. The authors concluded that optimal isolation policy is not
unique when resources are limited and it gives much freedom to policy makers to
choose how to isolate individuals with less infrastructure. They concluded that a
vaccination policy would be effective and suggested to employ vaccination from
the beginning of the epidemic, for as long as possible. The authors acknowledged
that time-optimal control of the basic SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) model
is still not fully understood.
Besides the limited health resources during EVD outbreak of 2013− 2016, human
behaviour also contributed to EVD spread and some mathematical models that in-
tegrate human behaviour already exist in the literature [60, 61, 62, 63, 64].
2.2 Mathematical models with human behaviour
Stopping a disease outbreak in general relies on the technical implementation of
control strategies like vaccination, treatment or educational campaigns. One of
the objectives targeted by these controls is a change in human behaviour which
will stop the disease spread. Even in the case where treatment is available, health
workers expect their patients to behave in a prescribed way, by taking their pills
at the right time for example. During the EVD outbreak of 2013− 2016, security
personnel were often present in Ebola Treatment Units (ETUs) to make sure that
the prescriptions were respected by patients [65]. So, human behaviour is at the
core of any disease eradication and from different domains, it has been monitored
and used for disease control [60].
Psychology and anthropology are not the only domains interested by human be-
haviour. Mathematical modelling as well has focused on the effects of human be-
haviour on various diseases evolution, see for instance [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. However, the quantification of human
behaviour remains a challenge that leads to difficulties in building and analysing
mathematical models with human behaviour [61]. This idea is shared by Funk
et al. [62] who listed nine challenges faced in incorporating the dynamics of hu-
man behaviour in infectious diseases models. These challenges that help to transit
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from theoretical models to relevant models for policy makers are: setting the base-
line and determining the effect of departing from it, assessing how and to what
extend behaviour should be modelled explicitly, determining the minimal level of
detail required to model differences in behaviour, quantify changes in reporting be-
haviour, predict the response to interventions and health campaigns, identify the
role of movement and travel, developing models that can be verified against data
from digital sources, informing real-time data collection and engaging in dialogue
across disciplines [62]. Funk et al. [62] proposed the use of Bluetooth, wireless
sensor networks and web based social networks to collect data that will help mod-
ellers. Besides the issue of quantification of human behaviour, the origin and type
of information leading to a behavioural change was also raised by the authors.
Funk et al. [62] reviewed mathematical models with self-initiated behaviour and
reaction to information from the outside world. They made a distinction between
information from the neighbourhood described as local and information from the
TV, WHO described as global. They stated that local information lead to belief
based mathematical models where the change in human behaviour is motivated
by cultural, religious or even word of mouth information [63, 64]. But, individuals
are most likely to change their contact patterns when mortality or the perception of
risk is high [66]. Prevalence based models thus represent behaviour change influ-
enced by a high disease mortality or infectivity [67, 68, 69]. For example, Del Valle
et al. [75] formulated a model to investigate the effects of behavioural changes in
a smallpox attack. They assumed that individuals within a community change
their behaviour and move from normal active group to less active group, reduc-
ing their average number of contacts, in response to a high prevalence of smallpox
in their community. The compartments of their model are vaccinated, susceptible,
quarantined, exposed, infectious, isolated, recovered and deceased. The per-capita
transfer rate between compartments are given by the function
φi =
ai(In + Il)
1+ bi(In + Il)
1
day
with i = S, E, I and n = normally active, l = less active, ai and bi are positive
constants that modulate the rate of change. Behavioural change was assumed to
vary φi values and the transmission rate of smallpox [75]. The authors showed that
the spread of smallpox is sensitive to how rapidly people reduce their contact ac-
tivities and found that even mild behavioural change can have a dramatic impact
on slowing an epidemic [75].
Behavioural change can affect the disease status of an individual, the infection, the
recovery rate or the contact network structure relevant to the disease spread and
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this approach is used by several authors when modelling [61]. For example, Bauch
et al. [70] used a SIR model to represent vaccination , through a game theoretic ap-
proach with imitation dynamics, where a proportion of children are vaccinated at
birth by parents who base their decision on disease prevalence and perceived vac-
cines risks. In this case, parents adapt vaccinator or non vaccinator strategy with
a payoff fr = −rv, rv being the perceived probability of significant morbidity from
the vaccine [70]. Their model predicted that oscillations in vaccine uptake are more
likely in populations where individuals imitate others more readily or where vacci-
nating behaviour is more sensitive to changes in disease prevalence [70]. Children
vaccination as a result of parent behaviour change, is also considered to be depen-
dent on the mortality and vaccination risks in [71], where susceptible children can
become infectious if they are not vaccinated or lose their vaccine immunity and
may later on recover. In [71], Bauch and Earn incorporated p as the proportion of
vaccinated individuals to the usual SIR model and the new recruitment rate into
the susceptible class was µ (1− p). They also computed the reproduction number
and used it to find infection probability. Game theoretical analysis of the model
lead to the conclusion that increases in perceived vaccine risk will tend to induce
larger decline in vaccine uptake for pathogens that cause more secondary infection
[71].
Unlike children vaccination that is initiated by parents, voluntary vaccination is
a self initiated vaccination that can also be used for modelling purposes in some
cases. For example, social contact networks and disease eradicability under volun-
tary vaccination were represented by a SEIR model in [72]. Perisic and Bauch, [72]
formulated a vaccine preventable infectious disease model, assuming that a newly-
infected person remains in the latent stage for a duration of time drawn from a
gamma probability density function (PDF). Another gamma PDF with a different
value for the mean is used to represent the time duration of the infectious period.
Game theory and networks are used to show that when infection is transmitted
only through close contacts in the network, an outbreak can be easily contained
using only voluntary vaccination [72].
Parameters are modified in some models to represent the effect of behavioural
change. Probabilities were also used by Eames [73] who incorporated them to the
force of infection of a disease and to the recovery rate of the infected individuals.
The author used a SIR/V (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered or Vaccinated) model
to represent social influence within a network of parents and the transmission of
infection through a network of children. The author assumed that the epidemic is
updated at every time step δ and each susceptible offspring becomes infected with
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probability (1− exp(−βis)), with β as transmission rate, i as infected and s as the
separation distance between two parents locations; each infected individual recov-
ering with probability δ [73]. The author assumed that the probability of forming a
link between two parents is 0.1 if s is below a certain threshold and zero otherwise.
Children are also linked by the same rule when they have linked parents. Opinion
clustering was measured within parental network by calculating the probability
A = c2 + (1− c)2 that two connected parents have the same vaccination opinion,
where c is the fraction of parents who are in favour of vaccination. The author con-
cluded that the effects of opinion clustering among parents is stronger when there
is more overlap between their networks and those of their children and the risk of
an outbreak is caused by many contacts between the two networks [73].
The age of an individual may influence the type of behaviour an individual is ex-
pected to develop in a given situation. Previously cited models mostly focused
on the type of relationship between individuals (children and parents), ignoring
the type of behaviour presented by each class of persons. But, some authors con-
sidered this important aspect in their modelling process. For example, Tanaka et
al. [74] examined the effects of within-generation transmission of traits by includ-
ing a culturally transmitted behaviour that affects disease spread in a population.
Their model divides individuals as susceptibles or infected, whose behaviour can
be risky or careful, which represent the two cultural types considered in this case.
The contact rate of individuals was set as θ1 for individuals of the same cultural
type and θ2 for those of different cultural types. The probability that disease is
transmitted from an infected in state j to a susceptible in state i was bij and the dis-
ease transmission coefficients were finally θ1 bii and θ2 bij with i, j in
{
careful, risky}
. So, by varying these coefficients, the number of infected varied and their effect
on the disease dynamics could be estimated. The authors found that behaviours
increasing the risk of infection can also evolve when they are inherently favoured
or when there is sufficient clustering of contacts between like behaviours. They in-
dicated that the model was not appropriate for diseases of urban areas [74].
The type of a behaviour depends on the information received whose validity can
be influenced by the number of transmission of this information from the source
to the final destination. Funk et al. [76] considered this aspect when investigating
the impact of the spread of awareness on epidemic outbreaks. They assumed that
people aware of a disease in their proximity can change their behaviour towards a
reduced susceptibility. First, they associated to each individual a level of awareness
i, to indicate the number of passages the information had undergone before arriv-
ing at the given individual. They assumed that information transmission decreases
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the quality of the concerned information [76]. These assumptions were thus incor-
porated into a SIR model where the impact of individuals actions were captured
in the disease transmission. The disease transmission was made dependent of the
quality of information available to a given susceptible individual and the suscepti-
bility of individuals in stage i, decreased with i as (1− pi), with i = 1, 2, . . . N and
N is the total population size. They formulated the probability generating function




ρi. So, awareness of the disease in this case
led to a reduced susceptibility of individuals [76]. This principle was then used by
the authors together with mean field analysis to draw the conclusion that the im-
pact of locally spreading awareness is amplified if the social network over which
individuals communicate overlaps [76].
Information transmission and epidemic outbreaks were also studied by Kiss et al.
[77]. They considered the case of sexually transmitted infections, where in general
the whole population is aware of the risk. Responsive individuals can decide ei-
ther to protect themselves or seek treatment and non-responsive ones do not react
to information. The usual SIRS model was extended into a model made of sus-
ceptibles non-responsive Snr, susceptibles responsive Sr, infected non-responsive
Inr, infected responsive Ir and treated T [77]. Non-responsive individuals were
assumed to move to responsive class as a result of information disseminated via
direct contact between individuals, given by f =
X(Sr + Ir + T)
N
and population
wide dissemination of the disease related information, given by g =
(Inr + Ir)n
k + (Inr + Ir)n
where n > 1 and k > 0. The authors assumed that the value of information decays
with time and used it together with f and g in the model formulation to represent
the effect of awareness on sexually transmissible infections (STIs). They showed
that infection can be eradicated if the dissemination of information is fast enough
[77]. Modification of the contact structure was also used to investigate the effect of
behaviour change on disease dynamics [67, 68].
In the case of EVD, a stochastic model representing the impact of behaviour change
on the spread of EVD with a linear force of infection was done in [80]. In order to
reach similar objective, which is to assess the impact of behaviour change on EVD
dynamics, we have used a deterministic model with a non linear incidence rate in
this work.
Human migration is an example of behavioural response, which might be moti-
vated by poor economic conditions or war and can also be incorporated to mathe-
matical models.
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2.3. Mathematical models of population migration and geographic spread of
infectious diseases
2.3 Mathematical models of population migration and
geographic spread of infectious diseases
Geographic localisation can be used to differentiate several groups of people and
interactions between individuals can occur within each group or between differ-
ent groups when people move to a different location. Some individuals within a
given group might have contracted an infectious disease and their interactions with
healthy people can lead to the transmission of the disease. Migration of infectives
can then cause the geographic spread of a disease and several mathematical models
describing this phenomenon have been built, see for instance [81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86].
Modelling the spatial heterogeneity of a population is a complex task that can
be done by structuring the population into households, sub-populations, patches,
cities or even countries for modelling purpose. Social, behavioural or even labour
mobility which are more deterministic have shed the light on such models [86].
Sattenspiel and Dietz [86] formulated a mover-stayer meta-population model, that
incorporates heterogeneity in individuals’ migration rates for disease spread with
population mobility. This model has been used as a template for future models
of large population migration and disease dynamics in disease prevalence regions.
The authors partitioned the population into subgroups made of large numbers of
individuals who are homogeneous in their mobility patterns. They considered a




where Nii is the number of residents of city i present in the city, Nij is the number of
individuals from city i visiting city j. The transmission term describing the disease










where Kk is the average number of contacts per person made in region k, βijk is the
proportion of contacts in region k between individuals from regions i and j, Ijk is
the number of infectives in region k who are permanent residents of region j, Sik is
the number of susceptibles present in city k who are permanent resident of city i,
N∗k is the number of people actually present in region k [86].
Similar patterns were used by Wang and Zao [87] to model an epidemic in a patchy
environment. Using a SI model with mass action incidence rate, they modelled
disease transmission as a result of population dispersal between n patches and
assumed that susceptible and infected individuals have similar dispersal rates in
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each patch. They established two threshold parameters to draw conclusions on
the disease persistence or extinction: the reproduction number R0 and the stabil-
ity modulus S(J) which is the largest eigenvalue of a matrix J. They used the next




and it was proven that the reproduction number is equivalent to the stability mod-
ulus S(J) of the matrix J = F − V where S(J) = ρ(J) [87]. The authors showed
that
S(J) > 0⇔ R0 > 1 and S(J) < 0⇔ R0 < 1,
so that the disease free equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable when S(J) < 0.
They concluded that if the reproduction number is large for one patch, then the
population dispersal can increase the disease spread and can limit the disease
transmission for appropriate reproduction number and high population dispersal
rate [87].
The next generation matrix method was also used to find the reproduction number
of a multi-city model by Arino and Van Den Driesche [88]. They developed a
multi-city epidemic model for a population travelling between n cities and used a
SIS (Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible) model to describe the disease dynamics in




i is isolated from others, where Ki is the number of contacts between individuals
living in city i, βiii is the probability of infectious contacts in city i, d is the death
rate and γ is the recovery rate of infectives [88].
As an application to the use of the reproduction number as a threshold parameter
in a meta-population model, Njangara and Nyabadza [89] formulated a meta-
population model for cholera transmission dynamics between communities linked
by migration. A SIR pattern was used by the authors to model the spread of
cholera between two communities linked by population migration and the model
considered the pathogen shedding into the aquatic reservoir. The shedding rate
was assumed to be high in communities with poor facilities and low in commu-
nities with improved facilities. The authors computed the specific reproduction
number for each community when it is isolated and when it is connected to
the other one. From the stability analysis of equilibrium points, they concluded
that, first in isolated communities, a big outbreak followed by a small episode
of infection characterises the endemic cholera. Second, when the communities
are connected, the persistence of the infection is influenced by the movement of
individuals. The authors admitted that besides migration, temperature and rainfall
are vital contributors causing synchrony in meta-population driven epidemics.
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infectious diseases
Chance plays a major role in the spread of an infection in small groups, requiring in
this case the use of stochastic models [81]. Small households are used to structure
the geographic spread of populations in stochastic models. For example, a contin-
uous time Markov chain was used by Arigoni and Pugliese [83] in a SIS stochastic
model to model the spread of epidemics among a population partitioned into M
sites, each containing N individuals. The authors analysed the limit behaviour
of the system as M and N increases and concluded that the infected population
converges to a Dirac measure. Becker and Dietz [84] also used a stochastic model
to study the effect of household distribution on transmission and control of highly
infectious diseases. They defined a household as any group of individuals having
frequent contacts with each other. They denoted the household distribution as hns
for a household of size n(n ≤ N) containing s susceptible individuals. In a ran-
domly selected household, the means µH, µs and the variances σ2H, σ
2
s , respectively
of the number of members and susceptibles, were needed for summary statistics
of a household distribution. The proportion of households of size n was denoted
by hn+ = ∑ns=0 hns and the proportion of households with s susceptibles members
was denoted by h+s = ∑Nn=s hns. Assuming that the disease is transmitted from
person to person, they introduced gns as the proportion of individuals living in
households with n members of whom s are susceptible with gns = n hnsµH . The
authors used two main criteria to classify the infectives and compute different
reproduction numbers: the disease transmission between individuals and between
households. First, a newly infected individual is said of type s if there are still
s susceptibles in the considered household after his/her infection and the basic
reproduction number R0 is computed. Second, an infected household is said to
be of type i if there are i eventual infected cases in the considered household,
including the introductory case and the reproduction number RH0 is computed as
well. The authors used R0 and RH0 to derive the levels of immunity needed for
the prevention of epidemics and to evaluate various vaccination strategies. They
found that random vaccination of individuals is more efficient for households of
the same size whereas immunizing all members of a household is preferable for
large households of different sizes.
Whether we use a stochastic or a deterministic approach when modelling, migra-
tion of individuals between different patches connects these patches. Migration
influences and responds to the prevalence of a disease, to the cost of migration
and to health regulation in endemic settings [85]. According to Mesnard et al. [85],
individuals’ choices to migrate, modelled in discrete time is given by the following
conditions: For healthy (H) and sick (S) individuals, migration will occur when






is greater than the utility not to migrate
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. Here i = 1, 2 represents in this case two cities, of which city 1
is poor and unhealthier than city 2. The authors found that migration can lower
disease incidence in low prevalence cities and they suggested to policy makers to
encourage migration away from highly infected areas in some cases.
Migration in West Africa was seen as a challenge to stopping EVD because
experts believed that it contributed to the disease spread in the region [90].
This motivated the work done by Goufo and Maritz in [91] who used a SIRD
(Susceptible-Infected-Recovered-Deceased) model and a mover-stayer model to
model the dynamics of human migration and EVD outbreak. They developed a
multi-country model, where each of the four patches represents a country in West
Africa based on the research done in [86, 92]. They assumed that the number of
residents in each country is variable, but the total population in the four countries
considered is constant. From the numerical simulations performed on a sample of
1000 individuals, they concluded that very few infected visitors in a given country
can infect or transmit EVD to the entire population.
Within the borders of Guinea, the spatio-temporal dynamics of EVD epidemic
and implications for vaccination and disease elimination was studied by Ajelli et
al. [93]. Unlike Goufo and Maritz [91] who considered migration of infectives,
they assumed that EVD infected individuals in Guinea were unlikely to travel
when they have active symptoms, unless they were seeking hospitals. The
authors thus chose a stochastic computing agent based model to reproduce the
geographical incidence of EVD in Guinea as was done for Liberia in [94]. They
concluded that computational modelling approach is useful to characterize the
role of interventions in Guinea and could be used for Liberia and Sierra Leone.
They also identified contact tracing and early availability of beds in ETUs as key
drivers of the different patterns of spread observed in Guinea. The negligence
of asymptomatic infection and acquired immunity, which can accelerate the
elimination of EVD, was recognized as a limitation of the model.
A stochastic model for the spatial spread of EVD was also used by Kiskowski and
Chowell [11]. The authors modelled household and community transmission of
EVD by employing a stochastic individual-level model. They used a network to
locate infectious individuals and implemented the spatial spread of the epidemic
on the network with a household-community structure. They assumed that control
measures or behaviour change could explain sub-exponential growth of EVD.
They showed that varying a community mixing size C for a fixed household of
size H, would lead to different rates in epidemic growth. They modelled epidemic
control with delay by decreasing the reproductive numbers based on external
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or internal clock. They used simulations to characterise patterns of the early
growth phase and long-term disease dynamics of the epidemic. Defining the term
endemic as infectious wave in steady equilibrium with a fixed size and speed, they
concluded that greater epidemic control and limited community mixing decrease
the size of an infectious wave.
These models cited did not consider the cause of population migration. We have
incorporated in this work the social or economic conditions within a country
affected by EVD that force people to migrate.
All the mathematical models cited in this chapter will constitute the framework
of this thesis, that intends to associate social and economic factors to EVD dynam-
ics. Precisely, the first model we build deals with the potential impact of limited
hospital beds on the dynamics of EVD.
2.4 Health, economy, poverty and mathematical models
“Poverty is a pervasive risk factor underlying poor health” [95]. In fact, people liv-
ing in poverty are more susceptible to diseases and health issues such as obesity,
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), heart failure, cancer ...[95]. In mathemati-
cal modelling, health and poverty can be linked through classes or compartments
[47, 96, 97]. They can also be linked through parameters such as the per capita
income [98, 99]. Bhunu et al. [47] used a SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-
Recovered) model to assess the effects of poverty in tuberculosis transmission dy-
namics. Two main groups constituted their model: individuals living in poverty
noted p and those not living in poverty noted r. Their respective forces of infec-













group j(j = r, p) members make Cj contacts per unit time, with βi(i = r, p) as
the probability of being infected. A fraction of the contacts made by a member of
group i is pij [47]. They considered Cp = b1Cr with b1 > 1 to represent the fact
that poor live in overcrowded condition. Assuming heterogeneous interaction, the
authors concluded that homogeneous mixing of the rich and the poor will improve
the eradication whereas heterogeneous mixing, will make it worse. However, they
encouraged the rich to contribute to tuberculosis eradication within the poor com-
munities [47]. Rich and poor communities groups have been used by Mushayabasa
et al. [96] to evaluate the impact of poverty on yaws eradication. The authors in this
case used a unique force of infection, but considered that susceptible children from
poor families acquire yaws at an increased rate. The reproduction number was
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used in this case to assess the impact of birth rate in poor families on the dynamics
of yaws and the authors concluded that more needs to be done in addressing issues
such as high fertility rate and poverty in order to eradicate yaws [96]. More socio-
economic classes have been used to analyse infectious diseases models. Collins
et al. [48] analysed a waterborne disease SIR model with n socioeconomic classes
(SEC), n ≥ 1. They only considered indirect transmission of pathogen and assumed
that SEC 1 was the poorest, followed by SEC 2 until SEC n considered as the richest
class. The authors first determine the effects of a 2-SEC model on cholera transmis-
sion dynamics and extended their results to an n-SEC model. They concluded that
a model without SEC may underestimate the reproduction number of the system
and lead to a failure in the disease control [48].
According to Ngonghala et al. [100], economic growth models and infectious
diseases models are highly dependent and this dependence can be represented
through the use of parameters. The interdependence between disease prevalence
and income is also analysed by Bonds et al. [101]. The authors assumed in [101]
that the natural death rate µ(M), the recovery rate γ(M) and the transmission rate
β(M) of a disease vary with economic wealth. They represented these parameters




+ µ¯, γ(M) = τh(M), β(M) =
β¯φ
M + φ
where h is a metric of nutrition and is determined by income M, µ¯ is is the mini-
mum death rate for a completely nourished individual, $ and τ are exogenous pa-
rameters, β¯ is the maximum transmission rate, φ is the amount of income necessary
to reduce the transmission rate by half. The authors used a classic saturation func-
tion to model nutrition as a function of income using the expression h(M) =
h¯M
M + k
where h¯ is the maximum level of nutrition attainable with unlimited income. In-
come is also represented as a function of disease prevalence in [101] by M(I) = δpis,
where I is the number of infected individuals, δ is an exogenous parameter that de-
termines the rate at which individuals produce income per unit time healthy and
pis is the time spent susceptible which can be represented by a Markov chain. The
authors concluded that the effect of income on disease prevalence and vice versa
are important. They also found that the feedbacks between income and disease
have the potential to generate divergent trajectories of health and economic de-
velopment that are dependent on the initial conditions [101]. As an application
of the feedback between income and disease, Plucin´ski et al. [102] analysed a SIS
model using Gillespie algorithm to analyse the system and concluded from their
model that clusters of poverty and disease result from feedbacks between health
and economic conditions at the individual level and feedback between individual-
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and population-level health conditions.
Infectious diseases and economy are also studied in statistics. A n-SEC model with
data was used in statistical modelling to study the role of socio-economic status in
longitudinal trends of cholera in Matlab [49]. Phuong Do et al. [103] used prob-
ability density functions to investigate the relationship between neighbourhood
poverty and mortality risk.
Methods and hypothesis used in the cited mathematical models helped to link
economy and EVD in a mathematical model in this research.
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Modelling the potential impact of
limited hospital beds on Ebola
virus disease dynamics
3.1 Introduction
The 2013 − 2016 Ebola virus disease (EVD) was declared to be over, despite the
resurgence of isolated cases [104, 105]. The success was due to the combination of
efforts at national and international levels. Controlling an EVD outbreak relies on
applying several packages of interventions, that include case management, surveil-
lance and contact tracing, a good laboratory service, safe burials and social mobil-
isation [106]. In the three West African nations most affected by the epidemic, the
disease incidence was observed to be correlated with several factors among which
was the availability of beds for patients, as the incidence diminished shortly after
an increase in the number of beds [107]. The introduction of thousands of treat-
ment beds for the infected in Sierra Leone, averted a significant number of EVD
cases [35]. It is however unclear how much hospital beds can contribute to the de-
cline of an epidemic.
Mathematical modelling has been used to evaluate interventions implemented
against EVD. Interventions aiming at stopping the 2013− 2015 EVD epidemic were
incorporated into mathematical models, see [35, 36, 39, 44, 57, 108]. A comparative
review of mathematical models for EVD was done in [108]. Caitlin et al. [32] used
a SEIHFR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Hospitalized-Funeral-Removed) com-
partmental model to describe the evolution of an Ebola epidemic, as well as the
efficacy of several interventions. Using existing data from Liberia and Sierra Leone
until December 2014, to parameterize the mathematical model, they found that
26
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an improved infection control and an increased contact tracing had a substantial
impact on the number of EVD cases. They also concluded that pharmaceutical in-
terventions have a smaller effect on the disease trajectory.
In most of the highly affected communities, the pre-existing health facilities were
either far or limited and in some cases totally non existent [65, 109]. Any suspected
case of EVD was admitted into a Community Care Center (CCC) and triage was
the first process during which their status was defined. After the triage stage, sus-
pected individuals were either released, sent to a quarantine area for more obser-
vations or admitted into an ETU (Ebola Treatment Unit) when they were confirmed
Ebola seropositive. But admission into an ETU did not only depend on health per-
sonnel but also on the number of available beds. The provision of sufficient beds
for an Ebola CCC determined patients’ admission and treatment [65]. Recovery
of EVD patients remains an international concern, since there is still no treatment
against the disease. So, recovery from EVD largely depends on other factors like
behavioural change or the availability of physicians, nurses, Ebola treatment cen-
ters and hospital beds [53].
The effects of limited hospital beds on the evolution of a disease have been stud-
ied, with an application to the control of dengue fever, see [53, 110]. In the case of
EVD, Kucharski and Camacho [35] used a stochastic mathematical model to mea-
sure the impact of control measures in Sierra Leone at community level, with the
introduction of isolation beds. However, thousands of beds were necessary at the
national level to hospitalise the very large number of EVD patients [111]. In such
a case, a deterministic mathematical model can be used. So, unlike in [35], we use
a deterministic model to study the dynamics of EVD with limited hospital admis-
sion capacity with the number of newly available beds being time dependent. In
order to estimate resource availability to the public, health planners use hospital
bed-population ratio, i.e the number of hospital beds available for 10, 000 popula-
tion [53]. From 2005 to 2012, the number of beds available per every 10, 000 people
in Guinea was 3, before the emergence of EVD in the country [112]. This value was
very low compared to the number of beds in low income countries which lies be-
tween 21 and 165, set by the World Health Organisation (WHO) during the same
period [112]. So, the number of beds allocated to EVD patients was largely insuffi-
cient to accommodate the unexpected increase in the number of cases.
Beds allocation to any hospital depends on the offer and demand. In the case of
Ebola Treatment Units (ETUs), we assume that the demand is a function of the bed
carrying capacity, bmax, and one would like to have bmax as large as possible to en-
sure prompt hospitalisation (bmax ≥ 1). Here, bmax is assumed to be the product of
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the number of ETUs times the number of beds each ETU can contain. During the
last EVD outbreak, beds were progressively added to ETUs until the carrying ca-
pacity was reached. Therefore, we assume that the growth in the number of beds is
logistic in nature. We thus use a logistic growth equation to describe the dynamics
of the number of new beds allocated to ETUs. The rate of change in the number of








b(t), ∀ t ≥ 0,
where pi is the addition rate of beds (growth rate).





to capture the impact of limited hospital beds represented by the time





is assumed to be an increasing function of b(t) and
a decreasing function of the number of infected individuals. We set µ1 and µ0 to be
the maximum and minimum per capita hospitalisation rate respectively due to suf-
ficient and insufficient resources, see for instance [53]. It is important to note that a




was suggested in [110]. Unlike in [110], where b is
constant, in this work, b is dynamic. This allows us to account for variability in the





= µ0 + (µ1 − µ0) b(t)(
b(t) + I(t)
) .
We thus aim to model the potential impact of limited hospital beds on the dynam-
ics of EVD. This work is presented as follow: Section 3.2 is dedicated to the model
formulation and Section 3.3 for the model properties and analysis. Section 3.4 de-
scribes the steady states analysis, Section 3.5 describes the numerical simulation,
Section 3.6 describes the model fitting and the conclusion is given in Section 3.7.
3.2 Model formulation
To evaluate the effects of limited hospital capacity on EVD dynamics, we formulate
a deterministic model of five distinct compartments of susceptibles (S), infected
(I), hospitalized (H), recovered (R) and deceased (D). Susceptible individuals are
recruited at a rate Λ. After exposure to Ebola virus, susceptibles become infected
and can transmit the disease. At the contact rate c with susceptibles, an infectious
individual can transmit the disease with a probability β. Thus c β is the effective
transmission rate of the disease. When access to Ebola treatment units or hospitals
is guaranteed, infected individuals can either be hospitalized at a per capita rate
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or die from the disease at a rate δ1, or in some rare cases recover at a
rate α. In this case we assume that infected individuals get hospitalised without
delay. Hospitalized EVD patients can recover at a rate ω or die at a rate δ2 because
of the disease. Hospitalized individuals are assumed to be infectious, but with a
lower infectivity than individuals in class I because of the controlled environment
in which they are isolated. So we consider 0 < η1 < 1. The natural death rate
is assumed for each class µ and dead bodies are buried at a rate ρ. Dead bodies
of EVD deceased are highly infectious and this high infectivity is represented by a
factor η2 > 1. The force of infection is given by
λ(t) = c β
(
I(t) + η1H(t) + η2D(t)
)
where N = S(t) + I(t) + H(t) + R(t) + D(t), ∀ t ≥ 0. The flow between different
compartments of the model is represented by Figure 3.1 and the system of ordinary
differential equations (3.2.1)− (3.2.6). We assume that at t = 0,
S(0) > 0, I(0) > 0, H(0) > 0, R(0) > 0, D(0) > 0 and b(0) > 0.
S˙(t) = Λ− (λ+ µ) S(t), (3.2.1)






R˙(t) = α I(t) +ω H(t)− µ R(t), (3.2.4)







where Q1 = µ+ α+ δ1 and Q2 = δ2 +ω+ µ.
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Figure 3.1: Flow chart diagram representing population dynamics with beds de-
pendent hospitalization rate.
Since the recovered individuals do not contribute to EVD transmission, R(t)
dynamics may be decoupled from other variables in the closed system and we
obtain
S˙(t) = Λ− (λ(t) + µ) S(t), (3.2.7)













We set M(t) = S(t) + I(t) + H(t).
3.3 Model properties and analysis
Theorem 3.3.1. Picard’s existence theorem is sufficient to conclude the existence and
uniqueness of solutions of system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11), for given initial conditions.
Ω =
{(
S(t), I(t), H(t), D(t), b(t)
)
∈ R5 : M(t) ≤ Λ
µ
, D(t) ≤ Λ(δ1 + δ2)
µρ
and b(t) ≤ bmax
}
which is attracting and positively invariant with respect to the flow of system (3.2.7)-
(3.2.11).
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Proof. In fact, the right hand side of system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) is made of Lipschitz
continuous functions, which is a necessary and sufficient condition in Picard’s ex-
istence Theorem [113] for the solutions to exist and the system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) has
positive and bounded solutions in the region.
Given that M(t) = S(t) + I(t) + H(t), adding equations (3.2.7)-(3.2.9) yields
dM
dt
≤ Λ− µ M. (3.3.1)














, ∀ t > 0.
If M(0) 6 Λ
µ
, then the upper bound of M(t) is
Λ
µ






when t → ∞ and enters Ω or approaches Ω asymptotically.
Similarly, since I(t) < M(t) and H(t) < M(t), from equation (3.2.10) we have
D˙(t) ≤ Λ(δ1 + δ2)
µ

































So, from equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) we obtain D(t) ≤ Λ (δ1 + δ2)
µρ
.
























bmax + K pi exp
(
pi t
)) ≤ 1 and we can conclude that Ω is
positively invariant and attracts all solutions of the system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11).
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Theorem 3.3.2. Solutions of system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) exist and are positive for any given
positive initial conditions.
Proof. From equation (3.2.7) we have
d S(t)
dt
> − (λ(t) + µ) S(t), ∀ t > 0. (3.3.4)
Solving for S(t) in (3.3.4) and using Gronwall inequality yields





λ(τ) dτ + µ t
))
> 0.
Similarly, from equation (3.2.8) we have
d I(t)
dt













































So S(t), I(t), H(t), D(t) and b(t) are all non-negative for non-negative initial con-
ditions.
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3.4 Steady states analysis





yields b = 0 or b = bmax. The case
b = 0 leads to either a disease free equilibrium (DFE) E01 in the total absence of
infected individuals or an endemic equilibrium (EE) E∗1 when I > 0. The DFE is
given by E01 = (S
0, 0, 0, 0, 0) where S0 =
Λ
µ
, I = H = b = D = 0 and the endemic
equilibrium E∗1 is explicitly given in Subsection 3.4.3.1. We set I = H = b = D = 0
and solve equation (3.2.7) for S to get S0.
The case b = bmax leads to either a DFE E02 =
(
S0, 0, 0, 0, bmax
)
with the maxi-
mum number of beds or an endemic steady state E∗2 also discussed in Subsection
3.4.3.1.
At equilibrium, equation (3.2.11) is equivalent to
db
dt
= 0, which gives b = 0 or
b = bmax when solved for b. Equation (3.2.7) is equivalent to
dS
dt
= 0, which gives
S = S0 when solved for S.
3.4.1 The reproduction number
The next generation matrix method is used to compute the reproduction number,
see [115]. The reproduction number in this case is the spectral radius of the product
of the new infections matrix F and the inverse of the transfer matrix V .
Rh = ρ(FV−1).
The matrix F is obtained by differentiating the new infection term λS with respect
to the infected compartment state variables which are I, H, D. The matrix V is ob-
tained by differentiating (with respect to I, H, D) the opposite of the right hand side
of the differential equations (3.2.8)-(3.2.10) without the new infection term. Note
that we can either use E01 or E
0
2 to compute the reproduction number and obtain in
both cases the same result since the beds compartment b(t) is not an infected in-
dividuals compartment and then is not used in the calculation of the reproduction
number. From model (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) we have
F =
S
0β c S0β c η1 S0β c η2
0 0 0
0 0 0
 and V =
Q1 + µ1 0 0−µ1 Q2 0
−δ1 −δ2 ρ
 .
The reproduction number, denoted by Rh, is given by the spectral radius of
FV−1 so that
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We note that RI , RH and RD respectively give the contribution of the
infected, hospitalised and deceased to EVD transmission.
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3.4.2 Stability of E01 and E
0
2
Theorem 3.4.1. E01 is locally unstable and E
0
2 is locally stable whenever Rh < 1.
Proof. The Jacobian matrix Jd f e of the linearised system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) at the
DFE is given by
Jd f e =

−µ −S0βc −S0βc η1 −S0βc η2 0
0 S0βc−Q1 − µ1 S0βc η1 S0βc η2 0
0 µ1 −Q2 0 0
0 δ1 δ2 −ρ 0












together with the eigenvalues
of the reduced matrix Γ given by
Γ =
S




Let x be an eigenvalue of the matrix Γ. The characteristic polynomial Q(x)
of Γ is given by
Q(x) = −x3 + ν1x2 + ν2x + ν3 (3.4.2)
where
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< Rh, Rb =
S0β c (ρ+ δ1 η2)
ρ (Q1 + µ1)
< Rh and
Rc =
S0β c (Q2 + η1 µ1)
Q2 (Q1 + µ1)
< Rh.
So, when Rh < 1, all the coefficients of the polynomial (3.4.2) are negative.
According to Descartes’ law of signs (stated in Appendix A), if there is no
sign change in the coefficients of a polynomial, then the polynomial admits
zero positive root. When Rh < 1, all the coefficients of the polynomial (3.4.2)
are negative and thus the polynomial admits no positive root. Hence, matrix







pi if b = 0,−pi if b = bmax.
Hence, all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix Jd f e are negative if b = bmax
leading to the local stability of E02. If b = 0, one of the eigenvalues pi is
positive, thus the corresponding DFE E01 is unstable. So, having hospital
beds for EVD control is better than not having them, since a positive number
of beds guarantees at least a locally stable DFE.
3.4.3 The endemic equilibria E∗1 and E
∗
2
We now look at the two endemic equilibria corresponding to the cases when
b = 0 and b = bmax.
3.4.3.1 The endemic equilibrium E∗1
When b = 0, the endemic equilibrium for the EVD model in terms of I∗ is
given by E∗1 =
(
S∗, I∗, H∗, D∗, 0
)
where S∗ = 1
R0h
, I∗ =
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D∗ = (Q2 δ2 + µ0 δ2) I
∗
ρQ2
with R0h = S
0β c
( (ρ+ η2 δ1)Q2 + (ρ η1 + η2 δ2) µ0





S˙(t) = 0, I˙(t) = 0, H˙(t) = 0, D˙(t) = 0
)
, we solve equa-
tion (3.2.9) for H to obtain H∗. Then we set H = H∗ in equation (3.2.10) and
solve for D to get D∗. We set D = D∗ in equation (3.2.7) and solve for S to
get S∗ and finally we set S = S∗ in equation (3.2.8) and solve for I to obtain
I∗. We replace the obtained value of I∗ in (3.2.7) and simplify to obtain the
final results.
At the endemic equilibrium,
(3.2.9)⇐⇒ H˙(t) = 0 =⇒ H = H∗,
(3.2.10)⇐⇒ D˙(t) = 0 =⇒ D = D∗,
(3.2.7)⇐⇒ S˙(t) = 0 =⇒ S = S∗,
(3.2.8)⇐⇒ I˙(t) = 0 =⇒ I = I∗.
I∗ > 0 when R0h > 1. In this case, the existence of E
∗
1 is driven by R
0
h
which is considered as the reproduction number at minimum hospitalisa-
tion rate µ0. In the absence of beds for hospitalisation of EVD patients, the
existence of endemic equilibrium points depends on the reproduction num-
ber at minimum hospitalisation rate. This is reasonable since admission into
ETU is minimal or even stopped when there are no new beds supplied to
ETU.
Theorem 3.4.2. The endemic equilibrium E∗1 is globally asymptotically stable for
Rh > 1.
The global stability of the endemic equilibrium, stated by Theo-
rem 3.4.2, is proven using LaSalle’s invariance principle, following
[116, 117, 118, 119, 120].
Proof. We first set the Lyapunov function as
L =
(
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where A, B and G are positive constants to be determined. At the en-
demic point E∗ = (S∗, I∗, H∗, D∗), we have L(E∗) = 0. Besides, the partial






































































The second derivative of L being positive at any point of Ω, the Lyapunov
function L is concave up and the unique endemic equilibrium point is a
minimum of F. Let us prove that L˙ ≤ 0. The derivative of L with respect to


























First we take into account the following inequality
γ(b(t), I(t)) ≥ µ0 for all t ≥ 0 (3.4.3)
and particularly γ(b(t), I(t)) = µ0 in this case since we consider b = 0


































(δ1 I + δ2 H − ρ D).
(3.4.4)
At equilibrium, the system of equations (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) yields
Λ =
(
c β(I∗ + η1 H∗ + η2 D∗) + µ
)
S∗, Q1,0 = µ0 +















(δ1 Q2 + µ0 δ2)
ρQ2
.
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Replacing expressions from the system (3.4.5) into inequality (3.4.4) yields
L˙ ≤ − µ (S− S
∗)2
S
+ c β I∗F(x, y, z, u)
where



































Expanding the expression of F(x, y, z, u) from system (3.4.6) and group-






































− G g1 δ2
β c




















− S∗ − η1 g1 S∗ − η2 g2 S∗
)
− x A S∗
+ x y
(




















− η1 g1 S∗ + A g1 η1 S∗
)
. (3.4.7)




0 from the expression of L˙, it remains to prove that F ≤ 0. From the expres-
sion of F in (3.4.7), we will first set the terms containing variables and with
non negative coefficients to zero in order to get rid of the positive and non
constant part of F. The coefficients of y, z, u, x y and u x are thus set to zero
and solved for A, B and G. We obtain








δ1 + g1 δ2
)]
S∗ and G = β c η2 g2
(δ1 + g1 δ2)
S∗.
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Then








































Apply the arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality [117]
a1 + a2 + . . . + an ≥ n n√a1 a2 . . . an for i = 1, 2 . . . , n and n > 0.










p1 + p2 + p3 ≥ 3 3√p1p2p3
according to the arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality.
p1p2p3 = 1 and p1 + p2 + p3 ≥ 3.
So,
















Similarly, we prove that other terms composing F(x, y, z, u) in (3.4.8) are
negative.
F is then negative and will be equal to zero if x = y = z = u = 1. So L is




(S, I, H, D) : S = S∗, I = I∗, H = H∗, D = D∗
}
.
The singleton E∗1 =
(
S∗, I∗, H∗, D∗, 0
)
is the unique endemic equilibrium
point considered in this case. So any solution which intersects R5+ limits to
the endemic equilibrium E∗1 . By LaSalle’s invariance principle [116], E
∗
1 is
globally asymptotically stable on Ω.
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3.4.3.2 The endemic equilibrium E∗2
We note E∗2 =
(






bmax (Q1 + µ1) + I∗ (Q1 + µ0)
)
ξ0
, H∗ = I∗
(





























(ρ+ η2 δ1) +
(
bmax µ1 + I∗ µ0
)





S˙(t) = 0, I˙(t) = 0, H˙(t) = 0, D˙(t) = 0
)
, we solve equation
(3.2.9) for H to obtain H∗. Then we set H = H∗ in equation (3.2.10) and solve
for D to get D∗. We set D = D∗ in equation (3.2.8) and solve for S to get S∗
and I∗ is obtained by substituting the state variables (S = S∗, D = D∗) in
equation (3.2.7) at equilibrium. We obtain the following polynomial:
a0(I∗)3 + a1(I∗)2 + a2 I∗ + a3 = 0 (3.4.10)
with
a0 = ρQ2 (Q1 + µ0)2 R0h,
a1 = ρQ2 (Q1 + µ0)
(




+ µ (1− R0h)
)
,




1+ R0h (bmax − 1)
)

















+ bmax (Q1 + µ1)2 Rh
)
,





Descartes’ law of signs is used to determine the possible number of positive
roots of the polynomial (3.4.10) that are summarised in Table 3.1.
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a0 > 0
a1 > 0









I∗ 0 1 2 1
Table 3.1: Number of possible endemic fixed points.
Since bmax ≥ 1, the coefficient a1 will always be positive and the pos-
sibility of having 3 positive roots for polynomial (3.4.10) is completely dis-
carded. Conditions of existence of endemic fixed points of system (3.2.7)-
(3.2.11) are summarized in Theorem 3.4.3.
Theorem 3.4.3.
• If all the coefficients of the polynomial (3.4.10) are positive, then system
(3.2.7)-(3.2.11) has no endemic steady state.
• If Rh > 1 then the system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) has a unique endemic equilibrium
point.
• If Rh < 1 then the system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) has two endemic equilibrium
points.
Although polynomial (3.4.10) is of order 3, it admits at most two positive
roots. So, multiple endemic equilibria exist and these equilibrium points
are locally stable. The local stability of E∗2 is proven using a theorem based
on the center manifold theory [121]. In this case, the threshold value of
the reproduction number, Rch, below which the DFE is globally stable is a
critical point of the polynomial (3.4.10). Besides, the discriminant ∆ of the
polynomial (3.4.10) is equal to zero at this point. We have
∆ = ξ1 a23 + ξ2 a3 + ξ3
and
ξ1 a23 + ξ2 a3 + ξ3 = 0 (3.4.11)
with ξ1 = −27 a20, ξ2 = 18 a0 a1 a2 − 4 a31 and ξ3 = a21 a22 − 4 a0 a32.
Finding the positive roots (a3) of the polynomial in (3.4.11) and setting
Rch = 1−
( a3
µ ρQ2 b2max (Q1 + µ1)
)
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will give the analytical expression of a threshold value for the reproduction
number. If polynomial in (3.4.11) has two positive roots (∆ > 0), then the
largest should be considered.
The following theorem is stated and proved:
Theorem 3.4.4. E02 is locally asymptotically stable when A > 0 and there
exists a positive unstable endemic equilibrium E∗2 for Rch < Rh < 1. E
0
2
is globally asymptotically stable when Rh < Rch < 1 and A > 0. When
A < 0, E02 becomes unstable and a negative unstable endemic equilibrium





Q2 (ρ+ η2 δ2)−Q1 (ρ η1 + δ2 η2)
)




Proof. We set φ = β c as our bifurcation parameter, so that for
Rh = 1, φ = φ∗ =
ρ (Q1 + µ1) Q2
S0(ρ η1 + δ2 η2) µ1 + (δ1 η2 + ρ )Q2
.
In order to linearise system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11), we set
S = x1, I = x2, H = x3, D = x4, b = x5
and
S˙ = f1, I˙ = f2, H˙ = f3, D˙ = f4, b˙ = f5.
The Jacobian matrix J of the linearised system (3.2.7)-(3.2.11) at the DFE
E02 and for φ = φ
∗ is given by
J =

−µ −S0φ −S0φ η1 −S0φ η2 0
0 −Q1 − µ1 + S0φ S0φ η1 S0φ η2 0
0 µ1 −Q2 0 0
0 δ1 δ2 −ρ 0
0 0 0 0 −pi
 .
Zero is a simple eigenvalue of J . The left eigenvector of J ,
V = (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5) and the right eigenvector W = (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5)′,
both associated to the eigenvalue zero are solutions of the system
JW = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0]′,
VJ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0]′,
VW = 1
(3.4.12)
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and we obtain after some tedious algebraic manipulations
w1 = − (Q1 + µ1)
µ
, v1 = 0,
w2 = 1, v2 =











δ1 Q2 + µ1 δ2
ρQ2
, v4 =
η2 ρQ22 (Q1 + µ1)
ξ4
,
w5 = 0, v5 = 0,
where
ξ4 =ρ (ρ η1 + δ2 η2) µ1 (Q1 + µ1)
+ η2 Q2 (ρ+ Q1 + µ1) (µ1 + Q2) + Q2 ρ2 (Q2 + η1 µ1).
Besides, we notice that for j = 2, 3, 4, E02(j) = 0 and W(j) > 0 with W(j) =




















We compute these constants and find




Q2 (ρ+ η2 δ2)−Q1 (ρ η1 + δ2 η2)
)







(ρ η1 + δ2 η2) µ1 + (δ1 η2 + ρ )Q2
)2
,
with ξ5 = bmax (Q1 + µ1)2
(
(ρ η1 + δ2 η2) µ1 + (δ1 η2 + ρ )Q2
)
.
The direction of the bifurcation is determined by the signs of A and B. Ob-
viously B > 0 and the sign of A determines the following:
if A > 0 then the bifurcation is backward,
or
if A < 0 then the bifurcation is forward.
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3.5 Numerical simulations
3.5.1 Sensitivity analysis
Variability in the model predictions is introduced by uncertainty in the pa-
rameter values [122]. Sensitivity analysis is performed to assess this vari-
ability in the model predictions. Latin Hypercube Sampling/Partial Rank
Correlation Coefficient (LHS/PRCC) sensitivity analysis is used to explore
the entire parameter space of a model with a minimum number of computer
simulations [123].
To implement the LHS, we list our parameters and determine those which
are uncertain or those which are not. In this work, we consider all the pa-
rameters to be uncertain. We hypothetically provide the range in which the
parameters’ values fall. The simulations are run 1000 times in order to have
a large sample size which will make the results more precise. To implement
the LHS sampling scheme, we specify a probability density (pdf) function
for each unknown parameter. In this case, we chose by default a uniform
distribution for the variables since the pdf of each parameter is often un-
known. In general, it is after observation of the plot of available data that
a probability density function is chosen. Each parameter is independently
sampled and monotonicity plots are done to choose the most sensitive and
monotonic parameter. The PRCC value for a specific parameter is a Pearson
correlation coefficient for the residuals from two regression models. A rank
transformation is applied to ranks of the data for the PRCC values. The
first regression model represents the ranked parameters in terms of other
ranked parameters, and the second regression represents the ranked out-
come in terms of the other ranked parameter values [122]. The parameters
whose PRCC values are greater than 0.5 or less than −0.5 are the most im-
portant [124].
As an application of the LHS/PRCC sensitivity analysis theory, we look at
the relationship between the reproduction number Rh and the parameters
composing it. Parameters value used for the sensitivity analysis are found
in [32, 125].
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Figure 3.2: Sensitivity plot of the reproduction number. The parameter values are
the same as in Figure 3.5 and 3.6.
From Figure 3.2, the most important parameters with a positive correla-
tion to the reproduction number are β, c, η2, δ1 and δ2. The product cβ is the
effective transmission rate, which by definition drives the infection in the
total population. δ1 and δ2 contribute to increase the number of infectious
deceased, who are η2 times more infectious than the infected that are alive.
The parameter ρ has a negative correlation with Rh since burials limit EVD
transmission. Also, ω and α have a negative correlation to Rh. In fact, recov-
ered individuals are assumed not to transmit EVD, leading to a reduction
of Rh.
3.5.2 Bifurcation analysis
A bifurcation is a change of the topological structure of a system as its pa-
rameters pass through a critical value [126]. Rh = 1 is a critical point since
the system behaviour changes as Rh passes the value 1. Theorem 3.4.4 gives
the conditions for the existence of a backward or a forward bifurcation for
our model. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate different bifurcations and show the
effect of increased parameter values on the disease endemicity.
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Figure 3.3: Forward bifurcation in (a) for bmax = 10.8 and backward bifurcation in
(b) for bmax = 1.8. Other parameters’ value used are β = 0.569, c = 15.5, µ = 194,
α = 0.177, δ1 = 0.309, δ2 = 0.251, ρ = 0.457, ω = 0.256, η1 = 0.341, η2 = 3.78,
µ0 = 0.087, µ1 = 0.172, Λ = 1866.
A change in the qualitative behaviour of the system of equations (3.2.7)-
(3.2.11) is observed when Rh = 1. In fact, it has been proven that sub-critical
endemic equilibrium exists for values of the reproduction number less than
one, which is unusual since the endemic steady state in general, exists when
the values of the reproduction number are above one. So, the coexistence
of the DFE and the EE when Rh < 1 makes it difficult to clear the disease
from the human population. In this case, there is no secondary transmission
within the human population, but EVD remains persistent. This describes
the backward bifurcation, depicted by Figure 3.3(b) and extensively dis-
cussed in [127, 128].
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Figure 3.4: Effects of increased bed capacity in (a) and increased growth rate in
(b) on the number of infected individuals. The parameter values are bmax = 1.2,
β = 0.19, c = 40, µ = 8.08, α = 0.235, δ1 = 0.357, δ2 = 0.076, ρ = 0.468, ω = 0.14,
η1 = 0.235, η2 = 2.64, µ0 = 0.256, µ1 = 0.383, Λ = 8.08, pi = 0.304.
Figure 3.3(a) is obtained from Figure 3.3(b) by increasing the value of
bmax. These figures show how additional beds in ETU changes a backward
bifurcation into a forward bifurcation, making easier the control of EVD.
Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) show a decrease of the number of infected indi-
viduals when more beds are allocated to ETU, confirming the utility of hos-
pitalisation during an EVD epidemic. It is important however to note that
the decrease is very minimal, showing that stopping an outbreak of EVD
only with hospitalisation as control measure will be a very daunting task.
It is therefore necessary to incorporate other controls like educational cam-
paigns, active case finding or vaccination to rapidly control EVD.
3.6 Model fitting
Data from the two most affected countries in terms of number of deaths
due to Ebola, are used in the fitting process. Liberia accounted for 42.5%
and Sierra Leone accounted for 34.9% of the deaths of EVD [129]. Figures
3.5 and 3.6 show the model fit for EVD data from Sierra Leone and Liberia,
collected by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [129]. At
the national level, the maximum number of beds for hospitalisation of EVD
patients was very large.
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Figure 3.5: Curve fitting for data from Sierra Leone. 14 stands for the year 2014 and

























































Figure 3.6: Curve fitting for data from Liberia. 14 stands for the year 2014 and 15
stands for the year 2015 on the x-axis.
The estimated parameter values from the fitting process are given in Ta-
ble 3.2 for each country. The value of the reproduction number in each case
is Rh = 2 for Liberia and Rh = 2.5 for Sierra Leone. These values of the
reproduction numbers are comparable to those obtained from the litera-
ture. Rivers et al. [32] found an overall basic reproduction number of 2.2
for the two considered countries, with improved contact tracing, pharma-
ceutical interventions and improved infection control. Althaus [38] found
the maximum likelihood estimate of the basic reproduction number as 1.59
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for Liberia and 2.53 for Sierra Leone in 2014. In the absence of effective con-
trol measure, the basic reproduction number of EVD was 2.02 for Liberia
according to Xia et al. [130], who were investigating the different transmis-
sion routes of EVD. Nishiura and Chowell [39] estimated the reproduction
number to be between 1 and 2 for Liberia and Sierra Leone, from March to
August 2014. These estimations of the secondary number of Ebola infections
have been made from different compartmental models, during different pe-
riods of the year 2014 and for diverse types of control measures. This could
explain the differences in the values of the reproduction numbers obtained.
Parameters Λ β c α µ ω δ1 δ2 ρ η1 η2 µ0 µ1 pi bmax ETU
Liberia 2.1 0.48 4.3 0.5 2.1 0.2 0.37 0.01 0.7 0.16 1.7 0.008 0.4 0.5 45 30
Sierra Leone 3.53 0.47 2.9 0.5 3.53 0.2 0.6 0.009 0.7 0.5 3.43 0.0076 0.52 0.5 50 20
Table 3.2: Estimated parameters’ value obtained from the fitting process. bmax is the
maximum bed capacity of an ETU.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that the model formulated in this work fits well
to data for parameter values given in Table 3.2. We notice from the esti-
mated parameters in Table 3.2 that Sierra Leone had a larger hospitalisation
rate. This is consistent with the fact that the country had the highest num-
ber of infected individuals [129]. The efficacy of hospitalisation is indicated
by death rate, which is lower with hospital admission of EVD infected in-
dividuals in both countries. However, despite the utility of hospitalisation,
in Liberia more patients died in these hospitals than in Sierra Leone. This
could mean that Liberia had more difficulties in handling its patients in ETU
than Sierra Leone. This could have been due to a shortage of beds for a
proper hospital admission or insufficient drugs for treatment.
The period during which new ETUs with more available beds were built
was an important factor in the limitation of EVD transmission. In fact,
Kucharski et al. [35] and Dubois et al. [131] claim that an early allocation of
sufficient beds for treatment or holding centers would have helped to avoid
many transmissions and deaths. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 indicate the monthly
number of new Ebola infected [132]. They also indicate the total number
of available beds per country for a period of eight months. Ebola incidence
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here represents the number of new cases reported the 25th of the indicated
month [133]. The number of beds is the total sum of beds available in Ebola
CCCs, ETUs and Ebola holding centers. The maximum number of beds for
each month is represented on the graphs and WebPlotDigitizer was used
to extract data from the plots in [35]. Data from March to May 2014 were
missing in [35] and this explains the absence of some data points in Figures
3.7 and 3.8.
Figure 3.7: Comparison between the moments when the maximum number of in-
fected and beds are reached in Liberia. 14 stands for the year 2014 and 15 stands
for the year 2015 on the x-axis.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between the moments when the maximum number of in-
fected and beds are reached in Sierra Leone. 14 stands for the year 2014 and 15
stands for the year 2015 on the x-axis.
We notice in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 that the maximum number of infected
and beds do not always coincide. In Liberia, the maximum number of beds
is reached one month after the maximum number of infected is reached. In,
Sierra Leone, many beds were expected during two months, from Novem-
ber 2014 when the maximum number of infected was reached, to December
2014 when the maximum number of available beds was reached. This delay
of two months certainly led to more infections and deaths, since the time
from infection to death of EVD was estimated to be only 10 days in Liberia
and sierra Leone [32]. This emphasises the necessity of timely allocation
of funds and implementation of recommendations to build enough Ebola
health care facilities with sufficient beds early.
The aim of providing beds for EVD exposed individuals is to limit the dis-
ease transmission within the hospital setting and increase access to treat-
ment. This can be attained when beds are allocated according to the needs
of each affected country and if proper maintenance of these beds is imple-
mented. Our results suggest a more balanced distribution and maintenance
of hospital beds.
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3.7 Conclusion
EVD emerged in 2014 in West African countries with poor or insufficient
health care facilities [108]. A set of control measures like quarantine into
ETUs and contact tracing were implemented to stop the disease spread.
Admission into ETUs was determined by the availability of personnel and
beds. The limited number of new beds reduced the hospitalization rate into
these units. We formulated a deterministic compartmental model with a
time dependent number of beds available. The analysis of the model shows
the existence of an unstable DFE E01, when there are no hospital bed, for val-
ues of the reproduction number less than one or the existence of a globally
stable DFE E02 for values of the reproduction number less than a threshold
Rch when b = bmax at equilibrium. We have also proven that the number of
beds available in ETU is a determining factor in the disease control. It has
been shown that, when there are no beds or a limited number of available
beds, controlling EVD is more difficult because of the presence of a back-
ward bifurcation. When the maximum capacity of an ETU is increased, a
forward bifurcation appears and reducing the reproduction number to val-
ues less than 1 will stop EVD. As part of the model validation, the model
was fitted to data from Liberia and Sierra Leone. We recommend a timely
supply of beds into Ebola health care units and highlight the need for up-
graded infrastructures in countries affected by the last EVD outbreak.
The model formulated in this work is consistent with the dynamics of EVD
in Liberia and Sierra Leone, but is not without shortcomings. In fact, the
lack of sufficient data on the number of beds supplied into Ebola care units
in the affected countries, limited the numerical analysis and interpretation.
We have only considered the number of beds in this work, but other as-
pects like personal protective equipment and materials for laboratories have
been useful in Ebola patients management and care. These tools could also
be taken into account. It is well documented that the goodness of fit mea-
sures the discrepancy between observed data and values expected from the
model. In this work, no goodness of fit tests are done but we relied on the
least squares method for the model fitting. We however argue that the least
squares method of fitting models to data, provides useful insights into how
the model can be linked to data despite the challenge of using statistics tools
to test the goodness of fit of the model.
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Chapter 4
A qualitative analysis of a simple
Ebola virus disease model with a
non linear incidence rate
4.1 Introduction
Population growth and density in health risk areas of our societies do not fa-
cilitate the management of disasters, whose number keeps growing as time
evolves [134]. When a catastrophe arises, people can exhibit a controlled
behaviour which can take the form of intelligent and reasoned reactions.
However, panic or lack of knowledge can lead to a less controlled behaviour
demonstrated by sideration or automate behaviour such as washing the
corpses of the deceased [134]. The efficacy of behaviour change can then
be evaluated by the level of control in the behaviour of the affected popula-
tion. During the last Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak of 2014− 2016, the
poor economic situation of the affected countries and some cultural beliefs
impacted the level of control in the populations’ behaviour, especially at
the early stage of the epidemic. Uncontrolled behaviours such as washing
and touching the deceased and bush-meat consumption, practised in West
Africa helped to fuel EVD spread [7].
Mathematical models of EVD can be divided into two groups: models that
do not account for infection due to EVD deceased and models that do. Mod-
els ignoring the deceased are classified as SEIR or SIR models, see for in-
stance [35, 39, 44, 54, 55, 135, 136]. The incidence rate of these models is
53
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generally bilinear, i.e. of the form βSI. The formulation of such an inci-
dence function increases the ease of analysing the models, including the
global stability analysis of the fixed points using Lasalle’s invariance prin-
ciple [44, 135, 136]. However, neglecting the contribution of the deceased
in the force of infection of EVD underestimates the number of Ebola cases
[137].
Several models of EVD including a compartment for the deceased have
been formulated and analysed, see for instance [32, 36, 45, 57, 58, 138]. The
mathematical analysis of the equilibria of such models mostly focuses on
the determination of the reproduction number and local stability analysis
of equilibria [57, 58]. The proof of the global stability of the equilibria is of-
ten neglected because of the nonlinearity of the incidence rate. Rivers et al.
[32] modelled the impact of interventions on an epidemic of Ebola using a
model that accounts for infection during funerals (F). The total population
N, in this case, was made up of susceptibles (S), exposed (E), infected (I),
hospitalized (H) and recovered (R) individuals. The incidence rate of the
model which was given by (βSI + βHSH + βFSF)/N, accounted for infec-
tion during hospitalisation and burials. A similar structure of the incidence
rate was used by Djiomba and Nyabadza [57] to investigate an optimal con-
trol of EVD with educational campaigns, active case finding and pharma-
ceutical interventions and Xia et al. [139] who modelled the transmission
dynamics of Ebola in Liberia.
More complex incidence rates or forces of infection are found in disease
models, especially those that incorporate behaviour change. Stopping a dis-
ease outbreak, in general, relies on the technical implementation of control
strategies like vaccination, treatment or educational campaigns. In the ab-
sence of treatment, a change in human behaviour will be the only hope to
stop the disease spread. So, human behaviour remains the mainstay of any
disease eradication, including EVD [60].
Psychology and anthropology are not the only domains interested in hu-
man behaviour. Mathematical modelling has also focused on the ef-
fects of human behaviour on various diseases’ evolution, see for instance
[60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. However, the quantification of human behaviour re-
mains a challenge and its effects on a disease evolution is often represented
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by probabilities or by a modified incidence rate of the disease, see for in-
stance [61]. Del Valle et al. [75] formulated a model to investigate the effects
of behavioural changes in a smallpox attack. They assumed that individu-
als within a community change their behaviour and move from a normal
active group to a less active group, reducing their average number of con-
tacts, in response to a high prevalence of smallpox in the community. The
per-capita transfer rate between compartments was modelled by the func-
tion φi = ai(In + Il)/ (1+ bi(In + Il)) per day with i = S, E, I and where
n = normally active, l = less active, ai and bi being positive constants
that modulate the rate of change. Behavioural change was thus taken to
vary with the φi values and the transmission rate of smallpox. The force of
infection for the normally active and less active was given by
λj =
γn In + γl Il + γcW
γn Ac + γl Al + γc Ac
where Ac and W were respectively the confined and quarantined individu-
als, j = (n, l). They concluded that, besides the standard intervention pro-
cedure that would affect the extend and duration of a smallpox epidemic,
the reduction in contacts of people in response to information about the epi-
demic was another contribution to smallpox control [75]. Wang et al. [78]
modelled the influence of human behaviour on cholera dynamics with a
disease prevalence contact rate βi = ai − bi mi(I), where ai is the contact
rate without considering the influence of human behaviour, bi is the max-




i = 1, 2, 3 where κi is the half saturation constant function. The contact rate
was driven by a saturation function of the Michaelis Menten type. They con-
cluded that human behaviour can reduce the endemic and epidemic levels,
cholera spreading speeds and the risk of infection [78].
The impact of behaviour change on the spread of EVD with a linear force
of infection has been done in [80]. Most of EVD models that have been for-
mulated to date are of the types SEIR, SIR, SIRF, SEIRF and SEIHRF. In
this work, we consider a simple SIRD model, where D is the class of the
deceased with a non linear incidence function.
In general, people abandon good behaviour when the perceived risk of a
disease is reduced or because of limited funds to continue [140]. In the case
of EVD, we assume that when the number of infected cases is well pro-
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nounced, the fear of contracting the disease obliges people to change their
behaviour and a decline in the number of cases follows. Disease incidence
or prevalence in a population has already been mentioned as a motivator
of behaviour change during an epidemic for the case of influenza [75, 140].
Exponential functions have been suggested to represent the probability of
disease transmission in the case of alertness to a disease by Lio et al. [141].
Fast et al. [142] used a decreasing exposition probability, due to behaviour
change between susceptible and infected individuals, to assess the role of
social mobilisation in EVD control in Lofa.
The absence of treatment against EVD is a source of fear within the affected
population and motivates a change in their behaviour leading to reduced
disease transmission, especially when the number of infected cases reaches
unexpected high values. In this model, we innovatively introduce a non
linear force of infection that considers human behaviour. EVD started in a
rural area where it had been unnoticed for few months, causing the force
of infection to initially grow exponentially and later declined as the epi-
demic progressed [143]. Concave exponential functions are thus suitable to
represent the force of infection. Among all the existing exponential func-
tions, we propose the Ricker function to represent the force of infection for
our model. The function models the infection growth in the presence of
behaviour change and the model fits better to EVD data from the two coun-
tries considered, see also [144]. The effective transmission rate of EVD is
represented by the parameter β and the efficacy of behaviour change is rep-
resented by a parameter p
(
p ∈ [0, 1]
)
such that p = 0 corresponds to an
uncontrolled behaviour that fuels EVD spread and p = 1 correspond to a
perfectly controlled behaviour that stops EVD spread. We also introduce a
parameter K that represents the speed at which individuals change their be-
haviour. The parameter K helps to track how fast individuals change their
behaviour in response to EVD. K = 0 corresponds to no behaviour change
and greater values of K indicate a positive change in the affected popula-
tion’s behaviour. A total eradication of EVD corresponds to a zero force of





We propose a force of infection given by
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where e indicates the infectivity of the deceased when compared to that of
the infected individuals, with e > 1 and lim
K→∞
λ = 0.
The intent of this work is to study the dynamics of an EVD model with a
non linear force of infection innovatively described by a Ricker function. We
also present the global stability analysis of the model steady states.
This work is arranged as follows: in Section 4.2 we formulate the model.
Section 4.3 is reserved for the model analysis and in Section 4.4 we focus on
the steady states and their global properties. Section 4.5 is reserved for the
numerical simulations and section 4.6 contains some concluding remarks.
4.2 Model formulation and equations
A deterministic model, consisting of individuals with different EVD status
is formulated to represent the population dynamics when there is a change
of behaviour due to the high prevalence of the disease. Susceptible individ-
uals (in compartment S) represent individuals that are at risk of contracting
the infection through contact with the infected (in compartment I) and the
deceased (in compartment D). Susceptible individuals are recruited into a
homogeneous population at a constant rate Λ. Infected individuals may
recover at the rate α or may succumb to the Ebola virus and die at a rate
ϕ. Individuals in each compartment are assumed to die naturally at a rate µ
and dead bodies of EVD infected individuals deceased are buried at a rate ρ.
Dead bodies of infected individuals are assumed to be infectious. We thus
assume here that even the infected who do not die from EVD contribute to
EVD spread [145] and we set δ = ϕ+ µ.
The total population size is given by
N(t) = S(t) + I(t) + R(t) + D(t).
Figure 4.1 below represents the movements between different classes, as
their infection status with respect to the disease changes.
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart diagram of the model











= λ(t) S(t)−Q1 I(t), (4.2.2)
dR(t)
dt
= α I(t)− µ R(t), (4.2.3)
dD(t)
dt
= δ I(t)− ρ D(t), (4.2.4)
where Q1 = (α+ δ), with S(0) > 0, I(0) ≥ 0, R(0) ≥ 0 and D(0) ≥ 0.
4.3 Model properties: existence, positivity and uniqueness
of solutions
The right hand side of the system of differential equations (4.2.1)-(4.2.4) is
made of Lipschitz continuous functions. According to Picard’s existence
Theorem, with given initial conditions, the solutions of our system exist
and they are unique [113].
Theorem 4.3.1. Solutions to system (4.2.1)-(4.2.4) with non-negative initial con-
ditions are all non-negative.
Proof. We suppose that there exists tˆ > 0 such that S(tˆ) < 0. From the
intermediate value Theorem, there exists t1 ∈ [0, tˆ] such that S(t1) = 0.
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From equation (4.2.1),




0 λ(u) du+ µ t
))
for all t ∈ [t1, tˆ]. S(t1) = 0 implies
that S(t) ≥ 0 for t ≥ t1. Since tˆ > t1, S(tˆ) ≥ 0 and this contradicts the initial
assumption. Thus S(t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0. The same principle is applied to














. We can then conclude that
solutions of the system (4.2.1)-(4.2.4) are non-negative.




S(t), I(t), R(t), D(t)
)
∈ R4+ : S(t)+ I(t)+R(t) 6
Λ
µ
and D(t) ≤ δΛ
µ ρ
}
which is attracting and positively invariant with respect to the flow of system
(4.2.1)-(4.2.4).
Proof. We set H(t) = S(t) + I(t) + R(t). By adding all the equations of
system (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) we obtain:
dH(t)
dt
6 Λ− µ H(t). (4.3.1)














, ∀ t > 0.
If H(0) 6 Λ
µ
, then the upper bound of H(t) is
Λ
µ
when t → ∞. If H(0) ≥
Λ
µ
, then H(t) decreases to
Λ
µ
when t → ∞ and enters Ω or approaches Ω
asymptotically.












, ∀ t >





is the upper bound of D(t) when t → ∞. If
D(t) ≥ Λ δ
ρ µ
, then D(t) decreases to D(t) ≥ Λ δ
ρ µ
when t → ∞ and enters Ω.
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Besides, any sum or difference of variables in Ω with positive initial values
will remain inΩ or in a neighbourhood ofΩ. ThusΩ is bounded, positively
invariant and attracting with respect to the flow of system (4.2.1)-(4.2.4).
4.4 Steady states and global properties










= λ(t) S(t)−Q1 I(t), (4.4.2)
dD(t)
dt
= δ I(t)− ρ D(t). (4.4.3)
Theorem 4.4.1. Solutions to system (4.4.1)-(4.4.3) exist and are non-negative for
non-negative initial conditions. Besides, system (4.4.1)-(4.4.3) makes biological





∈ R3+ : S(t) + I(t) 6
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µ
















, we can either have the




obtained by solving equation (4.4.1) for S; or we can have the endemic
equilibrium.
At the DFE, (4.4.1)⇐⇒ dS(t)
dt
= 0 =⇒ S = Λ
µ
.






next generation matrix method (see [115] ) yields a reproduction number
R0 given by









From the expression of the reproduction number, we can state that a
more effective behaviour change reduces the number of secondary EVD in-
fections.
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S∗ = Λ ρ(











which is obtained at equilibrium by solving equation (4.4.3) for D to get
D∗ and solving equation (4.4.1) for S to obtain S∗.
(4.4.3)⇐⇒ D˙(t) = 0 =⇒ D = D∗,
(4.4.1)⇐⇒ S˙(t) = 0 =⇒ S = S∗.
I∗ is a positive solution of the equation
Γ(I∗)− y = 0, (4.4.6)
where y = Q1, obtained by substituting equations (4.4.4) and (4.4.5) into
equation (4.4.2) and discarding the case I∗ = 0 with

















The exponential function does not facilitate the algebraic resolution of




β (1− p)Λ (δ e+ ρ)2
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and Γ(0) = R0 Q1, lim
I∗→∞
Γ(I∗) = 0.
So Γ(I∗) is a monotone decreasing and positive function which intercepts
the line y = Q1 only once when R0 > 1. In fact, the graph of Γ can intercept
the line y = Q1 if Γ(0) ≥ y(0) because Γ is a decreasing function. Since
Γ(0) = R0 Q1, Γ(0) is above Q1 when R0 > 1. If R0 < 1, Γ(0) is below Q1,
implying that we have no endemic equilibrium. We can then conclude that
our model has a unique endemic equilibrium point when R0 > 1.
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4.4.1 The disease free equilibrium
Theorem 4.4.2. The DFE is globally asymptotically stable when R0 < 1 and
unstable otherwise.




Using equations (4.4.2), (4.4.3) together with inequality (4.4.7), we can write







I at equilibrium. So, V˙ < 0 if R0 < 1.
Finally V is positive definite and V is equal to zero only at the DFE. Besides,
V˙ ≤ 0 when R0 < 1. We can conclude from Lassale’s invariance principle
(see [116]) that the DFE is globally asymptotically stable for values of the
reproduction number less than one.
A globally stable DFE is the main target of any disease control program.
We have just proven that in the case of EVD, reducing the reproduction
number to values less than one, by using the appropriate behaviour change,
is a sufficient condition required to eradicate the disease.
4.4.2 The endemic equilibrium
This steady state indicates the persistence of EVD in the human population.
Theorem 4.4.3. The unique EE is globally asymptotically stable for non-negative
initial conditions.
Proof. In order to prove the global stability of the EE, we set F as a candidate




















where A and G are positive constants to be calculated with F = 0 at the
endemic equilibrium E∗.


































D∗ = g I∗
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E∗ is then the unique critical point of F and since the second derivative of
F is positive at any point of Θ, the Lyapunov function F is concave up and
the unique endemic equilibrium point is the global minimum of F.




















Considering the system of equations (4.4.1)-(4.4.3) together with inequal-











































and rewrite (4.4.9) as
F˙ ≤ − µ (S− S
∗)2
S
+ β (1− p) I∗L(x, y, u)
where
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The expression of L is obtained by replacing Λ, Q1 and g in equation (4.4.9)
by their expressions from equations (4.4.8).
Expanding the expression of L(x, y, u) from system (4.4.10) and grouping
the coefficients with the same variable give
L(x, y, u) =
G δ
β (1− p) + S

































































Since we already have − µ (S− S
∗)2
S
≤ 0 from the expression of F˙, it
remains to prove that L ≤ 0 in order to get F˙ ≤ 0.
From the expression of L in (4.4.11), we will first set the terms containing
variables and with non negative coefficients to zero in order to get rid of the
positive and non constant part of L. The coefficients of y, u, x y and u x are
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: S = S∗, I = I∗, D = D∗
}
.
LaSalle’s extension implies that each solution which intersects R3+ limits to
the endemic equilibrium and E∗ is globally asymptotically stable on Θ (see
[116]).
Global stability of the EE indicates that EVD persists as long as the value
of the reproduction number is greater than one. Programs aiming at erad-
icating EVD should limit the disease transmission in such a way that the
value of the reproduction number remains less than one.
4.5 Numerical simulations
4.5.1 Model validation
We fit the number of new EVD cases I(t) from our model to data from
Liberia and Sierra Leone [4]. The values of the parameters estimated
through the least-squares fitting process are given in Tables 4.1. A com-
prehensive description of the least-squares fitting method is given in [45].
For Liberia, the initial conditions used for the fitting process are
S(0) = 4600000, I(0) = 1, D(0) = 0
and for Sierra Leone these conditions are
S(0) = 7396000, I(0) = 1, D(0) = 0.
The value of S(0) is chosen as the total population of the corresponding
country in 2018.
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Figure 4.2: Curve fitting with data collected from Liberia in (a) and from Sierra
Leone in (b).
Figures 4.2 show that our model closely fits to the data and indicate that
behaviour change during EVD outbreak of 2014− 2016 was motivated by
an increased number of EVD cases for the set of parameters value used.
They also show that an efficacious behaviour change (p = 0.8) was neces-
sary to stop EVD spread. The controlled or efficacious behaviour adopted
by populations in order to limit EVD spread consisted of practising careful
hygiene, avoiding contact with infected animals and humans, collaborat-
ing with case tracking, not fleeing from isolation areas, safely burying those
who died from EVD, etc [57, 146]. If the efficacy of behaviour change is al-
lowed to be zero, then higher values of β are obtained for the model to fit to
the data
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Parameters (units) Liberia Sierra Leone
Λ 30 000 59 770
e 2 2
p 0.8 0.8
K 4.6 ×10−3 0.0044
ϕ (month−1) 0.52 0.58
ρ (month−1) 0.89 0.8
µ (month−1) 10−2 10−2
α (month−1) 10−2 10−2
β (ind−1.month−1) 1.23 ×10−6 5.2 ×10−7
Table 4.1: Estimated value of the parameters for each country with behaviour
change. ind stands for individual.
The values of the estimated parameters in Table 4.1 yield a reproduction
number equal to 2.3 in Liberia and 2.5 in Sierra Leone when there is a con-
trolled change in human behaviour. These values are comparable to those
obtained by several authors. Rivers et al. [32] found that the value of the
reproduction number for the two countries on an average is 2.2. Althaus
[38] found R0 = 1.59 for Liberia and R0 = 2.53 for Sierra Leone in 2014.
Xia et al. [130] found R0 = 2.02 for Liberia when investigating the different
transmission routes of EVD. Nishiura and Chowell [39] estimated the value
of the reproduction number between 1 and 2 in Liberia and Sierra Leone,
from March to August 2014. The difference between the estimated and cited
values of the reproduction number might come from the fact that they are
calculated during different periods of EVD epidemics and the models built
by the authors have different structures and they integrate different control
measures in some instances.
Behaviour change influenced several factors such as EVD transmission rate,
death rate, recovery rate and even the burial rate of the deceased. Avoid-
ing contact between susceptible and infected individuals for example, con-
tributed to a reduction in the transmission rate of EVD. This may explain the
higher value of β estimated for Liberia in Table 4.1, since behaviour change
was a slower process (lower value of K) in the country when compared to
Sierra Leone. Other researchers also concluded that the transmission rate of
EVD is higher without behaviour change [32, 130]. The recovery rate and
death rate of EVD are influenced by the collaboration between populations
and authorities through active case finding or hospitalisation for example.
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Recovering from EVD without treatment was very rare and can explain the
low values of α estimated. The case fatality rate of the last EVD epidemic
was greater than 50% [32, 130, 145], indicating a high risk of death for EVD
patients which can be greater in case of inappropriate behaviour. This sup-
ports the higher values of ϕ in Table 4.1 in the absence of behaviour change.
In [147], the values of ϕ are greater without a controlled behaviour, high-
lighting the importance of adopting disease reducing behaviours like visit-
ing the appropriate health centers to receive pharmaceutical interventions
that help to increase the chances of recovering from EVD. Dead bodies of
EVD deceased are twice more infectious than the living infected individu-
als according to the estimation of e. Some authors found that this infectivity
could be even four times higher for the deceased [130]. Quick and safe buri-
als of EVD deceased have helped to limit EVD spread and the high values
of ρ from Table 4.1 indicate that a high burial rate helped to limit the dis-
ease spread. The estimated values of p indicate that a highly efficacious
behaviour change, adapted to health authorities instructions for example,
was necessary to halt EVD spread. The estimated values of K indicate how
fast a behaviour change occurred during the last EVD epidemic in Liberia
and Sierra Leone. However, the values of k in Table 4.1 are low and this im-
plies that behaviour change was a slow process during the outbreak. This
could explain the long duration of the outbreak and its extent in terms of
number of deaths. In fact, cultural beliefs and poor economic conditions
build mistrust between rural populations and authorities in West Africa [7].
This situation led to a slow application of instructions from authorities dur-
ing the outbreak. So, building confidence and improving people’s living
conditions is essential in motivating people to quickly react in case of an
epidemic of EVD.
4.5.2 Sensitivity analysis
The reproduction number R0 is made of different parameters and their cor-
relations to R0 differs as well. Sensitivity analysis helps to assess the vari-
ability in the model predictions introduced by uncertainty in the parameters
value [122]. We use Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) and Partial Correla-
tion Coefficient (PRCC) to explore the parameter space of the model with
1000 simulations [123]. We choose a uniform distribution to implement LHS
sampling scheme. The PRCC value for a specific parameter is a Pearson cor-
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relation coefficient for the residuals from two regression models [122]. The
most important parameters have a PRCC value greater than 0.5 or less than










Figure 4.3: Tornado plot of the sensitivity analysis of R0
We observe in Figure 4.3 that the parameters with the most important
positive correlations to R0 are δ,Λ, β and those with the negative correla-
tions are ρ, µ and p. The results show that when the transmission rate and
death rate of EVD increase, the number of new infections increases since
the deceased and infected individuals are both infectious. When the recruit-
ment rate is increased, more individuals are exposed to Ebola virus and this
increases their chances of contracting the virus and contribute to the disease
spread. Natural death reduces the size of the population and thus limits the
number of people who might be infected by EVD. Disposing of the corpses
of EVD deceased rapidly and safely stops contamination during funerals
and reduces the potential number of EVD cases. The negative correlation
between R0 and p is certainly due to the fact that adopting a controlled be-
haviour that limits or stops EVD spread, reduces the reproduction number
and is represented by an increase of the value of p.
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4.6 Conclusion
The global stability analysis of the steady states of a model of EVD with a
non linear incidence function is presented in this chapter. The global stabil-
ity of equilibria is presented through suitably chosen Lyapunov functions.
The non linear incidence function is chosen to represent the influence of hu-
man behaviour on EVD evolution. Data from Liberia and Sierra Leone are
used in the fitting process whose results show how closely the model de-
scribes the evolution of EVD with human behaviour and support the idea
that behaviour change is motivated by disease prevalence. As soon as an
epidemic starts, individuals affected should trust the authorities and do as
instructed to avoid deaths and disaster due to a slow reaction.
The work presented in this chapter is not without shortcomings. The mod-
elling of human behaviour through any mathematical function is a chal-
lenge as human behaviour is complex and unpredictable. In fact, a stochas-
tic version of the incidence function may be worth looking at as an alter-
native albeit the challenges associated with its formulation and the math-
ematical analysis. The use of individual based models or network models
could potentially solve the inadequacies of dealing with deterministic mod-
els. The discrepancy between observed data and values expected from the
model is well measured by the goodness of fit. In this work, no goodness
of fit tests are done but we relied on the least-squares method for the model
fitting. We however argue that the least-squares method of fitting models to
data, provides useful insights into how the model can be linked to data de-
spite the challenge of using statistics tools to test the goodness of fit of the
model. We still however argue that this model presents some interesting
mathematical results on the global stability of an EVD model with human
behaviour and a non linear incidence rate.
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Modelling the potential influence
of human migration and multiple
strains on Ebola virus disease
dynamics
5.1 Introduction
More than 20 Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) outbreaks hit the African conti-
nent in recent decades and different ebolavirus strains have caused these
outbreaks. There are five different strains of ebolaviruses and the most dev-
astating are the Zaire ebolavirus strain, the Sudan ebolavirus strain and the
Bundibugyo ebolavirus strain [5]. Before the year 2013, these species af-
fected countries like Gabon, Congo, Sudan or Uganda. But in 2013, the most
devastating EVD outbreak ever hit West Africa, killing more than 11000 peo-
ple and was driven by the Zaire ebolavirus strain [148]. Among all the the-
ories explaining how a Central African virus moved to West Africa, one of
them supports the idea that migrating bats that can fly over hundreds of
kilometres might have brought the virus there [149]. Migration of the nat-
ural reservoir of ebolavirus in this case is a key element in the transporta-
tion of the Zaire ebolavirus strain within different parts of the continent.
Economic activities such as hunting or mining have increased the contacts
between humans and infected animals such as bats, chimpanzees or mon-
keys living in tropical forests [3, 150]. An eventual mutation of the Zaire
ebolavirus strain was suspected as well because of the large death toll of the
71
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outbreak.
The African tropical forest that hosts Ebola viruses natural reservoirs
ranges from East to West Africa [151]. The Zaire, Sudan and Bundibugyo
ebolavirus strains have been linked to the animal population during the
past outbreaks and this might explain the fact that different species have hit
several countries already [3, 150]. The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
generally hit by the Zaire strain was affected by the Bundibugyo strain in
2012, showing the possibility of one region being affected by a different
strain. Uganda naturally hosts the Bundibugyo ebolavirus strain and was
hit by the Sudan strain in 2000 and 2011− 2013. Besides, DRC, Uganda and
Sudan share common boundaries [5]. So, as of May 2017, two ebolavirus
strains existed in DRC and Uganda and the possibility of having an out-
break caused simultaneously by these strains is a reality.
Movements within the African continent are motivated by labour and liveli-
hoods, social and familial connections, cultural ceremonies, disasters and
conflicts [152]. Eastern and Western Africa have a long history of labour
migration between and within countries to plantations (cotton and coffee





during the appropriate seasons [153]. Pastoralist communities
in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda for example, move to feed their animals
[153]. In West Africa, the labour force from Mali, Burkina Faso and Guinea
frequently move to Ivory Coast to harvest cocoa [154, 155]. This movement
is observed either during the big harvesting period from October to March,
or during the small harvesting period from April to August [154, 155]. This
type of migration is often seasonal and happens during the harvesting pe-
riod and is somehow similar to impulsive migration. Tourists’ movements
are also a typical example of impulsive migration and in Uganda for exam-
ple, intra-African migrant birds and the tourists coming to see them arrive
in July and start leaving in December [156]. Borders and boundaries in West
Africa, including land borders, are difficult to control and make it difficult
to track people’s movements [152]. Fear, stigmatization or the non-access to
close Ebola health care centers unexpectedly increased populations’ mobil-
ity during the outbreak of 2013− 2016 [152]. So, despite the control mea-
sures installed at the airports, ports and main roads of entry in the affected
countries, uncontrolled movement of people was still possible during the
EVD epidemic. Given that different strains exist in the West and Central
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African regions, with free movement of persons, the potential of new strain
exportation exists. This phenomenon can be viewed as migration of infec-
tives in mathematical modelling of communicable diseases and we consider
the potential of such migration into the spread of EVD.
Migration can encourage the spread of communicable diseases as people
carry viruses over long distances [154]. For example, a successful immu-
nization program against measles in Burkina Faso was achieved. But later
on, a large outbreak of measles among the target population arose [154].
This was the first reported failure of a widely successful strategy for con-
trolling measles. On investigation, it became clear that the immigration of
non immunized children from Ivory Coast caused the failure of the pro-
gramme [154]. Migration in West Africa has been seen as a challenge to
stopping Ebola because researchers believe that it has contributed to the
disease spread in the region [90]. EVD is a fluid borne disease transmit-
ted via contact with an infected individual or its fluids. So, movements of
individuals especially in the affected areas during EVD outbreak has the po-
tential of spreading the disease to unaffected areas. During the West African
outbreak of 2013− 2016, human movement was limited by the authorities
and several quarantines were observed during that period [152]. But the
free movement of persons and goods in West Africa is a reality and up to
14% of people live outside their countries of origin [152]. It is common in
West Africa to find families living across the boundaries between different
countries.
Mathematical models of EVD that include migration of individuals have
been formulated and analysed by several authors. Valdez et al. [157] con-
sidered a stochastic model to evaluate the extension of Ebola spreading in
Liberia. They assumed that travel between countries propagated EVD in
Liberia and used the model to quantify how mobility of humans between
regions affected impacted EVD epidemic. They concluded that reduced mo-
bility between countries delays the spread of EVD but does not stop it and
an early response would have been more effective in containing EVD [157].
Kramer et al. [158] stated that the probability of EVD transmission between
locations depends on distance, population density and international border
closures. They considered Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone and neighbouring
countries for their study and concluded that border closures between af-
fected countries has the potential to limit the disease spread.
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Brauer and Van Den Driessche [159] modelled the transmission of diseases
with immigration of infectives and with an application to HIV transmission.
They considered two main cases: first, a constant transmission rate and sec-
ond, a transmission rate that depends on the total population size. They
used Bendixson-Dulac criterion to analyse the stability of the models and
concluded that in the presence of immigration of infectives, there is no dis-
ease free equilibrium and the steady states are locally asymptotically stable.
In a model of HIV transmission in a prison system, they suggested screen-
ing and quarantining as control measures to reduce the number of infective
immigrants [159]. Similar results were found by Tripathi et al. [160], who
incorporated treatment and time delay into a model of HIV/AIDS with im-
migration of infectives.
As Africa develops, human movement from different regions is bound to
increase. Because different regions have different strains, the possibility of
strains being transported between regions is highly likely. This work con-
siders the possibility of strain importation through human migration and
strain mutation, and therefore present a possibility that is highly likely in
the distant future. We formulate a model of EVD with a resident strain
that either mutates or is invaded by a new strain of ebolavirus and evaluate
the potential influence of strain importation or mutation on the disease dy-
namics. If the new strain is a mutant of the resident strain, then we have a
scenario where the possibility of an invasion by the new strain is possible.
If the new strain is imported from a different region, then we consider the
cases where we have a continuous or an impulsive migration of infectives.
We assume in this work that movements of populations on the African con-
tinent could import a new strain of EVD into a country already affected by
a different strain. We also assume that recovered individuals acquire immu-
nity during the modelling period.
This work is arranged as follows: we start by the model formulation in
Section 5.2, then follows the analysis of the model first with continuous mi-
gration of infectives in Section 5.3 and second with impulsive migration of
infectives in Section 5.4. Numerical simulations are done in Section 5.5 and
we give concluding remarks in Section 5.6.
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5.2 Model formulation









. Strain 1 is considered to be the resident strain while strain 2 is ei-
ther an imported or mutant strain. In a given region or country, we assume
that susceptible individuals, at any time t, denoted by S(t), are recruited at
a constant rate Λ either through births or immigration. Susceptible individ-
uals can be infected by either strain 1 or strain 2 at a time. We thus do not
assume co-infection by different strains. Susceptible individuals infected by
strain i
(
i = 1, 2
)
, move to compartment Ii and can transmit EVD. An infec-
tious individual can either die of the disease or recover. Those that die of
strain i are denoted Di and those that recover are assumed to belong to the
class R that is independent of the strain they were suffering from. The flow
of the individuals between compartments is shown in Figure 5.1. Suscep-
tible, infected and recovered individuals die naturally at a rate µ with the
infected dying at rates ϕ1 and ϕ2 from strain 1 and 2 respectively. Individ-
uals are assumed to recover from strain 1 and strain 2 at a rates α1 and α2
respectively. The deceased are assumed to contribute to infection and the





for i = 1, 2
where ηi is a parameter that measures the relative infectivity of the deceased
compared to the infected. To model migration that leads to the importation
of strains, we consider that a group of individuals made of infectious indi-
viduals at a proportion p (infected by strain 2) and susceptibles, moves into
a community affected by EVD strain 1 at a constant rate σ. Ebola epidemics
are usually short and we do not assume migration of the recovered and
deceased during an epidemic. It is important to note that the constant Λ in-
corporates migrants and births in a community. The corpses of the deceased
are buried at rates ρi depending on the strain that caused the death.
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Figure 5.1: Flow chart diagram of the model with migration of infectives










= λ1 S−Q1 I1,
dD1
dt
= ϕ1 I1 − ρ1 D1, (5.2.1)
dI2
dt
= pi + λ2 S−Q2 I2,
dD2
dt
= ϕ2 I2 − ρ2 D2,
dR
dt
= α1 I1 + α2 I2 − µ R,
with initial conditions
S(0) > 0, Ii(0) ≥ 0, Di(0) ≥ 0, R(0) ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2
and where Q1 = µ+ α1 + ϕ1, Q2 = µ+ α2 + ϕ2. We redefine Λ = θ + (1−
p) σ and pi = pσ where θ is the recruitment rate of susceptibles through
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other means, other than immigration. We consider the equation for R to be
redundant. To analyse (5.2.1), we consider three cases: first, a case with a
constant immigration of infectives who come with strain 2, second a case in
which we have impulsive migration, and third a case in which we have a
mutant strain 2 that comes from strain 1.
5.3 Model of Ebola dynamics with continuous immigration
of infectives
West Africa is the most mobile part of the continent and improving the liv-
ing conditions of the migrants is the main motivation of populations’ move-
ment [154, 161]. Continuous migration in Africa is observed at any period of
the year, when individuals or even whole families choose to move to other
African countries. This is the case of refugees for example, who have to flee
from conflicts’ regions and live outside their homes for an undetermined
period of time. During the last decades, waves of refugees were notice-
able all over the African continent, especially in West Africa where Ivory
Coast has taken the lead in hosting refugees [162]. We consider the case
where individuals infected by strain 2 of ebolavirus are constantly recruited
into a country already affected by strain 1 of ebolavirus. The flow between











= λ1 S−Q1 I1, (5.3.2)
dD1
dt
= ϕ1 I1 − ρ1 D1, (5.3.3)
dI2
dt
= pi + λ2 S−Q2 I2, (5.3.4)
dD2
dt
= ϕ2 I2 − ρ2 D2. (5.3.5)
5.3.0.1 Existence and positivity of solutions
System (5.3.1)-(5.3.5) makes biological sense if its solutions exist and are
positive in an invariant region.
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Theorem 5.3.1. Picard’s existence theorem is sufficient to conclude the existence
and uniqueness of solutions of system (5.3.1)-(5.3.5), for given initial conditions.
The invariant region is given by
Ω =
{(
S, I1, D1, I2, D2
)
∈ R5+ : S + I1 + I2 ≤
(Λ+ pi)
µ
, D1 ≤ (Λ+ pi) ϕ1
µ ρ1
and




Proof. In fact, the right hand side of system (5.3.1)-(5.3.5) is made of Lips-
chitz continuous functions, which is a necessary and sufficient condition in
Picard’s existence Theorem [113] for the solutions to exist and the system
(5.3.1)-(5.3.5) has positive and bounded solutions in the region.








= pi + Λ − µM(t) and using Gronwall inequality
yield M(t) ≤ Λ+ pi
µ






≤ ϕ1 (Λ+ pi)
µ
− ρ1 D1 and Gronwall inequality gives
D1 ≤ (Λ+ pi) ϕ1
µ ρ1
. Since I2(t) < M(t) ≤ (Λ+ pi)
µ
, equation (5.3.5) yields
dD2
dt
≤ ϕ2 (Λ+ pi)
µ
− ρ2 D2 and similarly we obtain D2 ≤ (Λ+ pi) ϕ2
µ ρ2
.
Theorem 5.3.2. All the solutions of the system (5.3.1)-(5.3.5) are non-negative
for non-negative initial conditions.




















So, S(t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0 whenever S(0) ≥ 0. System of equations (5.3.2)-
(5.3.5) can be rewritten as
dY(t)
dt
= Z Y(t) + B where
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 and Z =

β1 S−Q1 η1 β1 S 0 0
ϕ1 −ρ1 0 0
0 0 β2 S−Q2 η2 β2 S
0 0 ϕ2 −ρ2
 .
Since all the off diagonal elements of Z are non-negative, Z is a Metzler




and Y(t) is non-negative.
5.3.0.2 Reproduction number




E0 is a steady state without any existing
case of EVD irrespective of the strain and no migration of infectives (pi = 0).
E0 =
(
S0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
, where S0 =
Λ
µ
is obtained by solving equation (5.3.1)








=⇒ S = S0,









β1S0 β1η1S0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 β2S0 β2η2S0
0 0 0 0
 , V =

Q1 0 0 0
−ϕ1 ρ1 0 0
0 0 Q2 0
0 0 −ϕ2 ρ2
 .
The reproduction number is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix F.V−1 and
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pi = 0 is a necessary condition in order to reach the total absence of
EVD. In this case, global stability of the equilibrium point is not guaranteed
as long as infected immigrants continue to move into the country. This em-
phasizes the complexity of the control of EVD in the African setting where
road boundaries particularly, are most of the time porous and migration is
not always well controlled.
5.3.0.3 Strain 2 free equilibrium
In the absence of EVD2
(
I2 = D2 = 0
)
, the reproduction number is R1
and the endemic equilibrium is E∗1 =
(



























, we solve equation (5.3.1)
for S to obtain S∗ and we solve equation (5.3.3) for D1 to obtain D∗1 . We set
D1 = D∗1 in equation (5.3.2) and solve for I1 to get I
∗
1 . We obtain the final
results by replacing the final value of I∗ into S∗.












=⇒ I1 = I∗1 .
Theorem 5.3.3. The endemic equilibrium E∗1 exists for R1 > 1. Before the invasion
of strain 1 by strain 2, E∗1 is globally asymptotically stable. When the invasion
occurs, E∗1 is locally stable.
Proof. Strain 2 can invade strain 1 when the latter is at equilibrium and the
invasion reproduction number of strain 2 denoted by Rinv12 is computed us-
ing the next generation matrix method for S = S∗1 and I2 = D2 = pi = 0. We
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In a country where EVD1 exists already, immigration of individuals infected
by EVD2 may lead to an invasion and the invasion reproduction number
is R12. If R1 > R2, then EVD1 is spreading faster than EVD2. R1 < 1
(which implies that I∗1 does not exist) is necessary to stop EVD1 but not
EVD2. pi = 0 is necessary for the total eradication of EVD2. If R2 > R1,
then EVD2 totally invades the country (R12 > 1) and reducing R2 to values
less than one can help to limit the spread of strain 1 since R2 < 1 implies
R1 < 1 in this case. So, in order to stop the invasion, immigration of indi-
viduals infected by EVD2 should be prohibited (in order to have pi = 0) and
other control measures such as quarantine and hospitalisation should be in-
troduced to limit the spread of EVD1 and EVD2 in the population. When
EVD1 is the only strain of EVD existing in the country, its eradication is eas-
ier because health authorities only focus on limiting the spread of one strain
of EVD.
The use of the next generation matrix method to compute Rinv12 guaran-
tees the local stability of the equilibrium point E∗1 . The proof of the global





















where A1 and B1 are positive constants to be calculated with F1(E∗1) = 0.


















D∗1 = g1 I
∗
1 , (5.3.6)
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S˙ is obtained from equation (5.3.1), I˙1 is obtained from equation (5.3.2)



















































Using the expressions in (5.3.6) and x, y, u into (5.3.7) yield
F˙1 = − µ (S− S
∗)2
S
+ β1 I∗1 L1(x, y, u) (5.3.8)
where










































Expanding the expression of L1(x, y, u) from system (5.3.9) and grouping
the coefficients with the same variable give
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− S∗ − η1 g1 S∗
)



















− S∗ + A1 S∗
)
. (5.3.10)
To prove that F˙1 ≤ 0, we only need to prove that L1 ≤ 0 since
F˙1 ≤ β1 I∗1 L1(x, y, u).
The expression of L1 in (5.3.10) contains positive and negative terms.
We set the terms with non-negative coefficients to zero in order to find the
final expressions of A1 and B1. The coefficients of y, u, x y and u x are non-
negative and then set to zero and solved for A1 and B1. We obtain
























A1(1− x) + 1− 1x
)
S∗. (5.3.11)
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, E∗1 is globally asymptotically
stable on Ω.
5.3.0.4 Coexistence equilibrium
The coexistence of the two strains leads to the endemic equilibrium
E∗∗ =
(




























) , D∗∗2 = ϕ2ρ2 I∗∗2 , with Rˆ1 = 1+ pi R1 R2Λ (R1 − R2) .
In order to obtain the expressions of the states variables at the endemic




















=⇒ I2 = I∗∗2 .
So EVD1 and EVD2 can coexist when EVD1 is dominant. R1 > 1 is not
enough for EVD1 to coexist with EVD2. More individuals must be infected
by EVD1 for both strains to coexist. The coexistence of the two strains is con-




. Figure 5.2 shows the region of existence
of E∗∗ when R1 and R2 are varied.
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No steady states exist
I2
**
Figure 5.2: Region of existence of I∗∗1 and I
∗∗
2
We observe in Figure 5.2 that there is no region of existence of I∗∗1 only
and I∗∗2 only exists when R2 < 1. This is due to movements of infectives
which always guarantee the presence of individuals infected by EVD2 and
suppresses the case where only individuals infected by EVD1 exist. The
constant immigration of infectives in this case makes EVD control more dif-
ficult since reducing R2 to values less than one is not enough to reach the
DFE.
Theorem 5.3.4. The endemic equilibrium E∗∗ is locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. To prove the local stability of E∗∗, we set R0 = R1 since R1 > R2 is





order to describe the local stability of the endemic equilibrium, we will use
the theorem, remark and corollary which are based on the centre manifold
theory [121].
We set φ = β1 as our bifurcation parameter, so that for




ρ1 + ϕ1 η1
) .
In order to linearise system (5.3.1)-(5.3.5), we set
S = x1, I1 = x2, D1 = x3, I2 = x4, D2 = x5
and
S˙ = f1, I˙1 = f2, D˙1 = f3, I˙2 = f4, D˙2 = f5.
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The Jacobian matrix J of the linearised system (5.3.1)-(5.3.5) at the DFE
E0 and for φ = φ∗ is given by
J =

−µ −φ∗ S0 −φ∗ η1 S0 −β2 S0 −β2 η2 S0
0 φ∗ S0 −Q1 φ∗ η1 S0 0 0
0 ϕ1 −ρ1 0 0
0 0 0 β2 S0 β2 η2 S0
0 0 0 ϕ2 −ρ2
 .
Zero is a simple eigenvalue of J . The left eigenvector of J ,
V =
(
v1, v2, v3, v4, v5
)
and the right eigenvector W =
(
w1, w2, w3, w4, w5
)′
,
both associated to the eigenvalue zero are solutions of the system
JW =
[










and we obtain after some algebraic manipulations
w1 = −Q1
µ
, v1 = 0,
w2 = 1, v2 =
ρ1
(



















w4 = 0, v4 = 0,
w5 = 0, v5 = 0.
Besides, we notice that for j = 2, 3, 4, 5, E0(j) = 0 and W(j) is non-
negative. So remark 4 in [121] is verified. Using the formulas defined in








ϕ1 η1 (Q1 + ρ1) + ρ21
) and b = S0
(
ϕ1 η1 + ρ1
)2
(
ϕ1 η1 (Q1 + ρ1) + ρ21
) .
The direction of the bifurcation is determined by the signs of a and b. Ob-
viously b > 0 and a < 0 indicating that E∗∗ is locally asymptotically stable
and the bifurcation is forward.
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have been produced since 1990 and
describe the dynamics of evolving processes subjected to short-term pertur-
bations that act instantaneously or in the form of impulses [164]. We con-
sider in this case that EVD2 is introduced into a population already affected
by EVD1 in the form of impulses at specific times tk, k = 1, 2, ..., m with
m > 0. During the specific times tk, the boundaries of the country affected
by strain 1 are opened and groups of individuals move in. Individuals in-
fected with EVD2 are recruited at a rate pi. The system of IDE describing










= λ1 S−Q1 I1, (5.4.2)
dD1
dt
= ϕ1 I1 − ρ1 D1, t 6= tk (5.4.3)
dI2
dt
= λ2 S−Q2 I2, (5.4.4)
dD2
dt
= ϕ2 I2 − ρ2 D2, (5.4.5)
4I2(tk) = I2(t+k )− I2(t−k ) = pi, t = tk. (5.4.6)






S−Q2 I2, t 6= tk (5.4.7)
I2(t+k ) = I2(t
−
k ) + pi, t = tk (5.4.8)
where tk+1 > tk. We assume in this case that there is no individual infected
by EVD2 before the first impulse, so I1(t−1 ) = 0 and we set I2(t
+
k ) = I
+
k ,
I2(t−k ) = I
−
k .
5.4.0.1 Positivity of solutions
For t ∈ (tk, tk+1], system (5.4.1)-(5.4.6) is equivalent to (5.4.12)-(5.4.16) when
pi = 0 and whose solutions has already been proven non-negative (in The-
orem 5.3.2) in the invariant set Ω.
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5.4.0.2 Existence and uniqueness of solutions
Theorem 5.4.1. Solutions of system (5.4.1)-(5.4.6) exist in the sets (tk, tk+1]×Ω
and are unique for each initial condition (t0, x0) ∈ R+×Ω. Besides, each solution
ϕ : (α, β) → Rn, α, β ∈ Z+, α < β, β 6= tk, is continuable to the right of
β. The general expression of the maximal solution of (5.4.1)-(5.4.6) is given by


















Proof. The proof is based on the Theorem in [165] stipulating the conditions
for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of a system of non linear
IDE with fixed moments of impulses. The Theorem states that given an IDE,
dx
dt
= f (t, x(t)) t 6= τk,
4x = Ik(x) t = τk, (5.4.9)
where τk < τk+1 (k ∈ Z) and lim
k−→∞
τk = ∞.
Let the function f : R×Ω −→ Rn be continuous in the sets (τk × τk+1]×Ω.
For each k ∈ Z and x ∈ Ω, suppose there exists the finite limit of f (t, y) as
(t, y) −→ (τk, x), t > τk.
Then, for each (t0, x0) ∈ R × Ω, there exists β > t0 and a solution ϕ :
(t0, β) −→ Rn of the initial value problem (5.4.9). Moreover, if the function f
is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to x in R×Ω, then this solution
is unique. Besides, if lim
t−→β−
ϕ(t) = η and η ∈ Ω when β 6= τk, then the
solution ϕ(t) is continuable to the right of β. The general solution is in the
form
x(t) = x0 +
∫ t
t0







The right hand side of system (5.4.1)-(5.4.5) is bounded and locally Lipschitz
in the sets (τk × τk+1] × Ω, for k > 0 and α, β ∈ (τk × τk+1] with β 6= τk.
lim
t−→β−
ϕ(t) = η belongs to Ω since Ω is positively invariant and we can
conclude that the solutions of system (5.4.1)-(5.4.6) exist and are continuable
to the right of β 6= τk. The non linearity of the system of equations (5.4.1)-
(5.4.5) makes it difficult to find its algebraic solution. Instead, we give the
expression of the maximal solution that does not contain this non linearity.
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Calculation of the maximal solution























R2. We solve the equality corresponding to equation












From equation (5.4.8), I+k = I
−
k + pi and this implies that
I−k+1 =
(











Since I−1 = 0 we can write





















































, n ∈ [1, m].


















0 if Rˆ2 < 1,
∞ if Rˆ2 > 1,
since lim
n−→∞ tn = ∞.
Rˆ2 < 1 implies R2 <
µ(
Λ+ pi
) . So, on the long term, reducing the repro-
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to eradicate the strain from the population and values of R2 greater than the
ratio leads to an infinite number of individuals infected by EVD2. But the
time duration of two consecutive strains is not constant in this case, and it is
uncertain how to determine the number of impulses that will help to limit
the number of individuals infected by EVD2. We then introduce a fixed








































)) if Rˆ2 < 1,
∞ if Rˆ2 > 1.
So, the number of individuals infected by EVD2 is bounded if Rˆ2 < 1 and
reducing R2 to values less than
µ(
Λ+ pi
) helps to limit the spread of EVD2,
but not to clear it from the population. If the total population size is constant(





) = 1 and reducing R2 to values less than one
will slow down the spread of EVD2. The maximum number of individuals









Limiting the number of individuals infected by EVD2 to Imax is equivalent










The time lag between two impulses should then be greater than the mini-
mum period τmin if one wants the maximum number of individuals infected
by EVD2 to be Imax.
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I1 (  = 100)
I2 (  = 100)
I1 (  = 500)
I2 (  = 500)
n = 10
 = 2
Figure 5.3: Evolution of the number of EVD infected individuals. The parameters’
value used are Λ = 8.37, µ = 0.1, β1 = β2 = 9× 10−5, α1 = α2 = 0.012, η1 = η2 =
2.5, ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 0.5, ρ1 = ρ2 = 0.9
We notice in Figure 5.3 that the graphs representing the number of in-
dividuals infected by EVD2 are almost non-existent before the first impulse
which is at t = 2. But for t ≥ 2, the impulsive immigration of individu-
als starts and highly increases the number of individuals infected by EVD2.
This graphs highlights then the necessity of permanent control at the bor-
ders of any country which can potentially be visited by EVD infected indi-
viduals in order to avoid a potential introduction of a new Ebola virus strain
into the country.











= λ1 S−Q1 I1, (5.4.13)
dD1
dt
= ϕ1 I1 − ρ1 D1, (5.4.14)
dI2
dt
= λ2 S−Q2 I2, (5.4.15)
dD2
dt
= ϕ2 I2 − ρ2 D2. (5.4.16)
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Theorem 5.4.2. The solutions of the system of equations (5.4.12)-(5.4.16) exist
and are non-negative for non-negative initial conditions. The invariant set is
Υ =
{(
S, I1, D1, I2, D2
)
∈ R5+ : S+ I1+ I2 ≤
Λ
µ
, D1 ≤ Λ ϕ1
µ ρ1




Proof. The proof follows that of Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
5.4.0.3 Coexistence equilibrium
To obtain the equilibrium points, we first set all the differential equations in
system (5.4.12)-(5.4.16) to zero. Then we solve equation (5.4.12) for S to get
Sˆ∗∗, we solve equation (5.4.13) for I1 to get Iˆ∗∗1 , we solve equation (5.4.14)
for D1 to get Dˆ∗∗1 , we solve equation (5.4.15) for I2 to get Iˆ
∗∗
2 and we solve
equation (5.4.16) for D2 to get Dˆ∗∗2 .
Eˆ∗∗ =
(








is the solution of system (5.4.12)-(5.4.16)
at equilibrium with Sˆ∗∗ = Λ



























Eˆ∗∗ is the unique endemic equilibrium point in this case. R1 > 1 and R2 > 1
are necessary but not sufficient conditions for the two strains to co-exist at
an endemic state.
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Figure 5.4: Dynamics of the number of EVD infected individuals with two strains.
The parameters’ value used are the same as in Figure 5.5 with β1 = β2 = 9× 10−5
in (a) and β1 = 7× 10−5, β2 = 9× 10−5 in (b).
Figure 5.4 illustrates the coexistence of two EVD strains. Figure 5.4(a)
shows the case where the two strains are equally infectious. We observe a
rapid decrease of the number of infected individuals for both strains from
the 8th month and EVD free equilibrium is reached after 18 months for the
chosen parameter values. Figure 5.4(b) illustrates the case where EVD2 is
more infectious than EVD1 and we notice the very high number of individ-
uals infected by EVD2 when compare to those infected by EVD1. The most
infectious strain is then the most dangerous and health authorities should
prioritise control measures that limit the spread of the most infectious strain
in the case of an EVD epidemic caused simultaneously by two strains.
5.5 Numerical simulations
Seasons and poor economic conditions motivate frequent movements
across borders in Africa, which are similar to impulsive movements of pop-
ulations. For illustrative purposes, we simulate these scenarios in this sec-
tion, focusing on the effect of increased immigration rate of infectives, in-
creased immigration frequency of infectives and increased infectivity of
Ebolavirus strains.
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the number of EVD infected individuals. The parameters’
value used are Λ = 8.37, µ = 0.1, β1 = β2 = 9× 10−5, α1 = α2 = 0.012, η1 = η2 =
2.5, ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 0.5, ρ1 = ρ2 = 0.9
We simulate a scenario where an impulsive immigration of infectives in-
troduces strain 2 is in a country already affected by strain 1. We consider
a fixed period of impulse τ during which n impulses occur. We vary the
immigration rate of individuals affected by EVD2 and the period of the im-
pulses is varied as well. The results are given in Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b). In
both figures, we observe that the number of individuals infected by EVD2
is larger when pi is increased. This is an expected result since the number
of individuals infected by EVD2 is fed by the immigration of infectives and
the disease contamination.
The number of impulses during a fixed period affects the extent of EVD
epidemic. In Figure 5.5(a), we have 5 impulses within 20 months whereas
in Figure 5.5(b) we have 10 impulses within the same period. Irrespective
of the strain, the maximum number of infected individuals is 3000 in Fig-
ure 5.5(a) and 4000 in Figure 5.5(b). Increasing the frequency of the im-
pulses has thus increased the number of infected individuals. The maxi-
mum number of individuals infected by EVD2 is reached a bit earlier when
the number or frequency of the impulses is increased. Delayed and less in-
tensive immigration of infectives is then advocated. Although a reduced
number of impulses allows more infections due to EDV1, a total eradication
of EVD2 gives the possibility of reaching a globally stable DFE. The formu-
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lation of control measures to eradicate EVD1 is easier in this case. Because
road boundaries in Africa are difficult to control, we advocate for more ed-
ucational campaigns, economic development and good governance so as to
limit the movements of populations which is often due to these causes.



















































Figure 5.6: The parameters have the same value as in Figure 5.5 with β1 = β2 =
9× 10−5 in (a), β1 = 2× 10−4 and β2 = 9× 10−5 in (b), pi = 100
We simulate the constant migration of infectives scenario and obtain Fig-
ure 5.6. Figure 5.6(a) shows that more individuals are infected by EVD2
when the two strains are equally infectious for the chosen parameter val-
ues. This result is due to the constant immigration of infectives. In Figure
5.6(b), we observe that the most infectious strain infects more people for
about 9 months although immigration of infectives is continuous, for the
chosen parameter values. From the 10th month onwards, we observe that
strain 1 reaches the DFE point while strain 2 remains endemic although it
is the less infectious strain. This can be explained by the fact that the sus-
ceptible population during the previous months was depleted so that EVD1
has less people to infect. Besides, the recruitment of infectives immigrant
is constant and continuously feeds the population of individuals infected
by EVD2. This is why EVD2 remains endemic even when there are fewer
susceptible individuals to infect. Controls aiming at stopping EVD1 and
EVD2 must then also consider the degree of infectivity of each ebolavirus
strain. The most infectious strain should be first eliminated as it infects
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and certainly kills more individuals. Besides, very strict controls at the dif-
ferent entries of a country are necessary to completely stop both strains of
Ebolavirus from invading the population.
The dynamics of EVD represented in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 shows that the
highest number of individuals infected by EVD2 is 4000 in Figure 5.6 and
3700 in Figure 5.5. We also observe on these Figures that the DFE is reached
earlier in the case of continuous migration of infectives for EVD1. This is
an expected result since continuous migration of infectives feeds EVD2 in-
fected population and depletes the susceptible population so that EVD1 has
less people to infect. In the case of impulsive migration of infectives, the
time lag between two consecutive impulses allows for the susceptible pop-
ulation size to increase and results in higher number of individuals exposed
to EVD2 as shown in Figure 5.5(b). The main advantage of impulsive migra-
tion of infectives when compared to the continuous one in this case is that
the continuous migration does not rapidly depletes the susceptible popu-
lation and then gives time for control measures implementation. We then
suggest that once a new strain is noticed within the boundaries of a coun-
try or in his neighbourhood, migration services should privilege impulsive
movement to continuous movement of populations at their boundaries. A
total closure of the boundaries can be considered if the control cannot be
well conducted.
5.6 Conclusion
Movements of infected individuals is a reality and introduced Zaire
ebolavirus strain in Liberia and Sierra Leone in 2014 [166]. We formulated
and analysed in this work, a model of EVD dynamics in which EVD2 is in-
troduced in a country where EVD1 is endemic.
First, we considered that the immigration of individuals infected by EVD2 is
continuous. The mathematical analysis of the model indicated the existence
of a locally stable disease free equilibrium and an endemic equilibrium. It
showed that when the invasion reproduction number of EVD2 is greater
than one, EVD2 invades the country. The two strains coexist at an endemic
state when the reproduction number of EVD1 is greater than the one of
EVD2. Numerical simulations indicated a rapid and abrupt increase of the
number of individuals infected by EVD2 which allows less time for control
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measures’ implementation. A fast decrease of the number of individuals
infected by EVD1 was noticed as well and this can be the ideal solution if
clearing EDV1 from the population is the objective.
Second, immigration of individuals infected by EVD2 was considered to be
impulsive and we proved that the reproduction number of EVD2 must be




in order to limit the number of individuals
infected by EVD2. We also found that a fixed period of impulse is better
for EVD2 control since it helps to evaluate with precision the number of
impulses that minimizes the number of individuals infected by EVD2. Nu-
merical simulations’ results indicated that the smaller the immigration rate
of individuals infected by EVD2, the larger the number of individuals in-
fected by EVD1. This sheds the light on the competition between the two
ebolavirus strains for the susceptible population.
In summary, we state that the impulsive type of migration of individuals
infected by the less infectious EVD strain would be a better scenario. We ar-
gue that this type of migration of infectives is manageable because it allows
more time for control measures to be implemented, increasing the chances
of stopping EVD irrespective of the strain. An unknown outbreak started
in Guinea in December 2013 and was only declared as an EVD outbreak
later in March 2014 by the WHO [166]. In case of co-infection by different
strains of EVD, such delay will lead to a death toll far larger than the 11000
recorded in 2016. An impulsive movement of infectives even in such situ-
ation, is preferable to a continuous movement of infectives as it delays the
increase in the number of infected migrants. The study presented in this
work considers two of the five existing strains of Ebola virus and describes
well the scenario of a multi-strain epidemic of Ebola. Considering more
strains is what we endeavour to do in the future as it will give a bigger
picture of a potential co-infection situation.
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Modelling the potential influence
of economic migration on Ebola
virus disease dynamics
6.1 Introduction
Poverty is a multidimensional phenomenon characterized by weak con-
sumption of goods, malnutrition, bad living conditions and difficult access
to public and social services [167]. In the monetary approach of poverty, low
income countries are those whose per capita gross national income (GNI)
per year is $ 995 or less [2]. The GNI is defined as the sum of value added
by all resident producers plus any product taxes not included in the valua-
tion of output, plus net receipts of primary income from abroad [168]. West
African countries affected by the 2013 − 2016 Ebola virus disease (EVD)
outbreak are classified as low income countries and are among the poorest
in the world [2]. In Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, the economic activ-
ities practised by the majority of the population are agriculture, mining,
trade, fishery, manufacturing and services whereas waged and qualified
jobs are practised by a very low proportion of the West African population
[169, 170, 171].
The global burden of infectious diseases is higher in low income countries
[172]. Poverty or monetary poverty is thus a predisposition to the spread
of infectious diseases and data collected by the World Health Organisation(
WHO
)
indicate that poor areas were the most vulnerable during EVD out-
98
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break of 2013− 2016 [46, 173]. EVD reached high income countries like USA
or Spain, but the good economic status of these countries helped to rapidly
stop its spread [46].
“A mathematical model that links health and economic development may
have its limitations, but its consequences are too serious to ignore” [174].
Mathematical modelling is an important tool that can be used to evaluate
the impact of economic poverty on a disease dynamics. Poverty and infec-
tious diseases spread have already been linked in mathematical modelling.
Rich and poor communities or classes are mostly used to model poverty
and health [47, 96, 97]. Bhunu et al. [47] used a SEIR model to assess the
effects of poverty in tuberculosis transmission dynamics. Two main groups
constituted their model: individuals living in poverty and those not living
in poverty. The authors considered that the number of contacts made by
poor individuals is larger than the one made by rich individuals since poor
individuals live in overcrowded condition. Assuming heterogeneous inter-
actions, they concluded that homogeneous mixing of the rich and the poor
will improve the eradication of tuberculosis whereas heterogeneous mix-
ing, will make it worse. However, they encouraged the rich to contribute
to tuberculosis eradication within the poor communities. More than two
socio-economic classes can also be used to analyse infectious diseases mod-





, with n ≥ 1. They only considered indirect
transmission of the pathogen and assumed that n-SEC becomes more rich
as n increases. The authors first determined the effects of a 2-SEC model on
cholera transmission dynamics and extended their results to a n-SEC model.
They concluded that a model without SEC may underestimate the repro-
duction number of the system and lead to a failure in the disease control. A
n-SEC model with data was also used in statistical modelling to study the
role of socio-economic status in longitudinal trends of cholera [49].
Economic migration within the African continent is a reality and is more
intensive in West Africa in particular, because free movements of persons
and goods is facilitated well through the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS) [152]. Among the West African countries affected
by EVD in 2013− 2016, those with a higher GNI, as represented in Figure
6.1, are assumed to be economically more attractive. Meliandou is a village
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in Guinea considered as ground zero of EVD outbreak of 2013 − 2016. It
is a triangular-shaped forested area where the borders of Guinea, Liberia
and Sierra Leone converge [175]. The quest of many unemployed people to
find work contributes to fluid population movements across borders, which
fuels the spread of a highly contagious virus like Ebola [175]. The WHO in-
vestigation revealed that a very rapid movement of people from villages
across the border was a feature that later became a major driving force as
EVD outbreak evolved [175]. Besides, viruses can be carried for long dis-
tances and researchers claim that population movements were a challenge
in controlling EVD in West Africa [90, 154]. So, we assume that populations’
movements due to poverty during EVD outbreak contributed to the disease
spread.
Understanding the drivers of population mobility and building more for-
mal boundaries, especially in local communities is more efficient in case a
disaster emerges [152]. It is then important to understand the drivers of
population mobility during the 2013− 2016 EVD outbreak, and especially
the economic drivers. 80% of the total employment in Liberia and Sierra
Leone were informal during EVD outbreak of 2013− 2016 and many peo-
ple lost their jobs due to EVD outbreak especially in the agricultural, min-
ing and transport sectors. As a consequence, a large number of individu-
als were more predisposed to spread or contract the disease because they
couldn’t afford treatment in good hospitals, necessary protective or preven-
tive materials like bleach, clean toilets or even transport to the nearest Ebola
treatment center.
Several mathematical models of EVD dynamics evaluate the impact of in-
terventions on the disease dynamics or the spatial spread of the disease
[32, 57, 125, 152]. Currently, there is no mathematical model linking EVD
dynamics and economic migration of populations, to the best of our knowl-
edge. Countries affected by the outbreak of 2013− 2016 are among the poor-
est in Africa as their per capita GNI are very low when compared to the av-
erage on the continent [176]. Among the different tools used to measure the
health of the economy of a country, such as the GDP (the Gross Domestic
Product) and the GNI, we choose to use the GNI because it relates more to
the income per individual in the country. It is also is used to evaluate the
impact of limited economy on infectious diseases spread [98, 99, 167]. We
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observe in Figure 6.1 that the GNI in 2012 was increasing before the rise of
EVD outbreak in the West African countries affected by EVD and started
to decline after EVD hit these countries. Although it was not the first de-
cline of GNI ever seen in West Africa, EVD slowed economic growth and
aggravated an already bad situation [22]. We assume that the increasing
number of EVD cases highly affected the economies of these countries and
contributed to a decrease of income in general, see also [169]. So, we choose
to focus on the interaction between income and EVD and we study how
they have impacted each other through human mobility. Data used to draw
the graphs in Figure 6.1 were taken from [2] and data missing in the source
are represented by empty spaces.
Figure 6.1: Annual Per capita GNI in Africa, source [2].
Movements between different socio-economic classes can result in the
spread of an infectious disease such as EVD and the spatial spread of the
disease is the immediate consequence of the population mobility. Kiskowski
and Chowell [11] modelled household and community transmission of EVD
by employing a stochastic individual-level model. Location of infectious
individuals was done through a network and the spatial spread of the
epidemic was implemented in the network with a household-community
structure. They assumed that control measures or behaviour change could
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explain sub-exponential growth of EVD and concluded that greater epi-
demic control plus limited community mixing decrease the size of an in-
fectious wave [11]. Upadhyay and Roy [125] modelled the spatio-temporal
dynamics of EVD with populations moving in the x and y directions with
diffusion terms that represent random and uniform movements. They as-
sociated control measures such as contact tracing or patients’ isolation and
concluded that the spatio-temporal structure of the system can be reduced
by diffusion terms [125]. However, none of these models associated the eco-
nomic status of the affected countries to the spatial spread of EVD and our
work is uniquely posed to address such an important observation.
Many economic migrants never return to their country of departure (or ori-
gin) but some do [177]. We first focus on a model for one way economic
migration and then we consider a two way migration where migrants re-
turn to their country of origin for non economic reasons. We model the
effect of low income on EVD dynamics through a one way economic migra-
tion of populations, by assuming that the increasing number of EVD cases
contributes to a decrease of the GNI of the affected countries. We also model
a two way migration model to evaluate the effects of the different scenarios
on EVD dynamics in the two patches.
The word income refers to the per capita GNI in this work. We consider
that movements of individuals between two patches, from patch 2 to patch
1, are due to a lower income in patch 2 and a higher income in patch 1. We
consider that when the income is close to zero in at least one patch, there is
no movement of individuals. In fact, if the income in patch 2 is zero, peo-
ple cannot afford migrating since migration has a minimum cost, related to
transport for example. If the income in patch 1 is zero, then the patch is
not attractive economically. So, assuming that income decreases when the
number of EVD infected individuals increases and based on the equation in













for i = 1, 2
where Mi is the per capita income in patch i, pii is the maximum income
earned in the absence of EVD and ei is the half saturation constant in patch
i. We define ri(ri > 0) as the income growth rate per unit currency invested.
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We assume that the unit currency is $ in this work. The work presented
in this chapter is arranged as follows: we first analyse the one way mi-
gration model for which is presented in Section 6.2 the model formulation,
in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 respectively the analysis of the disease free
equilibrium and the endemic equilibrium and in Section 6.5 the bifurcation
analysis. The two way migration model is presented and analysed in Sec-
tion 6.6. Numerical simulations are presented in Section 6.7 and we end
with concluding remarks in Section 6.8.






framework is used to model the economic migration of populations from
a low income country represented by patch 2 to a higher income country
represented by patch 1 and vice versa. Let i ∈ {1, 2} be the index of each
considered patch. Susceptible individuals in patch i (Si), recruited at a rate
Λi, get in contact with individuals infected by EVD (Ii) in the same patch
and become exposed individuals (Ei). EVD transmission rate in patch i is βi
which is the product of the number of contacts an individual in patch i can
have multiplied by the probability for the contact to be infectious. After the
incubation period in patch i, exposed individuals progress at a rate δi to be-
come infected and are assumed not to recover or die from EVD at this stage.
Infected individuals can either recover at a rate αi and join the recovered
class Ri or may die because of the disease at a rate φi and join the compart-
ment of the deceased Di. Bodies of the deceased are assumed to be infec-
tious and buried at a rate ρi. Assuming that the income in patch 1 is higher
than the one in patch 2, we assume that susceptible and recovered individ-
uals move from patch 2 to patch 1 at a rate θ12 in order to earn more income
and improve their living standards. Exposed individuals move from patch
2 to patch 1 at a rate σ12 which is different from θ12 with σ12 ≤ θ12. The
difference is due to the disease status of the exposed that influences their
probability of migrating. We also assume that visitors from patch 2 do not
leave patch 1 during the modelling time. We also assume that in the total
absence of income (M2 = M1 = 0), there is no movement of individuals
between the patches (θ12 = σ12 = 0). In this case the model in each patch
is similar to the model developed and analysed in [137]. In this work, the
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The income-ratio m or GNI-ratio is the ratio of the income in patch 2 to the




. During EVD outbreak of 2013− 2016, which
corresponds to the modelling time in this chapter, Sierra Leone and Guinea
had the highest GNI among the three West African countries affected and
represented then the most attractive countries economically.
Figure 6.2: GNI-ratio of the countries affected by EVD in 2013− 2016.
We noted that the GNI-ratio did not vary that much during EVD out-
break of 2013− 2016 as shown in Figure 6.2, plotted with data from [2]. So,
we consider m as a constant during the modelling time with, 0 < m ≤ 1,
since the income in patch 1 is assumed to be higher than the income in patch
2. The constant m may be viewed as the economic gap between the con-
sidered economies. Low values of m (close to zero) indicate two distant
economies while higher values (close to one) indicate very close economies
in terms of their GNI. Diseases or natural catastrophes that tend to impact
the economy of a country affect the value of m. All the parameters used in
the model and their descriptions are given in Table 6.1.
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Parameter Description Unit
Λ1 Recruitment rate in patch 1 individual.day−1
Λ2 Recruitment rate in patch 2 individual.day−1
β1 EVD transmission rate in patch 1 individual−1.day−1
β2 EVD transmission rate in patch 2 individual−1.day−1
1/δ1 EVD incubation period in patch 1 day
1/δ2 EVD incubation period in patch 2 day
α1 Recovery rate of EVD infected in patch 1 day−1
α2 Recovery rate of EVD infected in patch 2 day−1
φ1 EVD related death rate in patch 1 day−1
φ2 EVD related death rate in patch 2 day−1
µ Natural death rate day−1
ρ1 Burial rate of EVD deceased in patch 1 day−1
ρ2 Burial rate of EVD deceased in patch 2 day−1
θji Migration rate of susceptible and recovered individuals from patch i to patch j day−1
σji Migration rate of exposed individuals from patch i to patch j day−1
pi1 Maximum income in the absence of EVD in patch 1 $.individual−1
pi2 Maximum income in the absence of EVD in patch 2 $.individual−1
η1 Infectivity of the deceased in patch 1
η2 Infectivity of the deceased in patch 2
r1 Income growth rate in patch 1 $−1.day−1
r2 Income growth rate in patch 2 $−1.day−1
e1 Half saturation constant in patch 1 individuals
e2 Half saturation constant in patch 2 individuals
Table 6.1: Parameters’ description for EVD economic migration model.
The one way flow of individuals in the model is represented by Figure
6.3 and by the system of differential equations (6.2.1)-(6.2.10). Since the re-
covered individuals do not contribute to EVD transmission, their dynamics
is decoupled from other variables in the closed system and their equation
omitted.
Figure 6.3: Flow chart diagram of EVD economic migration model.
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= λ1 S1 −Q1 E1 + (1−m) σ12E2, (6.2.3)
dE2
dt
= λ2 S2 −Q2 E2 − (1−m) σ12E2, (6.2.4)
dI1
dt
= δ1 E1 −Q3 I1, (6.2.5)
dI2
dt
= δ2 E2 −Q4 I2, (6.2.6)
dD1
dt
= φ1 I1 − ρ1 D1, (6.2.7)
dD2
dt

























where Q1 = µ+ δ1, Q2 = µ+ δ2, Q3 = µ+ α1 + φ1 and Q4 = µ+ α2 + φ2.
The initial conditions are
S1(0) > 0, E1(0) ≥ 0, I1(0) ≥ 0, D1(0) ≥ 0, M1(0) > 0,
S2(0) > 0, E2(0) ≥ 0, I2(0) ≥ 0, D2(0) ≥ 0, M2(0) > 0.
6.2.1 Existence and positivity of solutions
Theorem 6.2.1. The invariant region is given by
Θ =
{
Π ∈ R10+ : S + E + I ≤
Λ
µ
, D1 ≤ Λ φ1
µ ρ1
, D2 ≤ Λ φ2
µ ρ2





S1, S2, E1, E2, I1, I2, D1, D2, M1, M2
)
, S = S1 + S2, E =
E1 + E2,











i = 1, 2.
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≤ Λ− µH(t). We solve the corresponding differential equa-
tion and use Gronwall inequality to obtain H(t) ≤ Λ
µ
. Since Ii(t) < H(t) ≤
Λ
µ










− ρ2 D2, (6.2.12)
resulting in the solutions D1 ≤ Λ φ1
µ ρ1






≤ 1, for i = 1, 2 (6.2.13)















Solving the differential equations corresponding to equations (6.2.14)























Theorem 6.2.2. All the solutions of the system (6.2.1)-(6.2.10) are non-negative
for non-negative initial conditions.
Proof. Using equation (6.2.1) and setting A1(t) = λ1 + µ, we obtain
S˙1 ≥ Λ1 − A1(t) S1. (6.2.16)
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So, S1(t) > 0 since S1(0) > 0. Similarly, we set A2(t) = λ2 + µ+ θ12(1−m)































> 0 for i = 1, 2.
Applying Gronwall inequality to equations (6.2.17) and (6.2.18) yields
M1(t) ≥ r1t+ 1M1(0) > 0 and M2(t) ≥ r2t+
1
M2(0)
> 0. So, M1 and M2
are positive provided M1(0) and M2(0) are positive.
System (6.2.3)-(6.2.8) can be rewritten as
dG(t)
dt
= T G(t) where
G(t) =
[





−Q1 (1−m)σ12 β1 S1 0 β1 η1 S1 0
0 −(1−m)σ12 −Q2 0 β2 S2 0 β2 η2 S2
δ1 0 −Q3 0 0 0
0 δ2 0 −Q4 0 0
0 0 φ1 0 −ρ1 0
0 0 0 φ2 0 −ρ2

.
Since all the off diagonal elements of T are non-negative, T is a Metzler
matrix and G is monotone and positive, see [163]. So, R6+ is invariant under
dG(t)
dt
and G(t) is non-negative.
Finally, E1, E2, I1, I2, D1, D2 are non-negative and we can conclude that all
the solutions of the system (6.2.1)-(6.2.10) are non-negative.
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6.3 Disease free equilibrium
The disease free equilibrium (DFE) is given by E0 =(
S01, S
0











) and S02 = Λ2(
µ+ θ12 (1−m)
) .
At equilibrium the DFE, all the differential equations of the system (6.2.1)-
(6.2.10) are equal to zero with I1 = I2 = D1 = D2 = 0. We solve equation











=⇒ S2 = S02.
By using the next generation matrix method to compute the reproduc-
tion number R0 of the system (6.2.1)-(6.2.10), we obtain
the renewal matrix Fe and the transfert matrix Ve as
Fe =

0 0 β1 S1 0 β1 η1 S1 0
0 0 0 β2 S2 0 β2 η2 S2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




Q1 (−1+ m)σ12 0 0 0 0
0 (1−m)σ12 + Q2 0 0 0 0
−δ1 0 Q3 0 0 0
0 −δ2 0 Q4 0 0
0 0 −φ1 0 ρ1 0
0 0 0 −φ2 0 ρ2

.
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ρ1 + η1 φ1
)
and R2 =
S02 β2 δ2 (ρ2 + η2 φ2)
Q4 ρ2
(
Q2 + (1−m) σ12
) .
R1 is the reproduction number in patch 1 and R2 is the reproduction
number in patch 2. The stability of the DFE for a multi-city compartmental
model is extensively discussed by Van Den Driessche and Arino in [92], so
that we have the following result
Theorem 6.3.1. The DFE of system (6.2.1)-(6.2.10) is locally asymptotically stable
whenever R0 < 1 and unstable otherwise.
6.4 Endemic equilibrium





































Λ2 + S02 I
∗
2 β2 (ρ2 + η2 φ2)
















To obtain the endemic equilibrium points, we solve equation (6.2.10) for
M2 to obtain M∗2 , we solve equation (6.2.9) for M1 to obtain M∗1 . We solve
equation (6.2.7) for D1 to obtain D∗1 and equation (6.2.8) for D2 to get D
∗
2 .
We solve equation (6.2.5) for E1 to obtain E∗1 and equation (6.2.6) for E2 to
get E∗2 . We solve equation (6.2.3) for S1 to obtain S∗1 and equation (6.2.4) for
S2 to get S∗2 . We solve equation (6.2.2) for I2 to obtain I∗2 .
At the endemic equilibrium,
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=⇒ I2 = I∗2 .
I∗1 is a positive solution of the polynomial (6.4.2). By replacing all the
state variables in equation (6.2.1) by their expressions at equilibrium from
system (6.4.1), we obtain,
P(I∗1 ) = a0 I
∗2
1 + a1 I
∗
1 + a2 (6.4.2)
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where ψ1 = β1 δ1
(
ρ1 + φ1 η1
)
,ψ2 = β2 δ2
(





Q2 + (1 − m) σ12
)
, ψ0 = µ ρ1 δ1 ρ2 Q4 (1 − m) σ12
(





ψ3 ψ1 Q4 ρ2 ψ2Λ1 + (1−m) (θ12 + µ σ12)
ψ2
(
ψ3 µQ1 Q3 ρ1 + (1−m) σ12Λ2 ψ1
) .
Theorem 6.4.1. Polynomial (6.4.2) admits:
(i) one positive root if R2 > 1,
(ii) zero or two positive roots if R2 < 1.
Proof. Descartes’ Law of signs helps to determine the number of positive
roots of polynomial (6.4.2). We count the number of sign changes of the co-
efficients of the polynomial and the value obtained is the maximum number
of positive roots of the polynomial. The coefficient a0 is always positive. The
coefficient a2 is positive when R2 < 1 and negative when R2 > 1. The maxi-
mum number of sign changes of the coefficients of the polynomial (6.4.2) is
2 if a1 < 0 and zero if a1 > 0 when R2 < 1. When R2 > 1, the maximum
number of sign changes of the polynomial (6.4.2) is one.
From equations in (6.4.1), we can say that R2 > 1 guarantees the exis-
tence of a unique endemic equilibrium point in patch 2 so that I∗1 and I
∗
2
co-exist in this case. When R2 < 1 there is no endemic equilibrium point in
patch 2 whereas up to two positive values of I∗1 can exist. In this case, con-
trolling EVD in patch 1 is then more complex as multiple endemic equilibria
could exist. So, the existence of positive values of I∗1 relies more on values of
R2 and not on values of R1 as we could have expected. In fact, movements
of exposed individuals from patch 2 to patch 1 continuously feed patch 1
with exposed individuals that later become infectious, so that irrespective
of the value of R1, the number of infected individuals in patch 1 is positive.
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So, whether there are secondary infections in patch 1 or not, movements of
exposed individuals into this patch guarantees always the existence of an
endemic equilibrium. EVD control in patch 1 should then first target im-
migration’s control and its consequences We notice that in the absence of
movements of exposed individuals (σ12 = 0), polynomial (6.4.2) becomes
P(I∗1 ) =
(
b0 I∗1 + b1
)
I∗1

















Q2 ψ1 Q4 ρ2 ψ2Λ1 + (1−m) θ12
ψ2 Q1 Q2 Q3 µ ρ1
.
In fact, movements of exposed individuals from patch 2 to patch 1 contin-
uously feed patch 1 with exposed individuals that later become infectious,
so that irrespective of the value of R1, the number of infected individuals in
patch 1 is positive. So, whether there are secondary infections in patch 1 or
not, movements of exposed individuals into this patch guarantees always
the existence of an endemic equilibrium. EVD control in patch 1 should
then first target immigration’s control and its consequences.
Theorem 6.4.2. The endemic equilibrium E∗ exists when R2 > 1 and is locally
asymptotically stable.
Proof. The jacobian matrix JE∗ of system (6.2.1)-(6.2.10) at the endemic equi-
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U =

ψ4 (1−m)θ12 0 0
0 ψ5 0 0
β1(I∗1 + η1D
∗
1) 0 −Q1 (1−m)σ12
0 β2(I∗2 + η2D∗2) 0 −(1−m)σ12 −Q2
0 0 δ1 0





−S∗1 β1 0 −S∗1 β1η1 0
0 −S∗2 β2 0 −S∗2β2η2
S∗1 β1 0 S
∗
1 β1 η1 0
0 S∗2β2 0 S∗2β2η2
−Q3 0 0 0




φ1 0 −ρ1 0
0 φ2 0 −ρ2
ψ6 0 0 0









0i×j is the zero matrix of order i, j with
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Using equations (6.4.3) and (6.4.4) to simplify ψ7 and ψ9 yields
ψ7 = −r1 M∗1 < 0 and ψ9 = −r2 M∗2 < 0.
Since JE∗ is a block triangular matrix, its diagonal entries are its eigenvalues.
Since all the diagonal entries of the matrix JE∗ are negative, we can conclude
that all the eigenvalues of JE∗ are negative and the endemic equilibrium E∗
is locally asymptotically stable.
6.5 Bifurcation analysis
A change of the topological structure of a system is called bifurcation [126].
A bifurcation driven by R2 is illustrated in Figure 6.4.



















































Unstable DFEStable DFE 
(b)
Figure 6.4: Backward bifurcation in (a) for Λ1 = 6270, Λ2 = 5370, β1 = 0.525,
β2 = 0.385, α1 = 0.283, α2 = 0.394, φ1 = 0.304, φ2 = 0.373, ρ1 = 0.738, ρ2 = 0.637,
η1 = 2.78, η2 = 2.81, δ1 = 10−6, δ2 = 10−6, µ = 0.048, θ12 = 0.277, σ12 = 0.637,
m = 0.7. Forward bifurcation in (b) for m = 0.982.
Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) illustrate the possible number of positive roots
of the polynomial (6.4.2) when R2 is varied. A backward bifurcation is ob-
served in Figure 6.4(a) when R2 < 1 and a forward bifurcation is observed
in Figure 6.4(b) when R2 > 1. The complexity of the system of equations
(6.2.1)-(6.2.10) makes it difficult to prove the existence of The backward bi-
furcation but we can observe it thanks to numerical simulations.
The backward bifurcation shows a locally stable DFE and an unstable EE.
In any disease control, reaching a globally stable DFE is the main target, but
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this is more difficult to realise in the case of a backward bifurcation since the





might be far from 1. The expression of Rt is obtained by setting to zero the
discriminant of the polynomial (6.4.2). The forward bifurcation represented
in Figure 6.4(b) offers an easier possibility because reducing R2 to values
less than one is enough in this case to reach a globally stable DFE and is
then the preferable scenario for EVD control.
The income-ratio describes the gap between two economies and this gap
is considered as the main driving factor of migration in this work. We ob-
serve in Figure 6.4 that a backward bifurcation is changed into a forward bi-
furcation for the chosen parameter values when the value of m is increased.
Increasing the value of m corresponds to bringing closer the two economies
considered and this can be done by increasing the per capita income in
patch 2 for example. This increase of income certainly improves the living
condition of people in this patch and reduces their chances of migrating.
EVD control becomes easier in this case as exposed individuals can be eas-
ily tracked and isolated in both patches. Improving the economy of poor
countries exposed to EVD in order to stop or limit the migration of individ-
uals exposed to the disease is a useful measure to be implemented by all
governments, especially governments of rich countries because migration
of infected individuals might cause an EVD outbreak on their sol.
6.6 Two way migration
Some economic migrants return for short or long stay to their home coun-
tries. These returns are sometimes due to one of the following reasons: the
migrants couldn’t find a job in the host country, they have simply realised
that the reality of the host country do not meet their initial expectations
or they return to visit their families. Migrants transfer savings, education
and skills to their home country when they return after a stay in a more
developed country [177]. We assume in this case a two way migration of
populations for which susceptible migrants from patch 1 return to patch 2
at the rate θ21 and exposed migrants return at a rate σ21 after a stay in patch
1. The flow chart diagram representing the two ways migration is given in
Figure 6.5.
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λ1 + µ+ θ21
)





λ2 + µ+ (1−m) θ12
)
S2 + θ21 S1, (6.6.2)
dE1
dt




E1 + (1−m) σ12E2, (6.6.3)
dE2
dt
= λ2 S2 −Q2 E2 − (1−m) σ12E2 + σ21 E1, (6.6.4)
dI1
dt
= δ1 E1 −Q3 I1, (6.6.5)
dI2
dt
= δ2 E2 −Q4 I2, (6.6.6)
dD1
dt
= φ1 I1 − ρ1 D1, (6.6.7)
dD2
dt

























Solutions of the system (6.6.1)-(6.6.10) exist and are positive and the
proof follows the proof of Theorem 6.2.1.
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(1+Λ2)(1−m) θ21 + µ
µ
(
µ+ θ12 + (1−m) θ21
) and Sg2 = (µ+ θ12)Λ2 + θ12Λ1
µ
(
µ+ θ12 + (1−m) θ21
) .
We first set E1 = E2 = I1 = I2 = D1 = D2 = 0. Then, we solve equation
(6.6.1) for S1 to get S
g
1 and we solve equation (6.6.2) for S2 to obtain S
g
2 . We
solve equation (6.6.9) for M1 to obtain pi1 and equation (6.6.10) for M2 to
obtain pi2.
The next generation matrix method [115] is used to compute the reproduc-
tion number which is the largest eigenvalue of the product Fg.(Vg)−1 where











































where χ1 = Q3 ρ1
(
(1−m) σ12 Q1 + (σ21 + Q1)Q2
)
and
χ2 = Q4 ρ2
(
σ21 Q2 + Q1 ψ3
)
.
























∆g = 4 a12 a21 + (a11 − a22)2.
Since aij ≥ 0 ∀ i, j, Rg1 ≥ Rg2 and the reproduction number is Rg0 = Rg1 .
The endemic equilibrium is given by
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I∗∗1 Q3 Q2 (Q1 + σ21)−
(
1−m I∗∗2 Q4 Q1 σ21
))








− I∗∗1 Q3 σ21 + I∗∗2 Q4 Q1
(
(1−m) σ21 + Q2
))





















At the endemic equilibrium, the number of infected individuals is positive.
To obtain the endemic equilibrium points, we solve equation (6.6.10) for M2
to obtain M∗∗2 , we solve equation (6.6.9) for M1 to obtain M∗∗1 . We solve
equation (6.6.7) for D1 to obtain D∗∗1 and equation (6.6.8) for D2 to get D
∗∗
2 .
We solve equation (6.6.5) for E1 to obtain E∗∗1 and equation (6.6.6) for E2 to
get E∗∗2 . We solve equation (6.6.3) for S1 to obtain S∗∗1 and equation (6.6.4)
for S2 to get S∗∗2 .
I∗∗1 and I
∗∗
2 are the positive solutions of the system of equations (6.6.12) ob-
tained by substituting the values of the state variables from system (6.6.11)
in equations (6.6.1) and (6.6.2).






I∗∗1 Q3 σ21 +Λ2 Q1
))
= 0, (6.6.12)
(I∗∗2 )2 ξ4 + (I∗∗1 )
2 ξ5 + (I∗∗1 )
2 I∗∗2 ξ6 − I∗∗1 I∗∗2 δ1Λ1
δ2
Q2





(m− 1) σ21, ξ2 = Q3
(









(m− 1) σ21 −Q2
)
,
ξ4 = (m− 1)Q4 δ2Q2 (µ+ θ21) ρ1σ21,













Q3 Q22 (ρ1 + σ21) + σ21
)
.
The complexity of the resolution of system (6.6.12) does not enable us to
give explicit expressions for I∗∗1 and I
∗∗
2 and this does not facilitate the study
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of the stability of equilibria. However, the use of the next generation matrix
method to compute the reproduction number guarantees at least the local
stability of E0g. We now resort to numerical simulations to study the system
further.
6.7 Numerical simulations
We simulate a scenario where susceptible and exposed individuals from a
given community in Liberia move to Sierra Leone, based on the fact that
since 1990, the GNI of Sierra Leone has always been larger than that of
Liberia. The value of the parameters we use are either from the literature
or estimated and are given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Parameter Λ1 β1 δ1 α1 φ1 ρ1 θ12 σ12 η1 pi1 r1 e1
Value 3000.2 9× 10−5 0.08 0.1751 0.75 0.2 0.7 0.5 1.01 50 0.5 100
Source Est. Est. [137] [125] [125] [32] Est. Est. Est. Est. Est. Est.
Table 6.2: Parameters with index 1 are for Sierra Leone. Est. stands for estimated.
Parameter Λ2 β2 δ2 α2 φ2 µ ρ2 η2 pi2 r2 m e2
Value 2000.2 8× 10−5 0.12 0.1751 0.5 0.1 0.49 1.25 50 0.5 0.56 100
Source Est. Est. [137] [125] [125] Est. [32] Est. Est. Est. [2] Est.
Table 6.3: Parameters with index 2 are for Liberia. Est. stands for estimated.
6.7.1 Sensitivity analysis
Some parameters are more influential than others and can be estimated
through sensitivity analysis. Among all the existing techniques of sensi-
tivity analysis, the LHS/PRCC sensitivity analysis presents the advantage
of sampling the parameters independently of one another [122]. The objec-
tive of the LHS/PRCC sensitivity analysis is to determine and rank impor-
tant parameters whose uncertainties increase prediction imprecision. For a
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given parameter, the LHS procedure consists of dividing the parameter val-
ues range into equally probable intervals and assigning a probability distri-
bution to each parameter [122]. The PRCC that describes the linear relation-
ship between the LHS parameters and the outcome measure is a statistical
technique used to measure the strength of the relationship between the out-
come measures and the parameters in a model [122].
EVD dynamics is well described by the variation in the number of infected
individuals. But, since some of the parameter values used are estimated,
there is some uncertainty in the results obtained and we use LHS/PRCC
sensitivity analysis to identify key parameters that increase imprecision in
the results obtained from system (6.2.1)-(6.2.10).













































Figure 6.6: Sensitivity plots of the reproduction number in patch 1 in (a) and in
patch 2 in (b) for the one way migration model.
The reproduction number of system (6.2.1)-(6.2.10) is the largest of the
two reproduction numbers in the two patches. Figure 6.6 represents the
type and importance of the correlation between each reproduction number
and the parameters of the model. We observe in Figure 6.6(a) that β1, φ1, η1
and σ12 have a positive correlation to R1 whereas α1, µ, ρ1 and m have a
negative correlation to R1. β1, φ1, η1 are the components of EVD force of
infection in patch 1. Therefore, they drive EVD spread in patch 1 and then
have a positive correlation with R1. σ12 describes movements of exposed
individuals into patch 1 who become later infectious, increasing then the
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number of infected individuals into the patch and this explains the positive
correlation with R1. Natural death rate, recovery rate and safe burials
rate (considered as dead bodies disposal rate) respectively represented by
α1, µ, ρ1 in patch 1, reduce the number of individuals susceptible to EVD
and therefore reduce R1. This explains the negative correlation between
these parameters and R1. Increasing the value of m corresponds to reducing
the economy of patch 1. In the case of a poor economy in patch 1, less
people will move to patch 1, limiting then the number of people susceptible
to EVD in patch 1 and this will then decrease R1. This explains the negative
correlation between m and R1. Similarly, the results observed in Figure
6.6(b) represent the sensitivity analysis in patch 2, with the difference being
that m has a positive correlation to R2 and σ12 has a negative correlation
to R2. In fact, movements of infected individuals from patch 2 reduces the
infected population size and as a consequence, the reproduction number
R2 is reduced as well. m has a positive correlation to R2 because increasing
the value of m in patch 2 corresponds to improving the economy in this
patch which results in fewer people leaving the patch. This increases the
size of the population susceptible to contract EVD in patch 2 and as a
consequence, the reproduction number R2 is increased. Key parameters
whose uncertainty in the estimation of their values, might lead to impreci-
sion in the results of the model analysis are then identified and represent
a very important reserve of information for EVD control in this case. The
estimation of these parameter values must then be carefully done during
the formulation and implementation of control measures against EVD
spread.
6.7.2 Dynamics of the infected individuals
The evolution of the number of infected individuals is represented in Figure
6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of migration of infected individuals on EVD dynamics for the one
way migration model. The value of the parameters used are in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.



























Figure 6.8: Effect of migration of infected individuals on EVD dynamics in the case
of a two way migration. The value of the parameters used are in Tables 6.2 and 6.3
with θ21 = 0.7 and σ21 = 0.5
Figure 6.7(a) shows an increase of the number of infected individuals in
patch 1 when the value of m is decreased. A reduction of the income-ratio
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m corresponds to an increase of the gap between the economies of the two
considered patches or communities. This decrease can either be due to an
increase of the GNI in patch 1 or a decrease of the GNI in patch 2. In both
cases, the immediate consequence is that more individuals leave patch 2 for
patch 1 either because the economy of their residing country is worse or be-
cause there are better opportunities elsewhere. Figure 6.7(b) confirms this
hypothesis since we observe an increase in the number of infected individu-
als in patch 1 when the value of σ12 is increased. The economies of countries
that can be potentially affected by EVD must then be very close in order to
avoid movements of individuals towards the rich countries. This economic
migration in fact can import Ebola virus into a country and can potentially
cause an outbreak.
In the case of a two way migration, we notice in Figure 6.8 that the size
of the infected population is smaller when compare to Figure 6.7(b) where
migration is only one way. Migration of populations from rich countries re-
turning to their country of origin helps in EVD control in the rich country as
it limits the number of EVD infected individuals. Although these returns are
not motivated by the improvement of the economic situation of the coun-
try of origin, it represents a better scenario for the rich country. It affirms
the necessity for rich countries to facilitate more returning residents by pro-
viding those who want to return with entrepreneurial skills and funds to
start their own businesses as they arrive at their country of origin for exam-
ple. It might also be viewed as a call to facilitate the flow between countries
through easy visa procedures for example.
6.8 Conclusion
Economic migration has always been a way of improving some people’s
living conditions. Migration from Africa to Europe is the most advertised
route for economic migrants, who sometimes illegally enter Europe through
Italy [178]. Intra-African economic migration is less advertised, although
free movements of persons and goods that facilitates such type of migra-
tion is a reality in some regions of the continent [152]. The health status
of migrants is often unknown or not well documented and they can there-
fore, possibly transport a virus to different geographical locations [179]. We
formulated in this chapter, a model of EVD with two patches, that first con-
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siders economic migration of individuals from patch 2 to patch 1, whose
economy is assumed to be better and second we also consider returning of
migrants to patch 2. We chose the GNI to represent the economy in each
patch and we used the income-ratio, which is the ratio of the lowest econ-
omy to the highest economy, to represent the gap between two economies.
First, we proved that the one way migration model makes biological sense
in an invariant set. We found that the reproduction number of the system
is the largest reproduction number of the two patches and the disease free
equilibrium of the system is locally stable when the reproduction number
is less than one. We found that there exists a unique endemic equilibrium
point in patch 2 when R2 > 1 and there is a possibility of having multiple
endemic equilibria in patch 1. The multiplicity of equilibrium points char-
acterises a bifurcation which, in this case, is backward when R2 < 1 and
forward when R2 > 1. We found from the bifurcation analysis that improv-
ing the economy in patch 2 limits movements of infected individuals and
facilitates EVD control
Second, we considered that migrants also return to their countries of de-
parture and this changed the first model into a two way migration model
which presented a locally stable disease free equilibrium.
We simulated a scenario where individuals from a community in Liberia
move to Sierra Leone whose economy is better as an example for the one
way migration model. We found the most sensitive parameters of the model
by using LHS/PRCC sensitivity analysis and results from the numerical
simulations show that limiting the migration of infected individuals into
patch 1 by improving the economy of patch 2 contributes to a reduction of
the number of EVD cases in patch 1. Rich countries are then not completely
in the shadow of EVD since the good health of their economy attracts in-
dividuals from poorer countries, who might bring with them Ebola virus.
Since scenario of all migrants at the borders of a country is very difficult
to achieve, we suggest that poor countries improve the living conditions
of their populations, for example by abolishing corruption that deprives its
population from their wealth. We also suggest that developed countries
contribute to the development of the poorest countries in order to avoid an
invasion of EVD on their soils through economic migration. Simulations
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of the two way model showed that less individuals are infected in the rich
patch when some move to the poorer patch.
The work presented in this chapter describes a scenario where EVD spread
through economic migration, but it is not without shortcomings since other
factors, other than economic conditions, motivate the migration of people.
In fact, in the 21st century, political instability is a major cause of migration.
People fleeing from conflict areas, which may be affected by infectious dis-
eases, enter new areas of the terrestrial globe with a chance of spreading
infectious diseases on their arrival. It will then be of great interest to assess
the impact of such movements on the health of countries receiving refugees
so as to raise awareness against war and other forms of conflict that are
often the drivers of migration.
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The main objective of this thesis was to build mathematical models to ex-
amine the impact of socio-economic factors on EVD dynamics. We focused
on four factors, namely limited hospital beds, human behaviour, migration
and economy which were measured using hospitalisation rate, incidence
rate, migration rate and GNI respectively.
First, we formulated a deterministic compartmental model with a time de-
pendent number of beds available. The analysis of the model showed the
existence of an unstable disease free equilibrium E01, when there are no hos-
pital beds, for values of the reproduction number less than 1 or the existence
of a globally stable disease free equilibrium E02 for values of the reproduc-
tion number less than a threshold Rch when at equilibrium the maximum
beds capacity of ETUs is reached. Further, we proved that the number of
beds available in ETUs is a determining factor in the disease control. We
showed that when there are no beds or a limited number of available beds,
controlling EVD is difficult because of the presence of a backward bifurca-
tion. We proved that when the maximum capacity of ETUs is increased, a
forward bifurcation appears and reducing the reproduction number to val-
ues less than 1 hence stops the spread of EVD. As part of the model valida-
tion, the model was fitted to Ebola case data from Liberia and Sierra Leone.
We recommend a timely supply of beds into ETUs and the need for up-
graded infrastructures in countries affected by the last EVD outbreak.
Second, the global stability analysis of the steady states of a model of EVD
with a non linear incidence function was presented. The non linear inci-
dence function was chosen to represent the influence of human behaviour
127
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on EVD evolution. The proof of the global stability of equilibria was done
with suitably chosen Lyapunov functions. Data from Liberia and Sierra
Leone were used in the fitting process whose results showed how closely
the model describes the evolution of EVD with human behaviour. Param-
eter values obtained in the fitting process support the assumptions made
in the development of the model that behaviour change was motivated by
disease prevalence.
Third, we formulated and analysed a model of EVD dynamics with two
different strains of Ebola virus: EVD1 and EVD2. We considered that EVD2
is introduced in a country where EVD1 is endemic by a continuous or an
impulsive immigration of infectives or by a strain mutation. In the case
of a continuous immigration of infectives, the mathematical analysis of the
model indicated the existence of a locally stable disease free equilibrium
and an endemic equilibrium. It showed that when the invasion reproduc-
tion number of EVD2 is greater than one, EVD2 invades the country. The
analysis also indicated that the two strains coexist at an endemic state when
the reproduction number of EVD1 is greater than that of EVD2. Numeri-
cal simulations indicated a rapid and abrupt increase of the number of in-
dividuals infected by EVD2 which allows less time for control measures’
implementation. A fast decrease of the number of individuals infected by
EVD1 was noticed as well and this can be the ideal solution if clearing EDV1
from the population is the objective. In the case of an impulsive immigra-
tion of infectives, we proved that the reproduction number of EVD2 must




in order to limit the number of individuals
infected by EVD2. We also found that a fixed period of impulse is better
for EVD2 control since it helps to evaluate with precision the number of
impulses that minimizes the number of individuals infected by EVD2. Nu-
merical simulations indicated that the smaller the immigration rate of indi-
viduals infected by EVD2, the larger the number of individuals infected by
EVD1. This shed the light on the competition between the two ebolavirus
strains for the susceptible population. We found that the impulsive type of
migration of individuals infected by the less infectious EVD strain would
be a better scenario. We argued that the impulsive type of migration of in-
fectives is manageable because it allows more time for control measures to
be implemented, increasing the chances of stopping EVD irrespective of the
strain.
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Finally, we formulated a model of EVD with two patches, that considers
migration of individuals between the two patches. The economy of patch 1
is assumed better than that of patch 2. We chose the GNI to represent the
economy in each patch and we used the income-ratio, which is the ratio of
the lowest economy to the highest economy, to represent the gap between
two economies. We started with a one way migration model, where people
move from patch 2 to patch 1. We proved that the model makes biolog-
ical sense in an invariant set. We found that the reproduction number of
the system obtained in this case is the largest reproduction number of the
two patches and the disease free equilibrium of the system is locally stable
when the reproduction number is less than one. We proved the existence of
a unique endemic equilibrium point in patch 2 when its reproduction num-
ber is greater than 1 and also proved that there is a possibility of having
multiple endemic equilibria in patch 1, which characterises a backward bi-
furcation in this case when R2 < 1 and a forward bifurcation when R2 > 1.
We deduced from the bifurcation analysis that improving the economy in
patch 2 limits movements of infected individuals and facilitates EVD con-
trol. The analysis of the two way migration model also showed that the dis-
ease free equilibrium in this case is locally stable. We simulated a scenario
where individuals from a community in Liberia move to Sierra Leone whose
economy is better as an example. We found the most sensitive parameters
of the model by using LHS/PRCC sensitivity analysis and results from the
numerical simulations showed that limiting the migration of exposed indi-
viduals into patch 1 by improving the economy of patch 2 contributes to a
reduction of the number of EVD cases in patch 1. Rich countries are then
not completely in the shadow of EVD since the good health of their econ-
omy attracts individuals from poorer countries, who might bring with them
Ebola virus. Since the scenario of all migrants at the borders of a country is
very difficult to achieve, we suggested that poor countries improve the liv-
ing conditions of their populations, for example by abolishing corruption
that deprives its population from their wealth. We also suggested that de-
veloped countries contribute to the development of the poorest countries in
order to avoid an invasion of EVD on their soils through economic migra-
tion.
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7.1 Limitations and future work
The models formulated in this thesis describe scenarios where limited hos-
pital beds, human behaviour, migration and poverty increase EVD spread.
The various fittings show that these models are consistent with the dynam-
ics of EVD in West Africa, but the overall work done is not without short-
comings.
In Chapter 3, the lack of sufficient data on the number of beds supplied into
ETUs in the affected countries limited the numerical analysis and interpre-
tation. Obtaining the complete dataset would have given a more realistic
picture of beds capacity in ETUs during the outbreak of 2013 − 2016 and
would have helped to obtain more accurate results. The only health re-
source considered in this chapter was the number of beds, but other equip-
ments like personal protective equipments and laboratory materials were
used for EVD patients’ management and care. Considering also such equip-
ments in a future model could help to have a global view of the potential
impact of health resources on EVD dynamics.
In Chapter 4, we used a deterministic approach to model human behaviour
which is complex and unpredictable. A stochastic version of the incidence
function could be worth looking at as an alternative albeit the challenges
associated with its formulation and the mathematical analysis. The use of
individual based models or network models could have potentially solved
the inadequacies of dealing with deterministic models. However this model
presents interesting mathematical results on the global stability of an EVD
model with human behaviour and a non-linear incidence rate.
In Chapter 5, we formulated a model that considers two of the five existing
strains of Ebola virus and that describes well the scenario of a multi-strain
epidemic of EVD. Considering more strains could have given a bigger pic-
ture of a potential co-infection scenario.
In Chapter 6, a scenario where migration of populations was only due to
poverty in their residing countries was considered. But in the 21st century,
political instability is also a major cause of populations’ migration. People
fleeing from conflict areas, which may be affected by infectious diseases,
enter new areas of the terrestrial globe with a chance of spreading or con-
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tracting infectious diseases. It will then be of great interest to assess the
impact of such movements on the health of countries receiving refugees so
as to raise awareness against war and other forms of conflict that are often
the drivers of migration.
While several models were fitted to data in this thesis and it is well docu-
mented that the goodness of fit measures the discrepancy between observed
data and values expected from the model. In this work, no goodness of fit
tests were done but we relied on the least squares method for the model
fitting. These tests would have given a better estimation of the discrep-
ancy between observed data and values expected from the model, and then
helped to adjust our parameter values. Considering these tests in the future
will be a useful step in connecting data to a model.
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A.1 Local stability of the endemic equilibrium
To prove the stability of the endemic equilibrium, the theorem, remark and
corollary in [121] which are based on the centre manifold theory were used
in this thesis.




= f (x, φ), f : Rn ×R −→ Rn and f ∈ C2(Rn ×R). (A.1.1)
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that 0 is an equilibrium for system (A.1.1)
for all values of the parameter φ, that is f (0, φ) ≡ 0 for all φ.
Assume






is the linearisation matrix of System
(A.1.1) around the equilibrium 0 with φ evaluated at 0. Zero is a simple eigenvalue
of A and all other eigenvalues of A have negative real parts;
A2: Matrix A has a non negative right eigenvector w and a left eigenvector v
















The local dynamics of (A.1.1) around 0 are totally determined by a and b.
1. a > 0, b > 0. When φ < 0 with | φ | 1, 0 is locally asymptotically
stable, and there exists a positive unstable equilibrium; when 0 < φ  1,
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0 is unstable and there exists a negative and locally asymptotically stable
equilibrium;
2. a < 0, b < 0. When φ < 0 with | φ | 1, 0 is unstable; when 0 <
φ  1, 0 is locally asymptotically stable, and there exists a positive unstable
equilibrium;
3. a > 0, b < 0. When φ < 0 with | φ | 1 , 0 is unstable, and there exists
a locally asymptotically stable negative equilibrium; when 0 < φ  1, 0 is
stable, and a positive unstable equilibrium appears;
4. a < 0, b > 0. When φ changes from negative to positive, 0 changes its stabil-
ity from stable to unstable. Correspondingly a negative unstable equilibrium
becomes positive and locally asymptotically stable.
Corollary A.1.2. When a > 0 and b > 0, the bifurcation at φ = 0 is subcritical
or backward.
Remark A.1.3. According to Remark 1 in [121], if the equilibrium of interest in
Theorem (A.1.1) is a non-negative equilibrium x0, then the requirement that w is
non negative in Theorem (A.1.1) is not necessary. When some components in w
are negative, one can still apply Theorem (A.1.1) on condition that:w(j) > 0 if x0(j) = 0,if x0(j) > 0, w(j) does not need to be positive,
where w(j) and x0(j) denote the jth component of w and x0 respectively.
A.2 Descartes’ law of signs
Theorem A.2.1. Let P = apXp + ap−1Xp−1 + . . . + a0 be a univariate polyno-
mial inR[X]. We write Var (P) for the number of sign variations in a0, . . . , ap and
pos(P) for the number of positive real roots of P, counted with multiplicity.
* Var(P) ≥ pos(P),
* Var(P) − pos(P) is even.
A.3 Matlab codes used for the numerical simulations
The followings codes were run using using Matlab 2017a.
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A.3.1 Bifurcation
The following code is used to plot Figure 3.3. It represents the real and pos-
itive roots of a polynomial of order 3. Other bifurcation graphs are obtained
by editing the order and the coefficients of the polynomial and by using the
indicated parameter values.
%This code i s used f o r both backward and forward b i f u r c a t i o n .
% The values corresponding to each case i s given as a comment .
% To p l o t the backward b i f u r c a t i o n , the user must comment
%the forward b i f u r c a t i o n parameters and
%uncomment the backward b i f u r c a t i o n ones .
lambda = 1866 ;
d e l t a 1 = 0 . 3 0 9 ;
d e l t a 2= 0 . 2 5 1 ;
rho= 0 . 4 5 7 ;
alpha = 0 . 1 7 7 ;
mu = 1 9 4 ;
omega = 0 . 2 5 6 ;
e ta1 = 0 . 3 4 1 ;
e ta2= 3 . 7 8 ;
beta = 0 . 5 6 9 ;
c = 1 5 . 5 ;
mu0 = 0 . 0 8 7 ;
mu1 = 0 . 1 7 2 ;
%bmax = 1 . 8 ; % backward b i f u r c a t i o n
bmax = 1 0 . 8 % forward b i f u r c a t i o n
rend =100000;
r l s t = l i n s p a c e ( 0 , 2 , rend ) ;
myl is t1=zeros ( 1 , length ( r l s t ) ) ;
myl is t2=zeros ( 1 , length ( r l s t ) ) ;
myl is t3=zeros ( 1 , length ( r l s t ) ) ;
Q1= mu + alpha + d e l t a 1 ;
Q2= d e l t a 2 + mu + omega ;
f o r i = 1 : 1 : rend
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r= r l s t ( i ) ;
% Ao, A1 , A2 , A3 are the c o e f f i c i e n t s of the polynomial obtained t the
% endemic equi l ibr ium point E*
Ao = beta * c * (mu0 + Q1 ) * ( mu0* ( d e l t a 2 * e ta2 + eta1 * rho ) + Q2 * ( d e l t a 1 * e ta2 . . .
+rho ) ) ;
A1 = beta * c * ( d e l t a 2 * e ta2 + eta1 * rho ) * ( mu0* ( 2 * bmax*mu1 + bmax*Q1 + . . .
lambda ) + bmax*mu1*Q1) + Q2 * ( beta * c * d e l t a 1 * e ta2 * ( bmax * (mu0 + mu1) − . . .
lambda ) + beta * c * rho * ( bmax*mu1 − lambda ) + mu0* rho * ( beta *bmax* c + mu ) + . . .
Q1 * ( 2 * beta *bmax* c * d e l t a 1 * e ta2 + rho * ( 2 * beta *bmax* c + mu ) ) ) ;
A2= bmax * ( Q2 * ( beta * c * d e l t a 1 * e ta2 * ( bmax*mu1− 2* lambda )+ . . .
rho * (mu1* ( beta *bmax* c + mu ) − 2* beta * c * lambda + mu*mu0) + . . .
Q1 * ( beta *bmax* c * d e l t a 1 * e ta2 + beta *bmax* c * rho + 2*mu * rho ) ) + . . .
beta * c * ( d e l t a 2 * e ta2 + eta1 * rho ) * ( mu1* ( bmax * (mu1 + Q1) + lambda ) + . . .
lambda *mu0 ) ) ;
A3= bmax^2* rho *Q2*mu* ( Q1 + mu1)*(1− r ) ;
mypoly=[Ao, A1 , A2 , A3 ] ;
s o l =r o o t s ( mypoly ) ; % we p l o t the r o o t s ( s o l ) of the polynomial mypoly
myl is t1 ( i )= s o l ( 1 ) ;
myl is t2 ( i )= s o l ( 2 ) ;
myl is t3 ( i )= s o l ( 3 ) ;
% we r e p l a c e negat ive r o o t s by zero and only s t o r e the r e a l p o s i t i v e
% r o o t s i n t o myl is t
i f imag ( myl is t1 ( i ) )~=0
myl is t1 ( i ) = 0 ;
e l s e
myl is t1 ( i )=max( 0 , myl is t1 ( i ) ) ;
end
i f imag ( myl is t2 ( i ) )~=0
myl is t2 ( i ) = 0 ;
e l s e
myl is t2 ( i )=max( 0 , myl is t2 ( i ) ) ;
end
i f imag ( myl is t3 ( i ) )~=0
myl is t3 ( i ) = 0 ;
e l s e
myl is t3 ( i ) = max( 0 , myl is t3 ( i ) ) ;




% we determine the number i from the r l i s t f o r each funct ion myl is t
% where the root of the polynomial i s r e a l and p o s i t i v e .
l s t p o s =f ind ( myl is t1 ~=0) ;
index1=min ( l s t p o s ) ;
index2=max( l s t p o s ) ;
mlstpos=f ind ( myl is t2 ~=0) ;
index3=min ( mlstpos ) ;
index4=max( mlstpos ) ;
v l s t p o s=f ind ( myl is t3 ~=0) ;
index5=min ( v l s t p o s ) ;
index6=max( v l s t p o s ) ;
% we formulate the disease f r e e equi l ibr ium l i n e s on the x−a x i s
s= l i n s p a c e ( 0 , 1 , rend ) ;
z= l i n s p a c e ( 1 , 1 . 5 , rend ) ;
y1= + 0* s ;
y2= + 0* z ;
%a x i s ( [ 0 . 3 , 1 . 5 , 0 , 5 ] ) % backward b i f u r c a t i o n
a x i s ( [ 0 . 7 , 1 . 5 , 0 , 4 ] ) % forward b i f u r c a t i o n
hold on
%we p l o t the p o s i t i v e r o o t s of the polynomial
%p l o t ( r l s t ( index1 : index2 ) , myl is t1 ( index1 : index2 ) , ’ b− ’ ,
%r l s t ( index3 : index4 ) , myl is t2 ( index3 : index4 ) , ’ b− ’ , r l s t ( index5 : index6 ) , . . .
%myl is t3 ( index5 : index6 ) , ’ r−− ’ , ’ l inewidth ’ ,2 )% bacward b i f u r c a t i o n
p l o t ( r l s t ( index1 : index2 ) , myl is t1 ( index1 : index2 ) , ’ b− ’ , . . .
r l s t ( index3 : index4 ) , myl is t2 ( index3 : index4 ) , ’ b− ’ , . . .
r l s t ( index5 : index6 ) , myl is t3 ( index5 : index6 ) , ’ b− ’ , ’ l inewidth ’ ,2 )% forward
p l o t ( s , y1 , ’ b− ’ , ’ l inewidth ’ , 2 )
p l o t ( z , y2 , ’ r−− ’ , ’ l inewidth ’ , 2 )
%x l i m i t ( [ 0 . 2 , 1 . 8 ] )
x l a b e l ( ’ Reproduction number Rh ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ I n f e c t e d population s i z e I ( t ) ’ )
hold o f f
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A.3.2 Sensitivity analysis
The code for the sensitivity analysis initially developed by Gomero [122] is
used as a template. We have edited the code as indicated by the author. The
procedure is the following:
parapdfs.txt (enter the data ranges), RC − LHS.m (enter your R0, parame-
ters in the same order as parapdfs.txt, as many outputs as you need), calcu-
lation.m (enter your R0 and parameters, same as RC − LHS) Run prcc2.m
to get prccs (and runs LHS within it). Then run RC − LHS.m to get the sen-
sitivity graphs. Note that RC represent the reproduction number R0 of our
model. All the following codes must be saved in the same folder and then
run from there.
A.3.2.1 apply-constraints
%This code must be saved as a p p l y _ c o n s t r a i n t s .m
% F i l l s in arrays f o r the parameters t h a t
% are constra ined in some way ( type > 1)
funct ion [ para ] = a p p l y _ c o n s t r a i n t s ( max_val , min_val , . . .
c o n s t r a i n t s , paraval , num, s t a r t s , ends , para , N)
f o r i =1:num
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )~=0) % means i s constra ined in some way
found =0;
j =1 ;
% looking f o r other parameter i t ’ s constra ined to
while ( ( found==0)&&( j <=num) )
d i f f =0 ;
i f ( d i f f ==0) % meaning found match bet .
%f o r para to be constra ined to
found =1;
e l s e
j = j +1 ;
end
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end
i f ( ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )~=5)&&( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )~=6)&&( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i ) ~ = 9 ) )
s t a r t s ( i )= s t a r t s ( j ) ;
ends ( i )= ends ( j ) ;
end
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==2) % same as another parameter
f o r k =1:N
para ( k , i )= para ( k , j ) ;
end
end
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==3) % l e s s than another parameter
s t a r t s ( i ) = 0 . 0 ;
f o r k =1:N
yes =0;
while ( yes ==0)
cho= 1 + round ( (N−1)* rand ) ;




choice =( cho ) / (N) ;
para ( k , i )= choice * para ( k , j ) ;
end
end
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==4)
ends ( i )= mults ( i ) * ends ( j ) ;
f o r k =1:N
yes =0;
while ( yes ==0)
cho = 1 + round ( (N−1)* rand ) ;
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choice = ( 1 . 0 + ( mults ( i ) −1 . 0 ) * ( cho ) / (N) ) ;
end
end
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==5)
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( j )~=0)
make_paraval ( j ) ;
end
f o r z =1:N
f p r i n t f ( ’% l f \n ’ , paraval ( j , z ) ) ;
end
f o r z =1:N
[ q]= determine_rank ( z , j ) ;
rnk = q ;
para ( z , i )= paraval ( i , rnk ) ;
end
end
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==6)
s t a r t s ( i )= min_val ( i ) ;
ends ( i )= ends ( j ) ;
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( j )~=0)
make_paraval ( j ) ;
end
f o r k =1:N
yes =0;
while ( yes ==0)
cho = 1 + round ( (N−1)* rand ) ;




choice =( cho ) / (N) ;
para ( k , i )= min_val ( i )+ choice * ( para ( k , j )−min_val ( i ) ) ;
end
end
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==7)
ends ( i ) = ( 1 . 0 / min_val ( i ) ) ;
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f o r k =1:N
yes =0;
while ( yes ==0)
cho = 1 + round ( (N−1)* rand ) ;




choice =( cho ) / (N) ;
para ( k , i ) = ( para ( k , j )+ choice * ( ( 1 . 0 / min_val ( i ))−para ( k , j ) ) ) ;
end
end
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==8)
s t a r t s ( i )= s t a r t s ( j ) ;
ends ( i )= max_val ( i ) ;
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( j )~=0)
make_paraval ( j ) ;
f o r k =1:N
yes =0;
while ( yes ==0)
cho = 1 + round ( (N−1)* rand ) ;




choice =( cho ) / (N) ;
para ( k , i )= para ( k , j )+ choice * ( max_val ( i )−para ( k , j ) ) ;
end
end
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==9)
s t a r t s ( i )= min_val ( i ) ;
ends ( i )=1/ s t a r t s ( j ) ;
i f ( c o n s t r a i n t s ( j )~=0)
make_paraval ( j ) ;
end
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f o r k =1:N
yes =0;
while ( yes ==0)
cho = 1 + round ( (N−1)* rand ) ;




choice =( cho ) / (N) ;







This code must be saved as calculation.m
funct ion [R_C] = c a l c u l a t i o n ( para )
f o r i = 1 : 1 0 0 0 ;
d e l t a 1 ( i )= para ( i , 1 ) ;
d e l t a 2 ( i )= para ( i , 2 ) ;
beta ( i )= para ( i , 3 ) ;
mu( i )= para ( i , 4 ) ;
cn ( i )= para ( i , 5 ) ;
mu1( i ) = para ( i , 6 ) ;
alpha ( i ) = para ( i , 7 ) ;
rho ( i ) = para ( i , 8 ) ;
e ta1 ( i ) = para ( i , 9 ) ;
e ta2 ( i ) = para ( i , 1 0 ) ;
omega ( i ) = para ( i , 1 1 ) ;
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Lambda( i ) = para ( i , 1 2 ) ;
Q1( i ) = mu( i ) + d e l t a 1 ( i )+ omega ( i ) . . .
+ alpha ( i ) ; Q2( i ) = mu( i ) + d e l t a 2 ( i ) ;
R_C = (Lambda./mu) . * beta . * cn . * ( ( 1 . / ( Q1+ mu1 ) ) + . . .
( 1 . / rho . * ( Q1+ mu1 ) ) . * ( e ta2 . * d e l t a 1 )+ (mu1 . * ( d e l t a 2 . * e ta2 . . .
+ rho . * e ta1 ) . / ( Q2 ) ) ) ;
end
A.3.2.3 Checking data distribution
%This code must be saved as check_para_dis t .m
content . . % to c r e a t e plotpara . t x t f i l e and check the
% d i s t r i b u t i o n of sampling data f o r parameters
funct ion check_para_dis t (N, num, ends , s t a r t s , para )
bins = zeros ( 2 , 1 5 0 ) ;
fnumbins=N/ 5 0 . 0 ;
numbins=round ( fnumbins ) ;
p l o t=fopen ( ’ p lotpara . t x t ’ , ’w’ ) ;
f o r i =1 :num
f o r k =1: numbins
bins ( 1 , k ) = 0 ;
bins ( 2 , k ) = 0 ;
end
b i n s i z e =( ends ( i )− s t a r t s ( i ) ) / numbins ;
f o r k =1: numbins
bins ( 1 , k)= s t a r t s ( i ) + ( k−1)* b i n s i z e ;
end
f o r k =1:N
j =1;
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found =0;
while ( ( found==0) && ( j <=numbins ) )
i f ( b ins ize >0)
i f ( para ( k , i ) < bins ( 1 , j ) )
found =1;
e l s e
j = j + 1 ;
end
e l s e
i f ( para ( k , i ) > bins ( 1 , j ) )
found =1;
e l s e




bins ( 1 , j )= bins ( 1 , j ) + 1 ;
end
% write to f i l e of p l o t
f p r i n t f ( plot , ’ parameter %s :\n ’ , names ( i ) ) ;
f p r i n t f ( plot , ’ s t a r t _ o f _ b i n \tmidpt_of_bin\tnum_in_bin\n ’ ) ;
f o r k =1: numbins
f p r i n t f ( plot , ’%12 .8 f \ t %5.4 f \ t %4.3 f \n ’ , b ins ( 0 , k ) , . . .
( b ins ( 0 , k)+ b i n s i z e / 2 . 0 ) , b ins ( 1 , k ) ) ;
end
f p r i n t f ( plot , ’ \ n ’ ) ;
end
f c l o s e ( p l o t ) ;
A.3.2.4 Ranking
% This code must be saved as create_outcome_rank .m
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% ranks v a r i a b l e from matrix " outcome " ;
% c r e a t e s an array : rank_outcome [ sim #] f o r each t s l o t ( time )
funct ion [ rank_outcome ] = create_outcome_rank (N, num, outcome )
% f o r i = 1 :N
% rank_outcome ( i ) = 0 ;
% end
% c l e a r i ;
%




% f o r j = 1 :N
% f o r k = 1 :num
%
% i f ( ( outcome ( j , k) >max)&&(rank_outcome ( j ) = = 0 ) )
% max=outcome ( j , k ) ;




% rank_outcome ( marker )= i ;
% end
[ sorted , order ] = s o r t ( outcome ( : , num ) ) ;
c = 1 ;
f o r i = 1 :N
j = order ( i ) ;
rank ( j ) = c ;
c = c + 1 ;
end
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rank_outcome = rank ;
A.3.2.5 Matrix of the ranks
% This code should be saved as create_rank_matr ix .m
% c r e a t e s a matrix : rank [ num_of_sims ] [ num_of_paras ]
% of the ranks of each parameter f o r each s imulat ion
funct ion [ rank , ranks ] = create_rank_matr ix (N, num, . . .
parameters , rank , rank_outcome )
f o r i = 1 :N
f o r j = 1 :num
rank ( i , j ) = 0 ;
end
end
% c r e a t i n g rank matrix
f o r i = 1 :num
f o r j = (N−1):−1:1
max= 0 . 0 ;
f o r k = 1 :N
i f ( ( parameters ( k , i ) >max)&&(rank ( k , i ) = = 0 ) )
max=parameters ( k , i ) ;
marker=k ;
end
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end
rank ( marker , i )= j ;
end
end
f o r i = 1 :N
rank ( i ,num)= rank_outcome ( i ) ;
end
ranks = rank ( 1 :N, 1 :num ) ;
A.3.2.6 Rank determination
%This code must be saved as determine_rank .m
% f o r c o n s t r a i n t choice #5 , need match ranks , t h i s procedure
% determines the rank of the already sampled parameters to which
% the new parameter i s to be constra ined by equal rank
funct ion [ q ] = determine_rank (simnum , paranum )
got =0;
q =1;
while ( got ==0)
i f ( para ( simnum , paranum)== paraval ( paranum , q ) )
got =1;





% This code must be saved as f ind_prcc .m
% c a l c u l a t e s prcc (gamma) f o r the given v a r i a b l e and parameters f o r a given time ;
% to t e s t the s i g n i f i c a n c e of a given PRCC (gamma) value , the t−value using a
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% Student ’ s T t e s t with N−2 degrees of freedom , a t−value i s c a l c u l a t e d f o r
% eeach PRCC here−−using p . 242 of LHS technique paper
funct ion f ind_prcc ( double BB [ 2 0 ] [ 2 0 ] )
f o r i = 1 :num
gamma=(−BB ( i ,num) ) / ( s q r t ( BB ( i , i ) * BB (num,num ) ) ) ;
t t =gamma* s q r t ( (N−2.0)/(1.0−gamma ) ) ;
end
A.3.2.8 parameters and data
% This code must be saved as gendata .m
funct ion [ paraval , c o n s t r a i n t s , s t a r t s , ends ] = gendata (N, num , . . .
mults , c o n s t r a i n t s , s t a r t s , ends , paraval , max_val , min_val , . . .
kind , s t a r t , f i n i s h , peak )
f o r j =1 :num
mults ( j ) = 0 ;
c o n s t r a i n t s ( j ) = 0 ;
end
f o r i =1:num
oldkind =0;
i f ( kind ( i )==5)
oldkind =5;
end
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i f ( kind ( i )==0)
i f ( oldkind ==5)
kind ( i ) = 5 ;
end
s t a r t s ( i )= s t a r t ( i ) ;
ends ( i )= f i n i s h ( i ) ;
paraval ( i , 1 ) = s t a r t ( i ) + ( f i n i s h ( i )− s t a r t ( i ) ) / ( 2 *N) ;
f o r j =2 :N
paraval ( i , j )= paraval ( i , j −1)+( f i n i s h ( i )− s t a r t ( i ) ) /N;
end
e l s e i f ( kind ( i )==1)
i f ( oldkind ==5)
kind ( i ) = 5 ;
end
s t a r t s ( i )= s t a r t ( i ) ;
ends ( i )= f i n i s h ( i ) ;
ht ( i ) = 2 . 0 / ( f i n i s h ( i )− s t a r t ( i ) ) ;
i f ( peak ( i )~= s t a r t ( i ) )
s lope ( i )= ht ( i ) / ( peak ( i )− s t a r t ( i ) ) ;
done ( i ) = 0 ;
e l s e
done ( i ) = 1 ;
end
x_ l ( i )= s t a r t ( i ) ;
y_old ( i ) = 0 . 0 ;
j =1 ;
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while ( done ( i )==0)
x_r ( i )=(−y_old ( i )+ s q r t ( y_old ( i ) * y_old ( i )+ . . .
2 . 0 * s lope ( i )/N) ) / slope ( i ) + x_ l ( i ) ;
i f ( x_r ( i )<=peak ( i ) )
paraval ( i , j ) = ( x_ l ( i ) + ( x_r ( i )−x_ l ( i ) ) / 2 . 0 ) ;
j = j +1 ;
y_old ( i )= y_old ( i ) + slope ( i ) * ( x_r ( i )−x_ l ( i ) ) ;
x_ l ( i )= x_r ( i ) ;
e l s e
done ( i ) = 1 ;
end
end
amt_prepeak ( i ) = ( ( peak ( i )−x_ l ( i ) ) * y_old ( i ) + . . .
( s lope ( i ) * ( peak ( i )−x_ l ( i ) ) ) * ( peak ( i )−x_ l ( i ) ) / 2 . 0 ) ;
s lope ( i )=−ht ( i ) / ( f i n i s h ( i )−peak ( i ) ) ;
x_r ( i )=(((− ht ( i )+ s q r t ( ht ( i ) * ht ( i )+ . . .
2 . 0 * s lope ( i ) * ( ( 1 . 0 /N)−amt_prepeak ( i ) ) ) ) / slope ( i ) ) + peak ( i ) ) ;
paraval ( i , j ) = ( x_ l ( i ) + ( x_r ( i )−x_ l ( i ) ) / 2 . 0 ) ;
j = j +1 ;
x_ l ( i )= x_r ( i ) ;
y_old ( i )= ht ( i )+ slope ( i ) * ( x_r ( i )−peak ( i ) ) ;
done ( i ) = 0 ;
while ( done ( i )==0)
d i s c ( i )= ( y_old ( i ) * y_old ( i ) + 2 . 0 * s lope ( i )/N) ;
i f ( d i s c ( i ) >=0 .0 )
x_r ( i )=(((− y_old ( i )+ s q r t ( y_old ( i ) * y_old ( i ) + . . .
2 . 0 * s lope ( i )/N) ) / slope ( i ) ) + x_ l ( i ) ) ;
e l s e
i f ( j ==N)
x_r ( i )= f i n i s h ( i ) ;
e l s e
x_r ( i )= f i n i s h ( i ) + 1 ;
end
done ( i ) = 1 ;
end
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i f ( x_r ( i )<= f i n i s h ( i ) )
paraval ( i , j ) = ( x_ l ( i ) + ( x_r ( i )−x_ l ( i ) ) / 2 . 0 ) ;
j = j +1 ;
y_old ( i ) = y_old ( i ) + slope ( i ) * ( x_r ( i )−x_ l ( i ) ) ;
x_ l ( i )= x_r ( i ) ;
e l s e
done ( i ) = 1 ;
end
end
e l s e i f ( ( kind ( i )==2)||( kind ( i )==3)||( kind ( i )==4)||( kind ( i )==5 . . .
)||( kind ( i )==6)||( kind ( i )==7)||( kind ( i )==8)||( kind ( i ) = = 9 ) )
c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )= kind ( i ) ;
end
i f ( kind ( i )==4)
mults ( i )= mult ;
end
i f ( ( kind ( i )==6)||( kind ( i )==7)||( kind ( i ) = = 9 ) )
min_val ( i )= fmult ;
end
i f ( kind ( i )==8)







% This code must be saved as LHS .m
% Cal l ing program f o r LHS rout ine ; feed in f i l e
%c a l l e d parapdfs . t x t which
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% conta ins the name of each parameter ,
% min/max/peak value and d i s t r i b u t i o n
% type ; the f i l e format i s a n x ( n+1) matrix
% After f i l e i s read in , i n i t i a l values
% are declared f o r the program and
% the number of s imulat ions desired ,
%denoted by N, i s assigned by the user
% The program i s set−up to %
%to read the number of parameters , denoted
%by num, from the t a b l e
% in parapdfs . t x t
% The output of the program i s a
%N x num matrix conta in ing the sample f o r
% each parameter in the parapdfs . t x t
% read in values from input f i l e
%to c r e a t e arrays f o r each parameter
% d i s t r i b u t i o n type , lower/upper l i m i t ,
%s t a r t , end and peak are read in
[ name , kind , s t a r t , f i n i s h , peak ] = . . .
t e x t r e a d ( ’ parapdfs . t x t ’ , . . .
’%s %d %f %f %f ’ , ’ header l ines ’ , 1 ) ;
% [ name , kind , s t a r t , f i n i s h , peak ] = t . . .
%extread ( ’ parapdfs_erad . t x t ’ , . . .
%’%s %d %f %f %f ’ , ’ header l ines ’ , 1 ) ;
% Dec lara t ion of parameters
c o n s t r a i n t s = zeros ( 1 0 0 , 1 ) ;
mults = zeros ( 1 0 0 , 1 ) ;
paraval = zeros ( 1 0 0 , 1 5 0 0 ) ;
para = zeros ( 1 5 0 0 , 1 0 0 ) ;
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s t a r t s = zeros ( 1 0 0 , 1 ) ;
ends = zeros ( 1 0 0 , 1 ) ;
min_val = zeros ( 1 0 0 , 1 ) ;
max_val = zeros ( 1 0 0 , 1 ) ;
N = 100 0 ; % number of s imulat ions des ired
a = s i z e (name ) ; % number of parameters in t a b l e
num = a ( 1 ) ;
% Below i s where d i f f e r e n t f u n c t i o n s
%are c a l l e d to run the LHS rout ine ;
% gendata takes the values from parapdfs . t x t and
%c r e a t e s an array which to
% sample values from based on
%the pdf of each parameter
% samples : begins to bui ld samples
% based on array crea ted on gendata
% the reamaining programs apply
%any c o n s t r a i n t s to the parameter values and
% generates the LHS
[ paraval , c o n s t r a i n t s , s t a r t s , ends ] = gendata (N, num, mults , . . .
c o n s t r a i n t s , s t a r t s , ends , paraval , max_val , min_val , kind , s t a r t , . . .
f i n i s h , peak ) ;
[ para ] = samples (N,num, c o n s t r a i n t s , paraval ) ;
[ para ] = a p p l y _ c o n s t r a i n t s ( max_val , min_val , c o n s t r a i n t s , . . .
paraval , num, s t a r t s , ends , para , N) ;
[ paraval ] = make_paraval (num, para , paraval , N) ;
[ l h s t a b l e ] = output_para (N, num, para ) ;
[R_C] = c a l c u l a t i o n ( para ) ;
l a t i n _ o u t p u t = zeros (N, num + 1 ) ;
l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( 1 :N, 1 :num) = para ; l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( : , num+1) = R_C ’ ;
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%check_para_dis t (N, num, ends , s t a r t s , para ) ;
A.3.2.10 Create matric C
% This code must be saved as make_c_matrix .m
% c r e a t e s matrix C ( bottom p . 241 of LHS technique paper ,
% Blower and Dowlatabadi )
funct ion [CC] = make_c_matrix (N, num, rank )
m_u = ( 1 . 0 +N) / 2 . 0 ;
f o r r = 1 :num % changed num + 1 to num
f o r c = 1 :num % changed num + 1 to num
numer = 0 . 0 ;
denomr = 0 . 0 ;
denomc = 0 . 0 ;
f o r i = 1 :N
numer = numer + ( rank ( i , r )−m_u ) * ( rank ( i , c)−m_u ) ;
denomr = denomr + ( rank ( i , r )−m_u ) * ( rank ( i , r )−m_u ) ;
denomc = denomc + ( rank ( i , c)−m_u ) * ( rank ( i , c)−m_u ) ;
end
denom= s q r t ( denomr*denomc ) ;
CC( r , c )=numer/denom ;
end
end
A.3.2.11 Matching parameter rank
% This code must be saved as make_paraval .m
% i f a parameter ’ s c o n s t r a i n t i s type #5 , need to match
% i t s rank to another para .
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% i f the para to which i t i s to be matched has been crea ted
% by c o n s t r a i n t to another para , there i s no array s t o r i n g
% i t s values in rank−order .
% t h i s f i l e c r e a t e s such an array : paraval ( para_ # _ranking ) ( number_of_sims )
funct ion [ paraval ] = make_paraval (num, para , paraval , N)
use = zeros ( 1 5 0 0 , 1 ) ;
f o r q =1:N
use ( q ) = 0 ;
end
f o r q =1:N
low = 1 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ;
f o r r =1:N
i f ( ( para ( r ,num)<=low)&&(use ( r ) = = 0 ) )
% f p r i n t f ( " q= %i r= %i \n " , q , r ) ;




use ( lowmark ) = 1 ;
paraval (num, q)= para ( lowmark ,num ) ;
end
A.3.2.12 Create LHS table
% This code must be saved as output_para .m
% Creates l hs t a b l e
funct ion [ l h s t a b l e ] = output_para (N, num, para )
l h s t a b l e =fopen ( ’ l h s t a b l e . t x t ’ , ’w’ ) ;
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f p r i n t f ( l h s t a b l e , ’%d\ t%d\n ’ ,N,num ) ;
f p r i n t f ( l h s t a b l e , ’ sim ’ ) ;
f o r j =1 :N
f p r i n t f ( l h s t a b l e , ’%d ’ , j ) ;
f o r i =1 :num
f p r i n t f ( l h s t a b l e , ’ \ t%l f ’ , para ( j , i ) ) ;
end
f p r i n t f ( l h s t a b l e , ’ \ n ’ ) ;
end
f c l o s e ( l h s t a b l e ) ;
A.3.2.13 Calling program to generate PRCC
% This code must be saved as prcc2 .m
c l e a r ;
% Cal l ing program to generated PRCC f o r LHS ; c a l l the LHS program which
% generates the sample ; a l l input v a r i a b l e s are included in the LHS program
% and output of the program i s the matrix CC from Blower ’ s technique paper
LHS ; % c a l l the LHS program
b = s i z e ( l a t i n _ o u t p u t ) ;
c = length ( l a t i n _ o u t p u t ) ;
% t e s t 1 = 1./ l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( : , 7 ) ;
% t e s t 2 = 1./ l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( : , 8 ) ;
% t e s t 3 = 1./ l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( : , 9 ) ;
%
% l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( : , 7 ) = t e s t 1 ;
% l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( : , 8 ) = t e s t 2 ;
% l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( : , 9 ) = t e s t 3 ;
num = b ( 2 ) ;
% de l care i n i t i a l parameters
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rank_outcome = zeros ( 1 0 0 0 , 1 ) ;
rank = zeros ( 1 0 0 0 , 1 0 ) ;
outcome = zeros ( 1 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 ) ;
parameters = zeros ( 1 0 0 0 , 1 0 ) ;
CC = zeros ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) ;
l engthofmatr ix = b ( 2 ) ;
% read in data from LHS ; program c r e a t e s matr ices outcome and
% parameters t h a t are used to c a l c u l a t e the PRCCs
% v a r i a b l e s are then ranked and r e s u l t s are put i n t o rank_outcome
% matrix which i s fed i n t o create_rank_matr ix which c r e a t e s
%a matrix of the ranks of each
% parameter f o r each s imulat ion ; the CC matrix then crea ted in the l a s t
% program
[ parameters , outcome ] = read_in_data (N, num, l a t i n _ o u t p u t ) ;
[ rank_outcome ] = create_outcome_rank (N, num, outcome ) ;
[ rank , ranks ] = create_rank_matr ix (N, num, parameters , rank , rank_outcome ) ;
[CC] = make_c_matrix (N, num, rank ) ;
s e t ( 0 , ’ d e f a u l t t e x t i n t e r p r e t e r ’ , ’ tex ’ ) ;
f i g 1 1 = f i g u r e ( 1 1 ) ;
barh (CC( 1 : length (CC)−1 , length (CC ) ) )
s e t ( gca , ’ YTick ’ , 1 : 1 2 )
s e t ( gca , ’ YTickLabel ’ , { ’ \ del ta_1 ’ , ’ \ del ta_2 ’ , ’ \ beta ’ , . . .
’\mu’ , ’ c ’ , ’ \ mu_1 ’ , ’\ alpha ’ , ’ \ rho ’ , ’ \ eta_1 ’ , ’ \ eta_2 ’ , ’ \ omega ’ , ’ \ Lambda ’ } )
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% s e t ( 0 , ’ d e f a u l t t e x t i n t e r p r e t e r ’ , ’ tex ’ ) ;
% f i g 1 1 = f i g u r e ( 1 1 ) ;
% barh (CC( 1 : length (CC)−1 , length (CC ) ) )
% s e t ( gca , ’ YTick ’ , 1 : 1 6 )
%s e t ( gca , ’ YTickLabel ’ , { ’ \ del ta_1 ’ , ’ \ del ta_2 ’ , ’ \ beta ’ ,
%’\alpha ’ , ’ \mu’ , ’ cn ’ , ’ \ mu_0’ , ’ \ mu_1 ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ b_0 ’ , ’ bmax ’ , ’ \ nu ’ , ’ \ rho ’ , ’ eta ’ , ’ \ pi ’ , ’ \ omega ’ } )
% legend2la tex ( f i g 1 1 ) ;
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% l a p r i n t ( 1 , ’ f igure9 ’ ) ;
%
% boxplot (R_C)
% a x i s ( [ 0 . 5 1 . 5 0 1 ] )
A.3.2.14 Tornado plot
% This code must be saved as R_C_LHS .m
% I have to run LHS f i r s t , then def ine a new matrix C to be para .
% run prcc2 .m to have the tornado p l o t
f o r i = 1 : 1 0 0 0 ;
d e l t a 1 ( i )= para ( i , 1 ) ;
d e l t a 2 ( i )= para ( i , 2 ) ;
beta ( i )= para ( i , 3 ) ;
mu( i )= para ( i , 4 ) ;
cn ( i )= para ( i , 5 ) ;
mu1( i ) = para ( i , 6 ) ;
alpha= para ( i , 7 ) ;
rho ( i ) = para ( i , 8 ) ;
e ta1 ( i ) = para ( i , 9 ) ;
e ta2 ( i ) = para ( i , 1 0 ) ;
omega ( i ) = para ( i , 1 1 ) ;
Lambda( i ) = para ( i , 1 2 ) ;
Q1( i ) = mu( i ) + d e l t a 1 ( i ) + alpha ( i ) ; . . .
Q2( i ) = mu( i ) + d e l t a 2 ( i ) + omega ( i ) ;
R_C = (Lambda./mu) . * beta . * cn . * ( ( 1 . / ( Q1+ . . .
mu1 ) ) + ( 1 . / rho . * ( Q1+ mu1 ) ) . * ( e ta2 . * d e l t a 1 ) + . . .
(mu1 . * ( d e l t a 2 . * e ta2 + rho . * e ta1 ) . / ( Q2 ) ) ) ;
end
v =0;
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f i g u r e ( 1 )
p l o t ( del ta1 , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , del ta1 , v )
x l a b e l ( ’ \d e l t a 1 ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_ {0UD} ) ’ )
f i g u r e ( 2 )
p l o t ( del ta2 , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , del ta2 , v )
x l a b e l ( ’\ del ta_2 ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( { R} _ { 0 } ) ’ )
f i g u r e ( 3 )
p l o t ( beta , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , beta , v )
x l a b e l ( ’\ beta ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ color ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_ {0UD} ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ color ’ , ’ k ’ )
f i g u r e ( 4 )
p l o t (mu, log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , mu, v )
x l a b e l ( ’\mu’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ color ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ color ’ , ’ k ’ )
%
f i g u r e ( 5 )
p l o t ( cn , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , cn , v )
x l a b e l ( ’ c ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ color ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ color ’ , ’ k ’ )
xlim ( [ 0 . 8 1 . 1 ] )
f i g u r e ( 6 )
p l o t (mu1, log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , mu1, v )
x l a b e l ( ’\mu_1 ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ )
f i g u r e ( 7 )
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p l o t ( alpha , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , alpha , v )
x l a b e l ( ’\ alpha ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ )
f i g u r e ( 8 )
p l o t ( rho , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , rho , v )
x l a b e l ( ’\ rho ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ )
f i g u r e ( 9 )
p l o t ( eta1 , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , eta1 , v )
x l a b e l ( ’\ eta_1 ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ )
f i g u r e ( 1 0 )
p l o t ( eta2 , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , eta2 , v )
x l a b e l ( ’\ eta_2 ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ )
f i g u r e ( 1 1 )
p l o t ( omega , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , omega , v )
x l a b e l ( ’\omega ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ )
f i g u r e ( 1 2 )
p l o t ( omega , log (R_C ) , ’ . ’ , Lambda , v )
x l a b e l ( ’\Lambda ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ log ( R_0 ) ’ )
A.3.2.15 Create matrices
% This code must be saved as read_in_data .m
% c r e a t e s matr ices : outcome [ sim # ] [ time ] from input v a r i a b l e f i l e
% and parameters [ sim # ] [ paramter ] from inpt parameter f i l e
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func t ion [ parameters , outcome ] = read_in_data (N, num, l a t i n _ o u t p u t )
f o r i = 1 :N % N i s sim number
f o r j = 1 :num % num i s " time "
%Eof= f s c a n f ( v f i l e ,"% f " ,&temp ) ;
outcome ( i , j ) = l a t i n _ o u t p u t ( i , j ) ;
% see c f i l e . . . outcome and parameters are s e t to the same thing
end
end
%reading in parameter data
f o r i = 1 :N
f o r j = 1 :num
%Eof= f s c a n f ( p f i l e ,"% f " ,&temp ) ;




%This code must be saved as repnumberAndContacts .m~
% parameters
Pi =
rho = 0 . 2 ;
omega = 8.12*10^−3;
beta = 1 ;
K = 10^7;
mu = 5.48*10^−5;
d e l t a 1 = 0 . 0 1 2 ;
d e l t a 2 = 0 ;
gamma1 = 0 . 0 2 ;
gamma2 = 0 . 2 ;
Kp = 10^8;
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alpha1 = 0 . 5 ;
alpha2 = 5 0 ;
r = 0 . 7 ;
mup= 0 . 0 2 ;
Q1 = (mu+d e l t a 1+gamma1 ) ; Q2 = (mu +d e l t a 2+gamma2 ) ; Q4= (mup−r ) ;
Beta = l i n s p a c e ( 0 , 0 . 2 , 1 0 0 ) ;
c = l i n s p a c e ( 0 , 0 . 2 , 1 0 0 ) ;
[ beta ,C] = meshgrid ( Beta , c ) ;
R = rho * Pi . / (mu*Q1 . * Q4 ) . * ( beta * alpha1/K +C . * Q4) + . . .
(1−rho ) * Pi . / (mu*Q2 . * Q4 ) . * ( beta * alpha2/K +C . * Q4 ) ;
%s u r f ( beta , C, R)
meshc (C, beta , R)
%, ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ magenta ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ blue ’ )
x l a b e l ( ’C ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’\ beta ’ ) ;
z l a b e l ( ’ R_0 (C,\ beta ) ’ ) ;
gr id on
A.3.2.17 Constraints and samples
%This code must be saved as samples .m
funct ion [ para ] = samples (N,num, c o n s t r a i n t s , paraval )
used = zeros ( 1 0 0 , 1 5 0 0 ) ;
f o r i =1:num
f o r j =1 :N
used ( i , j ) = 0 ;
end
end
f o r j =1 :N
f o r i =1:num
i f c o n s t r a i n t s ( i )==0
found =0;
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while found==0
choice= 1 + round ( (N−1)* rand ) ;
i f ( choice <=N)
i f ( used ( i , choice )==0)
used ( i , choice ) = 1 ;









This code must created and saved as parapdfs.txt in Microsoft office Excel
for example. It indicates the range and peak of each parameter value used.
Besides, a text document must be created to save the LHS values and this
document must be saved as lhstable.txt
name kind s t a r t f i n i s h peak
d e l t a 1 0 0 .000066 0 . 9 0 . 3 7
d e l t a 2 0 0 .00031 0 . 7 0 .001
beta 0 0 . 1 5 0 . 8 0 . 4 8
mu 0 0 .040 5 2 . 1
cn 0 1 10 4 . 3
mu1 0 0 .008 0 . 9 0 . 4
alpha 0 0 .0002 0 . 5 0 . 5
rho 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 9 0 . 7
e ta1 0 0 1 0 . 1 6
eta2 0 1 5 1 . 7
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omega 0 0 . 0 2 0 . 5 0 . 2
Lambda 0 0 .040 5 2 . 1
A.3.3 Data fitting
The Following code was used to produce Figure 4.2. The other fitting graphs
are obtained by changing the system of differential equations, the parame-
ters values and range contained in this code.
% This funct ion must be saved as e b o l a f i t b e h a v i o u r .m
funct ion e b o l a f i t b e h a v i o u r ( do_est imation )
warning o f f ;
P_Data ( : , 1 ) = [ 1 : 1 9 ] ; %S i e r r a Leone
%P_Data ( : , 1 ) = [ 1 : 2 1 ] ; %L i b e r i a
% cumulative number of Ebola cases , data from 2014
to 2015 , monthly
%P_Data ( : , 2 ) = [ 12 13 51 249 1082 3280 4665 7 1 6 8 . . .
% 7862 8478 9238 9602 10212 10666 10666 10673 . . .
%10672 10672 10672 10675 10675 ] . / 1 0 0 ; % L i b e r i a
P_Data ( : , 2 ) = [ 158 525 907 1813 3706 6 5 9 9 . . .
9004 10340 11301 11841 12362 12701 13093 . . .
13264 13541 13846 14052 14122 14122 ] . / 7 0 0 ; % SierraLeone
Lambda = 60000 ; % s i e r r a Leone
%Lambda = 30000 ; % L i b e r i a
p = 0 . 8 ;
rho= 0 . 6 2 ;
mu = 0 . 0 1 2 ;
e ta = 2 . 1 ;
beta = 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ;
alpha = 0 . 0 1 ;
d e l t a = 0 . 6 ;
k = 0 . 0 0 4 4 ;
Q1= alpha + mu + d e l t a ;
%S0 =4600000; I0= 1 ; D0=0; %L i b e r i a
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S0 =7396000; I0= 1 ; D0=0; % S i e r r a Leone
INITIAL =[ S0 , I0 , D0 ] ;
I s t a r t = 1 ; %month to s t a r t the model s imulat ion
%Iend= I s t a r t + 1 9 ; %S i e r r a Leone
Iend= I s t a r t + 2 1 ; % L i b e r i a
OPTIONS=odeset ( ’ AbsTol ’ , 0 . 0 0 1 , ’ RelTol ’ , 0 . 0 0 1 , ’ MaxStep ’ , 1 / 1 2 ) ;
%Est imate parameters
%by minimizing the sum of squares
%when f i t t i n g modeled to r e a l prevalence data
do_est imation =1;
i f ( do_est imation )
xdata=P_Data ( : , 1 ) ’ ;
ydata=P_Data ( : , 2 ) ’ ;
x0 ( 1 , 1 ) = 30000 ;
x0 ( 1 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 ;
x0 ( 1 , 3 ) = 0 . 6 2 ;
x0 ( 1 , 4 ) = 0 . 0 1 2 ;
x0 ( 1 , 5 ) = 2 . 1 ;
x0 ( 1 , 6 ) = 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ;
x0 ( 1 , 7 ) = 0 . 0 1 ;
x0 ( 1 , 8 ) = 0 . 0 0 4 4 ;
x0 ( 1 , 9 ) = 0 . 6 ;
% Parameters range , LB = upper bound , LB = lower bound
LB=[0 .1001 0 . 1 0 . 6 0 .010 2 0 .0000001 0 .0100
0 .001 0 . 5 ] ; % both
UB=[ 60000 0 . 9 0 . 9 0 . 8 5 0 .000005 0 . 9 0 . 5 0 . 9 ] ; % S i e r r a Leone
%UB=[ 30000 0 . 9 0 . 9 0 . 8 5 0 .000005 0 . 9 0 . 5 0 . 9 ] ; % L i b e r i a
x= l s q c u r v e f i t ( @Model_Inc , x0 , xdata , ydata , LB , UB, optimset ) ;
’ est imated parameters ’
Lambda =x ( 1 )
p =x ( 2 )
rho =x ( 3 )
mu =x ( 4 )
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e ta =x ( 5 )
beta =x ( 6 )
alpha=x ( 7 )
k=x ( 8 )
d e l t a =x ( 9 )
end
[ t y ] = ode45 ( @ebolaf i tbehaviour , [ 0 : 1 / 1 2 : ( Iend−I s t a r t ) ] , INITIAL ) ;
S=y ( : , 1 ) ;
I =y ( : , 2 ) ;
D=y ( : , 3 ) ;
inc idence = y ( : , 2 ) ;
c l o s e a l l ;
f i g u r e ( 1 ) ;
hold on
h_l=p l o t ( I s t a r t +t , y ( : , 2 ) , ’ r − ’ ) ;
s e t ( h_l , ’ l inewidth ’ , 2 ) ;
h_l=p l o t ( P_Data ( : , 1 ) , P_Data ( : , 2 ) , ’ bo ’ , ’ Markersize ’ , 8 ) ;
s e t ( h_l , ’ l inewidth ’ , 2 ) ;
box o f f
a x i s ( [ I s t a r t Iend 0 1 0 ] ) ;
% The y l i m i t i s c o r r e c t e d on the f i n a l i . e mul t ip l ied by . . .
%100 f o r L i b e r i a
% and by 700 f o r S i e r r a Leone s i n c e the i n i t i a l data . . .
%where divided by those numbers .
ylim ( [ 0 2 5 ] ) % S i e r r a Leone
%ylim ( [ 0 1 5 0 ] ) % L i b e r i a
%t i t l e ( ’ Ebola Prevalence ( % ) ’ ) ;
% x t i c k s ( [ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 8 . . .
% 19 20 2 1 ] ) % L i b e r i a
% x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ Apri l_ { 2 0 1 4 } ’ , ’May’ , ’ Jun ’ , ’ Ju l ’ , . . .
%’Aug’ , ’ Sept ’ , ’ Oct ’ , ’ Nov’ , ’ Dec ’ , ’ Jan_ { 2 0 1 5 } ’ , ’ Feb ’ , . . .
%’Mar ’ , ’ Apr ’ , ’May’ , ’ Jun ’ , ’ Ju l ’ , ’ aug ’ , . . .
%’Sept ’ , ’ Oct ’ , ’ Nov’ , ’ Dec ’ } )
x t i c k s ( [ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 . . .
%4 15 16 17 18 1 9 ] ) % S i e r r a Leone
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x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ Jun_ { 2 0 1 4 } ’ , ’ Ju l ’ , ’ Aug’ , ’ Sept ’ , . . .
’ Oct ’ , ’ Nov’ , ’ Dec ’ , ’ Jan_ { 2 0 1 5 } ’ , ’ Feb ’ , ’ Mar ’ , . . .
’Apr ’ , ’May’ , ’ Jun ’ , ’ Ju l ’ , ’ aug ’ , . . .
’ Sept ’ , ’ Oct ’ , ’ Nov’ , ’ Dec ’ } )
x l a b e l ( ’ Months ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 )
y l a b e l ( ’ Cumulative number of Ebola cases ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 12)
x t i c k a n g l e (−45)
hold o f f
funct ion [ ydot ]= e b o l a f i t b e h a v i o u r ( t , y )
S=y ( 1 ) ;
I =y ( 2 ) ;
D=y ( 3 ) ;
ydot ( 1 ) = Lambda − ( beta *(1−p ) * ( y ( 2 ) + e ta * y ( 3 ) ) * exp (− ((y ( 2 )+ . . .
e ta * y ( 3 ) ) * k ) ) ) * y(1)− mu* y ( 1 ) ;
ydot ( 2 ) = ( beta *(1−p ) * ( y ( 2 ) + e ta * y ( 3 ) ) * exp (− ((y ( 2 ) + . . .
e ta * y ( 3 ) ) * k ) ) ) * y ( 1 ) − Q1* y ( 2 ) ;
ydot ( 3 ) = d e l t a * y ( 2 ) − rho * y ( 3 ) ;
ydot=ydot ’ ;
end % funct ion
funct ion Inc=Model_Inc ( x0 , xdata )
Inc =0; %i n t i a l i z a t i o n of t h i s not to have an empty array
Lambda =x0 ( 1 ) ;
p=x0 ( 2 ) ;
rho=x0 ( 3 ) ;
mu =x0 ( 4 ) ;
e ta =x0 ( 5 ) ;
beta=x0 ( 6 ) ;
alpha=x0 ( 7 ) ;
k=x0 ( 8 ) ;
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d e l t a =x0 ( 9 ) ;
%S0 =4600000; I0 =1; D0=0; %L i b e r i a
S0 =7396000; I0= 1 ; D0=0; % S i e r r a Leone
INITIAL =[ S0 , I0 , D0 ] ;
OPTIONS=odeset ( ’ AbsTol ’ , 0 . 0 0 1 , ’ RelTol ’ , 0 . 0 0 1 , ’ MaxStep ’ , 1 / 1 2 ) ;
tdur =50;
[ t y ] = ode45 ( @ebolaf i tbehaviour , [ 0 : 1 / 1 2 : Iend−I s t a r t ] , INITIAL ) ;
S=y ( : , 1 ) ;
I =y ( : , 2 ) ;
D=y ( : , 3 ) ;
inc idence= y ( : , 2 ) ;
f o r j =1 : length ( xdata )
ind=f ind ( xdata ( j )− I s t a r t == t ) ;
S=y ( ind , 1 ) ;
I =y ( ind , 2 ) ;
D=y ( ind , 3 ) ;
Inc ( j )= I ;
end
end % end of Model_prev
end %end of e b o l a _ f i t
A.3.4 Impusive differential equations
The following code was developed from a template for coding impulsive
differential equations, initially formulated by Robert Smith ? [180]. It is used
to plot Figure 5.5.
A.3.5 system of ordinary differential equations
% This code must be saved as impulse_strain_ode .m
funct ion yp=impulse_strain_ode ( t , y )
%we def ine the parameters of the system
globa l Lambda beta1 beta2 mu eta1 eta2 varphi1 . . .
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varphi2 alpha1 alpha2 pi rho1 rho2
% varphi1 and varphi2 represent the . . .
%disease induced death r a t e s of the in fe c t ed ,
% S= y ( 1 ) , I1= y ( 2 ) , D1 = y ( 3 ) , I2 = y ( 4 ) , . . .
% D2 = y ( 5 ) , y ( 6 ) r e p r e s e n t s
% the maximal s o l u t i o n of the the d i f f e r e n t i a l equation with . . .
% impule
yp ( 1 , : ) = Lambda − ( beta1 . * ( y (2 )+ eta1 . * y ( 3 ) ) + beta2 . * ( y (4 )+ . . .
e ta2 . * y ( 5 ) ) ) . * y(1)− mu* y ( 1 ) ;
yp ( 2 , : ) = beta1 . * ( y (2 )+ eta1 . * y ( 3 ) ) . * y ( 1 ) − (mu + alpha1 + . . .
varphi1 ) . * y ( 2 ) ;
yp ( 3 , : ) = varphi1 . * y ( 2 ) − rho1 . * y ( 3 ) ;
yp ( 4 , : ) = beta2 . * ( y (4 )+ eta2 . * y ( 5 ) ) . * y ( 1 ) − (mu + alpha2 + . . .
varphi2 ) . * y ( 4 ) ;
yp ( 5 , : ) = varphi2 . * y ( 4 ) − rho1 . * y ( 5 ) ;
yp ( 6 , : ) = ( ( ( Lambda . * ( Lambda + pi ) . * beta2 . * ( rho2 + . . .
e ta2 . * varphi2 ) ) . / ( (mu^ 2 . * rho2 ) . * (mu + alpha2 + varphi2 ) ) ) . . .
− 1 ) . * (mu + alpha2 + varphi2 ) . * y ( 6 ) ;
A.3.6 Plotting command
% This code must be saved as impulse_s t ra in .m
c l e a r a l l
g loba l Lambda beta1 beta2 mu eta1 . . .
e ta2 varphi1 varphi2 alpha1 alpha2 pi rho1 rho2
Lambda = 8 . 3 7 ;
varphi1 = 0 . 5 ;
rho1= 0 . 9 ;
mu = 0 . 1 ;
e ta1 = 2 . 5 ;
beta1 = 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 ;
alpha1 = 0 . 0 1 2 ;
varphi2 = 0 . 5 ;
rho2 = 0 . 9 ;
e ta2 = 2 . 5 ;
beta2 = 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 ;
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alpha2 = 0 . 0 1 2 ;
pi = 5 0 0 ; % we change the value of \pi . . .
when needed and run the code s e v e r a l t imes
t0 =0;
tq = [ ] ;
yq = [ ] ;
t f i n a l =20;
x0 =[16000 2 0 2 0 2 ] ; % ODE i n i t i a l condi t ions
tq = [ ] ;
xq = [ ] ;
mq= [ ] ;
t 0 =0;
reps = 5 ; % number of impulses ( n )
tau =4; %timespan between two impulses
%tau = s o r t ( t0 + ( t f i n a l − t 0 ) * rand ( 1 , reps ) , ’ ascend ’ ) ;
%tau = s o r t ( t0 + ( t f i n a l − t 0 ) * rand ( 1 , reps ) , ’ descend ’ ) ;
f o r i =1 : reps
tspan =[ t0 tau+t0 ] ; %ascend
%tspan =[ t0+tau t0 ] ; %descend
%tspan =[ t0 1 2 ] ;
[ t , x ] = ode45 ( @impulse_strain_ode , tspan , x0 ) ;
n=length ( x ) ;
x0=x ( n , : ) ;
x0 ( 4 ) = x ( n , 4 ) + pi ;
x0 ( 6 ) = x ( n , 6 ) + pi ;
t f = t ( n ) ;
tq =[ tq ; t ( 1 : n ) ] ;
xq =[ xq ; x ( ( 1 : n ) , : ) ] ;
mq=[mq; mean( x ) ] ;
t 0= t f ;
end
hold on
p l o t ( tq , xq ( : , 2 ) , ’ b−−’, tq , xq ( : , 4 ) , ’ g− ’ , ’ l inewidth ’ , 2 )
%p l o t ( tq , xq ( : , 1 ) , tq , xq ( : , 2 ) , tq , xq ( : , 3 ) , tq , xq ( : , 4 ) , tq , xq ( : , 5 ) )
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%a x i s ( [ 0 40 0 4 0 0 ] )
x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( months ) ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ I n f e c t e d population s ize ’ )
A.3.7 Dynamics of the population
The following code was used to plot Figures 6.7 and 6.8. The other popula-
tion dynamics graphs can be obtained by changing the ODE system and the
parameters value.
A.3.7.1 System of ODE
% This code must be saved as economic_ode .m
funct ion [ ydot ] = economic_ode ( t , y )
%%
%%
% L i s t a l l parameters below
globa l Lambda1 Lambda2 m sigma21 sigma12 alpha_1 alpha_2 beta_1 . . .
pi_1 pi_2 r_1 r_2 eta_1 beta_2 eta_2 mu
eps i lon1 the ta21 . . .
the ta12 phi_1 rho_1 phi_2 rho_2 d e l t a 1 d e l t a 2 eps i lon2 ;
% Define a l l v a r i a b l e s
% S_1 = y ( 1 ) , E_1 = y ( 2 ) , I_1 = y ( 3 ) , D_1 = y ( 4 ) ,
%M_1 = y ( 5 ) , S_2 = y ( 6 ) ,
%E_2 = y ( 7 ) , I_2 = y ( 8 ) , D_2 = y ( 9 ) , M_2 = y ( 1 0 )
% Assign Model parameter Values
Lambda1 = 3 0 0 0 . 2 ;
Lambda2 = 2 0 0 0 . 2 ;
beta_1 = 0 . 0 0 1 ;
e ta_1 = 1 . 0 1 ;
beta_2 = 0 . 0 0 0 8 ;
e ta_2 = 1 . 2 5 ;
mu = 0 . 0 1 ;
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alpha_1= 0 . 1 7 5 1 ;
alpha_2 = 0 . 1 7 5 1 ;
rho_1 = 0 . 2 ;
rho_2 = 0 . 4 9 ;
pi_1 = 5 0 ;
pi_2= 5 0 ;
r_1 = 0 . 5 ;
r_2= 0 . 5 ;
phi_1 = 0 . 7 5 0 ;
phi_2 = 0 . 5 ;
eps i lon1 =100;
eps i lon2 =100;
sigma12 = 0 . 5 ;
the ta12= 0 . 7 ;
sigma21 = 0 ; % We s e t t h i s value to zero in the case of a one way .
the ta21= 0 ; % We s e t t h i s value to zero in the case of a one way .
m= 0 . 9 ;
d e l t a 1 = 0 . 0 8 ;
d e l t a 2 = 0 . 1 2 ;
Q_1 = mu + alpha_1 + phi_1 ;
Q_2 = mu + alpha_2 + phi_2 ;
P1 = mu + d e l t a 1 ;
P2 = mu + d e l t a 2 ;
ydot ( 1 ) = Lambda1 − ( beta_1 * ( y ( 3 ) + eta_1 * y ( 5 ) ) + mu) * y ( 1 ) + . . .
the ta12 * ( 1 − m) * y ( 6 ) − the ta21 * ( 1 − m) * y ( 1 ) ;
ydot ( 2 ) = ( beta_1 * ( y ( 3 ) + eta_1 * y ( 5 ) ) ) * y ( 1 )
− P1 * y ( 2 ) + . . .
sigma12 * ( 1 − m) * y ( 7 ) − sigma21 * ( 1 − m) * y ( 2 ) ;
ydot ( 3 ) = d e l t a 1 * y ( 2 ) − Q_1* y ( 3 ) ;
ydot ( 4 ) = −r_1 * y ( 4 ) * ( y ( 4 ) − pi_1 * ( 1 − ( y ( 3 ) / ( y ( 3 ) + eps i lon1 ) ) ) ) ;
ydot ( 5 ) = phi_1 * y ( 3 ) − rho_1 * y ( 5 ) ;
ydot ( 6 ) = Lambda2 − ( beta_2 * ( y ( 8 ) + eta_2 * y ( 1 0 ) ) + mu) * y(6)− . . .
the ta12 * ( 1 − m) * y ( 6 ) + the ta21 * ( 1 − m) * y ( 1 ) ;
ydot ( 7 ) = ( beta_2 * ( y ( 8 ) + eta_2 * y ( 1 0 ) ) ) * y ( 6 )
− P2 * y ( 7 ) − . . .
sigma12 * ( 1 − m) * y ( 7 ) + sigma21 * ( 1 − m) * y ( 2 ) ;
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ydot ( 8 ) = d e l t a 2 * y ( 7 ) − Q_2* y ( 8 ) ;
ydot ( 9 ) = −r_2 * y ( 9 ) * ( y ( 9 ) − pi_2 * ( 1 − ( y ( 8 ) / ( y ( 8 ) + eps i lon2 ) ) ) ) ;
ydot ( 1 0 ) = phi_2 * y ( 8 ) − rho_2 * y ( 1 0 ) ;
ydot = ydot ’ ;
end
A.3.7.2 Plotting the solutions of the ODE
% This code must be saved as economic_plot .m
%[t , y ] = ode45 ( ’ sylvie_work ’ , [ 0 1 0 0 ] , [ 2 0 0 0 , 1 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] ) ;
% i n i t i a l condi t ions f o r the v a r i a b l e s
[ t , y ] = ode45 ( ’ economic_ode ’ , [ 0 1 5 0 ] , [ 3 0 0 0 0 0 , 3 , 3 , 1 0 , 0 . . .
, 3 0 0 0 0 0 , 3 , 3 , 0 , 1 0 ] ) ;
f i g u r e ( 6 )
p l o t ( t , y ( : , 3 ) , ’ b− * ’ , ’ l inewidth ’ , 2 )
a x i s ( [ 0 100 0 4 0 0 0 0 ] ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( days ) ’ ) ;
%t i t l e ( ’ Al l c l a s s e s ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ I n f e c t e d population s i z e ( I_1 ) ’ ) ;
% use the appropriate legend when changing the parameter
legend ( ’m = 0 . 1 ’ , ’m = 0 . 5 ’ , ’m = 0 . 9 ’ )
%legend ( ’\ sigma_ { 1 2 } = 0 . 9 ’ , ’\ sigma_ { 1 2 } = 0 . 5 ’ , . . .
’\ sigma_ { 1 2 } = 0 . 1 ’ )
legend ( ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’ northeast ’ )
box o f f
hold on
A.3.8 Region of existence of endemic equilibrium point
The following code was used to produce Figure 5.2.
x = [ 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; 3 ] ;
y = [ 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; 0 ] ;
y ( 1 , 1 ) = 0 ;
y (1 ,2)=−260;
f i g = f i g u r e
area ( x , y )
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a x i s ( [ 0 2 0 2 ] )
box o f f
A.4 Excel sheets
A.4.1 Number of EVD cases and beds
The following tables were typed in an Excel sheet and used to plot respec-
tively Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
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A.4.2 Gross national income data
The following data were used to draw Figure 6.1 from an Excel sheet.
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Years Guinea Liberia Sierra Leone Sub-saharan Africa
1962 160 160
1963 160 147,6373644
1964 190 160 150,2969815
1965 200 160 157,9041895
1966 210 160 162,4116511
1967 220 150 166,0408403
1968 230 140 172,2087119
1969 240 150 186,7842627
1970 250 160 208,996667
1971 260 170 223,8934766
1972 280 170 238,0997922
1973 290 190 277,5369547
1974 340 230 361,0017663
1975 370 250 417,6644148
1976 410 230 443,4075798
1977 430 220 457,1672474
1978 470 240 483,9758955
1979 520 310 567,7277137
1980 520 370 669,7637963
1981 500 360 715,0953278
1982 440 350 679,4290896
1983 360 300 581,7775042
1984 360 290 534,2830876
1985 360 240 493,5675282
1986 350 170 495,3457129
1987 360 180 546,8874235
1988 430 400 170 621,5122053
1989 420 290 210 627,4459111
1990 430 190 599,83
1991 430 170 589,182
1992 460 130 566,998
1993 470 160 543,106
1994 460 160 520,391
1995 470 180 535,194
1996 470 210 555,062
1997 470 120 200 568,4427512
1998 430 130 170 531,2909949
1999 420 120 150 515,9731428
2000 380 150 140 503,4447344
2001 340 130 150 491,7505485
2002 330 120 200 485,1201613
2003 320 80 270 529,62365
2004 350 90 270 662,1553338
2005 340 120 280 801,3033129
2006 300 130 300 921,5501229
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Years Guinea Liberia Sierra Leone Sub-saharan Africa
2007 310 160 360 1027.898718
2008 350 180 420 1145.890079
2009 390 220 440 1181.795843
2010 400 250 420 1283.196049
2011 420 320 420 1405.434704
2012 440 340 530 1620.453916
2013 470 370 650 1674.959721
2014 490 370 690 1737.641724
2015 490 380 550 1651.550407
2016 490 370 490 1505.387001
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